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ASSEMBLYMAN KENNETH T., WILSON: This hearing will now 

come to order. The first thing I will say .is that no placards 

will be allowed and you will remove themu please~ 

This is a hearing before the Assembly Committee on Air 

and Water Pollution and Public Health, andwe are going to get 

an objective opinion on this bill. Not only that, .I don° t 

expect any outbursts from the audience or I will have .the 

gallery cleared and we will have one witness come in at a time. 

We are here as Legislators to hear opinions on thi.s bill, 

to hear'both sides, and that is the way this hearing will be 

conductede So long as everyone understands that, we will get 

along fine. 

I would like, first of all, to have any Legislators.here, 

who wish to testify, please come forward and sign up. As far 

as legislative responsibility -and protocol, we first call on 

Legislators to testify, so if y;ou will please come' forward and 

sign so that we will know who is here. 

All right, I would now like to open the hearing on 

Assembly Bill No .. 2212, sponsored by Assemblyman Dennis,. This 

is a hearing before the Assembly Committee on Air and Water 

Pollution and Public Health~ I am Kenneth T~ Wilson, Chairman 

of the Committee, from Essex County. To my right is John 

Fay from Middlesex County: to my left is Herb Kiehn, Union 

County~ and on my far left is Assemblyman Black from Salem County. 

Our first witness will be Assembl,yman Dennis who is the 

sponsor of the bill 0 Assemblyman Dennis. ·. (Boos) 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: I don't believe you heard mee If 

we can° t have an orderly he.aring - that O s the only type hearing 

I run and this Committee will attend - I will have to clear 

the gallery and I wouldn°t want to do this because there are 

quite a few people heree 

Jo H N N® DENN IS: Mra Chairman, Committee members, 

ladies and gentlemen: I amappearing before you today on behalf 

of a bill which I and nine co-sponsors believe to be a major and 

necessary step if we are to clean up the environment in which we 

live® 
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The litter problem in America is not new. It has been 

with us and growing since the first colonists arrived at 

Jamestown.· As our country filled.up and land became even 

scarcer, the problem worsened. Over the last three decades, 

the population explosion, rising affluence and more leisure 

time have combined to magnify the piles of discarded articles 

marr;ing our countryside. But there has been a single develop

ment during the last 10 years or so that has come close to 

overshadowing them all, and that is the massive switch by 

industry and retailers to the non-returnable beverage containerc 

It is generally agreed, I think, that we must act, and 

act now, both on the proliferation of litter on our streets and 

highways and in our parks and places of recreation, and on the 

more long-,,range problem of disposing of solid waste. Let's 

keep New Jersey the 11 Garden State'', hot the 00 garbage state$ 11 

While not an ultimate solution, this bill, we believe, is a long 

st~p toward the goal we all seeke 

In 1969, 43.8 billion containers for beer and so;ft drinks 

were manufactured. If the trend to throw away containers 

continueso as it is now, it is estimated that by 1980 over 

100 billion containers will be produced and discarded every yearo 

Non-returnables, I suppose, have their attractions. They 

are easier for the store and convenient for the customer$ They 

are also more expensivem It has been estimated that Americans 

could save $705 million a year if they purchased all of their 
' soft.drinks in returnable bottles - that 0 s just soft drinks -

and they could save an additional $800 million a year by pur

chasing beer in money-backcontainerSm Add to that the 

estimate that the cost of just picking.up litter in the United 

States runs to more than $500 million a year and you get some 

idea of the price we pay for non-returnables. That l·ast figure, 

by the way, is just for litter collection, not r·egular refuse 

pickupse And if you look around you, all of the litter is by 

no means being picked Upe 
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Putting these cost figures plus the effect on our environment against 

the ease and comfort of non-returnables, perhaps it is time to echo a 

· quote from Sir Winston Churchill: "This is not the time for ease and comfort!" 

'since the introduction of this bill in March, I have received a large 

volume of mail and phol'l.e calls,' pro and con, from interested parties and 

citizens. I have also ~ade personal visits to area breweries and bottle 

distribution firms to get face-to-face reactions from the people who.will be 

' • most immediately affected should this bill become law. 

.. 

I have been told, among other things, that it is people, not containers, 

who litter. '.. This argument could be, and is, used against proposals for· any 

kind·of firearms control or against any ban or control of rtarcotics or drugs, 

or upon.harmful or .hazardous merchandise. There are some people, I well 

realize, who will continue t9 litter the countryside with bottles and cans, 

but I believe they will be far less likely to do so when they stand 

to lose five cents on each container. And even if they do throw away the 

' • 1Containers, there.is always the chance of some enterprising youngsters 

8 picking them up and turning them. in for the :refund. 

I can remember as a child, and I am sure many of you can too,·collecting 

the empty beverage bottles in the house and returning them to the corner 

store. This not only helped pay for many a movie or ice cream soda, but· 

it helped to keep our community clean. I think it is a custom we ought to 

revive. 

We are then told that adoption of this bill will cost jobs. Let's 

• look at the beer industry, a major one in New Jersey. Certainly the 

trend toward n6n-returnables hasn't meant more jobs but less. u. s. 
I 

Department of Commerce figures tell us that between 1958 and 1967 the nu~er 
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of breweries in the United States dropped from 262 to 188. Over the same 

period, the number of persons employed in breweries declined.by 15.6 per 
.. ' - . 

cent, an 11,400 job redpction artd a resulting payroll loss of $97,596,800. 

The reason is _fairly obvious; with the virtual phasing out of returnable 

co~tui~crs it is no longer necessary to rna~ntain area plants to which 

bottles can be returned. And who can say a similar reduction will not 

take place in the soft drink industry if there is the complete ,changeover 

to throwaways that is predicted by 1975? 

Then it is said: "Oh, people don't want returnables," I think the best 

answer to that is .that in most instances the. people can't get them. And 

here we come to what I feel may be the nub of the problem, the attitude 

of the chain supermarkets who have decided they are just not going to 

bother with returnable containers. 

The consumer really hasn't much, if any, choice. The stores either 

don't deal in returnable containers at all or they put such items in 

unobstrusive parts of the store where the customer isn't likely to·find 

them. It has been. alleged (by Crusade for_ a Cleaner Environment) that 

big chains have warned bottlers they will replace their brands with the 
' 

chain's own private brand unles.s the b · 
ottlers supply throwaways only. 

This bill does not go as far as a law recently enacted in Oregon, 

which requires that bottles be capable of reuse and.even requires that 

a standard bottle be used, I am not sure we are ready. 

to go this far. What the markets would do .with the returned containers is 
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a matter for conjecture. We would hope that glass containers would be 

reusable and sent back to the bottlers in the same trucks that bring new 

supplies to the stores. Perhaps non-reusable containers would be sent 

to recycling plants or simply disposed of in refuse collection. Anything 

would be better than having them thrown on our streets, roads and parks. 

Another question: Is this a proper field for legislation? Can't we 

rely on volunteer efforts? What about the recycling centers now being run 

by civic groups and manufacturing concerns? 

I think the recycling projects are doing a tremendous job. There is 

a great deal of enthusiasm, but I question whether these efforts alone 

will prove to be enough in the long run. The top federal official in 

charge of solid waste problems last week predicted a total federal ban 

or tax on non-returnables within two years, and added it was "idealistic" 

to assume that volunteer r~cycling projects could make much of a dent in 

the waste disposal problem. 

Legislation, by its very nature, involves a measure of compulsion. 

But I believe that in certain circumstances it takes leadership by public 

officials and a measure of law to effect real reform. We believe this law 

would be on the positive side of the ledger, a "do" law rather than a 

"don't'', an incentive to New Jersey residents to keep New Jersey clean. 

In conclusion, I suggest three amendments to Assembly Bill 2212 be 

made: 

First: the date must be changed to allow more time for industry 
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Second: I have.asked the Committee Chairman, in a 

lettero previouslyo that the'bili· should e~clude wax coated 

pap~r containers. 

Third: ,An idea that I got from the Oregon bill and 

from looking at the streetso and I think it is not only an 

environmental problem but a. safety factoro particularly on 

the beaches where people take the cans and throw. the little 

metal tabs away. This would be: No person shall sell or 

offer for sale at retail in this State any metal beverage 

container so designed and constructed that a part of the 

container is detachable in opening·the container•without 

the aid of a can opener .• 

That concludes my prepared statement .. I do have a 

copy for the Stenographer. Ando at this timeo I am prepared 

to answer any questions the Committee 'might have .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Fay? 

. ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: I have a few questions, Assemblyman. 

In your testimony you said that this would not affect 

the cost to the consumer? 

MRe DENNIS: Noa I don 1 t know, maybe because I'm the 

sponsor of this bill, but money is always tight so I try to 

buy my beverages in returnable containers. As a matter of 

fact,·. I like my beer .:_ I know it shows' a Ii ttle bit -- I 

drink a few-brews and so does,my wife. In Northern New Jersey 

t}:lere .. are two large breweries o Schaefer: :and· Rheingold, and 

we buy our case in returnable bottles .. By doing this, comparing 

the bottle with bottleo we save 53¢ a case - the throw-away 

bottles versus the returnable bottles~ Now if you use return

able bottles ver.sus cans, you would save 65¢® These, by the 

way, are ,regulated by the Staten the beer would be regulated 

by the State® The quarts alsoo you save about 34¢ on a case 

of beer® 
! 

As far as soda-bottleso this varies from store to store. 

This price is set'by the stores themselves. I know I did check 

some of the .bottles. We have a soda co~pany up in Northern 
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New Jersey 0 Bookdale Beverage Company, and 95% of their. 

bottles are returnable and they are a lot less expensive 

than the regular throw-aways. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: But your major premise then is that 

the cost to the consumer, in the beverage fieldo the alcoholic 

and non-alcoholic, that this would bring the prices down? 

Does your research prove that? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS: They would save money. I don°t 

think it would bring prices down. Obviously, if they~re going 

to pay a nickel it would increase the initial cost, but they 

would save money by returning them .. Even now, if they could 

get them they would save money but the problem is,you can°t 

get them in most stores:~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: The second point that you made, 

referring to the employment problem,or which possibly could 

become an unemployment problem. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS: Well, I realize that there are 

a lot of people·from South Jersey here because of the bottling 
. ' 

industry, but I really dori O t think there would be a 1o·ss of 

jobs as much as it would be offset by the in~rease in jobse 
Your stores, for instance, obviously if they are goin·g to take 

returnable bottles, they would have to add, it is estimated, 

one-quarter man-hours per day, which would be approximately 

two hours. That means that the retail stores would probably 

have to add more help. I think the breweries would probably 

have to add more help if they're going to have returnable 
bottles® If, for instance, Millers, which no longer has any 
breweries on the East Coast, if you haQ. to ,send the bottles 

back to Milwaukee, you would add jobs in transportation in 

returning the bottleso So, actually, it would help the 

transportation industryo Again, if you're going to recycle 

theseu obviously, when the bottles come, back to the stores, you 

are going to have to do something. So it may be more of a 

shift in jobst rather than a loss in jobs. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: And is there any reason why you have 

limited this bill to the beverages? 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS: This is a question that has of'ten 

been asked of me, too~ What about the other items, such as 

ketchup, which practically every home uses, or peanut butter? 

But I know, we buy a big jar of peanut buttera it 0 s pretty 

popular with the youngsters,· J~till that lasts us a week~ where 

we go through a six-,pack of soda a day. So I think it's a 

question of.quantity. And I donDt think peoplea when they go. 

out on the highways or a beach would take a bottle of ketchup 

and throw it out the window, or throw the jar of peanut butter 

on the beach, where they would with the beverages. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Kiehn? 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Yes. Assemblyman Dennis, are beer 

cans, as we know them today, - you referred to beer cans - to 

be a returnable item? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS: Yes. This bill would say that all 

beverages must be in returnable containerse So they could 

still use cans. We 0 re not saying, like the Oregon Bill, that 

they must be reused. Wetre encouraging recycling. It's not 

outlawing the use of throw-aways, as we say, _ not reusable, just 

saying that they get. back to the stores. I am leaving it to 

the ingenuity of our business firms in the State to get together 

and decide which would be the best way, whether to recycle them 
or to reuse them, and I think they know best. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: In other words then, according to 

the bill, there would be 5¢ added to the cost of a beer con

tainer, that is metal, --

ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS: I don't know how much they would 
add to it. 'Maybe they would add more or maybe they would 

add less, but you would receive 5¢ back when you took the 

container back to the store, a minimum of 5¢e Naturally, if 

it's a quart, it might be more. I believe the Garden State 

Dairy Products whi.ch use the big half gallon, ·containers of milk, 

I think they get 25¢ as a deposite And, again, as my 
. ' ' 

youngsters say 10 in the older days n we used .to buy the gallon of 
cider and the cider mill used-to get a ·quarter. So, it's a 

5¢ minimum but it could be more. 
8 
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ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: In other words, thenu on canned 

beer and soda, the case would cost $1020 moreo 

ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS: Not necessarilyo It could® 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: It could. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS: It could cost less, it could cost 

moreo 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Wello one of the things that bothers 

me, I would like to know if you have any suggestions as to how 

a large supermarket could handle the return of cans, that ise 

storage in these places where the cans would be brought back, 

evidently in a bag, and they would probably be thrown in some 

disposal center to be picked up. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS~ Yeso I think, again, maybe we 

could have a new type industry. We have Masters for the.home 

and maybe there could be_a large Master for these supermarkets 

for these cans, which would condense them to a small package 

and then be turned over to their reclamation center. 

ASSEMBLYMAN K.IEHN: Another question that I would like 

to clarify in my own mind: Do you have any idea of how the 

cans would be reused, that is h011they may be cleaned and --

ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS: No, the cans would not be reused. 

They would be recycled, .like they are now in our town and in 

many of the towns throughout the State where they are collecting 

tin cans and aluminum cans on Saturdays~ What they do,, they 

recy'cle them, they chop them up and use them again, such as 

paper to be recycledp not reused. There 0 s a difference in 

the terminology, recycle and reuse. It 1 s not like a bottle 

that would be cleaned and reused~ this would be recycled. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: I notice you did mention that the 

cutoff date of January 1 is not realistic. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS: No, it is not realistic at all. 

Again, I 0 :m not in the soda industry or the beer industry but 

I have been advised by some people in the industry and other 

environmental groups that it would take a lot longer time 

for the beer industry to make the changes than the soda 
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industry so they should·be given a longer length of time. 

Without question, I think we have t.o allow some time. r 
think Oregon is allow.ing them about a year or so0 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: You also mention returnables. I 

might say I did receive a letter from C:anada Dry, I believe 

at Neptune, and they said that their production was about 

600,000 cases per year when there were returnable bottles and 

only 275,000 were returned, which was not even half. Do you 

think that is a figure to be determined in this particular· 

area? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS:: Two things on this. First, I did 

also receive that letter from Canada Dry. And, aga.i.n, it goes 

back to my speech o. they say people don't want returnables, 

there is no-demand for this. I know the Pepsicola Company 

tried this in New York City and the big thing is the super

markets don°t want this, not the people. You go to the 

supermarket - I go to one of the big chain stores and the 

only .. returnable I can get there is the quart bottle of Coke. 

The superma.rkets won° t handle them. It I s not the people. 
And, obvfa:msly, if they don I t have them, they can v t sell them. 

The reason they can't sell them is because the supermarket:s 

say they don't want theme And they have been threatened -

I don't know whether it's true or not - that if they don't 
use throwaways they would goto their own brand, which you 

do see in many .:.l..arge supermarkets, they have their own 

brand name. But I did check out where I buy my .liquor that 

the 7 ounce .. bottle ~f.Ganada. Dry, if you .buy an - I think 

they come in 8 or 6 .. ounce bottles, if you buy a sixpack, you 

would save about 3¢ a.bottle by using the returnable. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: The problem, as I see it, though( 

is that returnable bottles probably would increase the cost 

to the consumer because of the fact that the bottles would 

have to be cleaned.· · I don I t know if a bottle going through 

the process of cleaning is actually sanitary because some of 

themmigl?,t just to missed. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS: Well, they used to do it many times. 

10 
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They still do it in the milk industryo a lot of them0 As 

far as the cost, it 1 s cheaper. That's what I tried to 

e:mphasizeo 

I do have a little brochure here, put out by the 

Crusade for Cleaner Environment, which shows that you save 

anywhere from three to four cents per drink. And, as I 

mentioned, as I pointed out in my own case, by using returnable 

bottles, I am saving 5 3¢. If it Os a hot week and I 8 :m drinking, 

two cases of beer a week, I'm saving over $1.00 a.weeku so 

thatus $50 a year that I 0m saving by using returnable bottles" 

So the consumer would save money1 there 0 s no question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: I presume the cost of the bottle, 

whether it be returnable or non-returnable, would be about the 

same in manufaCturing cost. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS: No, I believe not. The glasso I 

believe, ~ again 0 I 0m sure the glass industry will tell you, 

if you compare a Coke bottle - and this is another tricky one, 

the 6 ounce looks almost like the 8 ounce bottle in the 

supermarket, but the 6½ ounce Coke bottle is that greenish 

glass that 1 s much thicker than the other glass. This is just 

from my personal observation. Again 1 I 1 m not an expert in the 

glass field but I am sure they do cost more and they are 

heavier glasso 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Do you know the exact difference in 

cost? 

ASSE~BLYMAN DENNIS: No, I don't. I know it 1 s more. 

But, Qf course~ they could be reused. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Well, one of my concerns is the cost 

to the consumer. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS: Well, if you're .for the consumeru 

you will be for this billo It is going to save the consumer 

moneyo 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Black? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Yes, I have several questions of 

Assemblyman Dennis" 

I would first like to ask you, with the concentration 
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of sodas being so,ld by your major, supermarkets o . and with 
. . ' ' 

the great volume of returned~ottles, as your-bill would 

indicate we should handle, where would the supermarkets store 

these. I am wondering,primarily whether you have given this 
very much thought. 

We 0re talking about, a facility which is designed,to 

market foodstuff to be consumed by people of the State. The 

bottles being brought back, in all probability, would not be 

brought back cleane They would have to be stored. If they 

were stored, I do not believe they could be stored in the 

same building for sanitary purposes. Now, I would assume 

then that we would probably have to construct facilities at 

each supermarket to retain the bottles, since they now have 

a monetary value. 

Would you agree with this? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS: Most of your supermarketsp at 

least in the northern part o~ New Jersey and the ones I have 

seen in my travels throughout the State 0 are located in a 

shopping area where there is large room for parking, .. 

obviously they are relying on.the people.that get there and 

they have to park their carso and I think possibly they could 

just add a little shed or something very inexpensive to put 

these bottles in., I don't think it would add that much cost. 
ASSEMBLYMAN Bl.ACK: Well, I would asku·•,,_at·:this•·. :·. 

point you indicate that the Crusade for Cleanex- Enviro~ent 

indicates that to utilize returnable bottles would reduce 1:he 

cost to the consumer. But we mention such things now as 

supermarkets having to construct facilities to store the bottles; 

we're talking about shipment of bottles across several. states 

in order to get back, be cleaned and refilledo and I wonder.-

I understand the State of Oregon has gone into this approach 

and I wonder if you have a,ny information to submit to this 

Committee to justify ypur position. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Yes a As far as these supermarkets, 

we have here a Bottle Survey, ;19710. whi.ch is a California 
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supermarket report, and California is almost like New Jersey, 

the southern part,.· it's densely popuJ.atede And I do have a 

report here - the Bottle Survey, 1971, all broken down by 
computers, and so forth, as to how much it would cost for.the 

returnable bottles. It varies. There are eight .stores here., 

I- am not going to go into this but I will be glad to leave a 

copy for the record. ( See p. 142 _) The minimum would be 

about 1¢ to 2¢ at the most • 
ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: What I'm wondering primarily isu 

what has been the experience in the State of Oregon? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS: It has just started. I don°€ know., 

It has just ... gotten underway~· I don't know. .But this is broken 

down. You mentioned the cost, this is broken down .by labor 

cost, the transportation cost, .and inventory - .labor.,: ... equ.ipment 

and inventory, which I wilL .be .... glad. to submit for the rec·ord. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACR: Thank you. No further .. questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you very much, Assemblyman .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DENNIS: : .Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Our next .. speaker is COngr.essman 

Charles w •. .Sandman, Jr. , Second District of New Jersey. 

CHARLES 

Chairman •. 

w,. SANDMAN: Thank you, Mr., 

I have a statement which I would like to file .and.make 

a part of the record. (See .. p. 161) I don't intent to read 

the statement here to the Committee. However, I will narrate 

on those points .that I feel are the most .. important. 
At the outset, I would like you to remember that I 

served in this Government, in .. the State Senate, for a decade. 

I know how important these committee hearings are. I know 
the great weight that they cast upon the fate of important 
legislation such as this. And this is the reasoni really, why 
I came all the way from Wa·shington to testify against this 
piece of legislation which I think is dangerous, which I think 

is impractical, and certainly cannqt achieve those goals which 

I am sure the sponsor, in good conscience, wants to achieve" 
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Having been in the legi-slat:1.ve field for all these 

years, I am familiar; as I .am sure the Committee is, with 

those fields that arepopu.lar ta' be for and th~se that are 

popular not to be for. The ~rgument for clean_ing up the 
ecology is so much of an at_tractive thing these days that 

it 0 s something that attracts people to be for, it 1 s one of 

those things that here in the Legislature we :used to refer 

to, and I 1m sure they still do, as one of those uumotherhood" 
. . ' ' .. 

bills: to be agairist this kind of thing, you're against 

motherhood, you 1 re for sin. And this, of course, is not the 

casee 
Now some may believe that, because -- the largest glass 

industry in the world is in my district, I am here to testify 

on behalf of the glass industrye Well, I am, of course, 

interested i,n the glass industry~ I'm interested in the 

30,000 people that make their livelihood from that industry: 

I'm interested in the thousands of people who invest in that 

indu~try: and I am interested in the tremendous contribution 

that that industry makes to the economy of the nation at all 

levels of governmente But I am interested 0 even more than 

that$ the same as the sponsor of this bill is interested, in 

doing something to keep our environment as it should be~ I'm 
interest~d i~ --_ doing everything that -I possibly can to curtail 

pollution, which I am sure he is~ and, if I thought for one 

moment that this measure would ac?omplish any of those things, 
notwithstanding the fact that a'big part ofmy 410,000 

constituents are in someway benefitting from the glass industryt 

I would still support this bill because the protection of the 

environment is far more important. And this I believe; as the 
sponsor believesa But this is not a practical way to reach 

' .. , ' 

that conclusiona 

There are mai:;1-y arguments, and I don°t want to bring 

these up just becaus,e I followed .the sponsor but I have to 

because I don't_ have enipugh ti_me . to come back a.gain e I have 

to be in the Nation's Capitol at 1 o'clock and I can't stay 

here too long. But I do have to comment upon a couple of things 

which he said which don't make sense and cannot possibly prove 
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the argument which he has presented. 

1. He claims that this .;is go.ing to be something. which 

is great for the consumer. We have information that shows 

that it is not great for the consumer~ if it does anythingo .it 

is going to cost the consumer more. And I will deal with 

that latere 

Secondlyo he on one hand says that it 1 s going to 

increase employment because it is going to require more people. 

to do more jobs. Doesn°t he know that if you do this you 

increase costs? And if you increase costs, it can only be 

passed off to the consumer. Who else pays the cost? So that 

argument is very inconsistent. 

As far as the consumer benefittingo he should then 

study a little more about the cost of the container itself. 

The non-returnable bottle costs less than half the cost of 

a metal container. It is the cheapest kind of container. 

It diminishes the cost of production which allows the finished 

product to go to the consumer at its lowest price.·. Why is ito 

for exampleo that the milk industry is in almost total production 

of non-returnable containers? Do you know why? I know why 

because I lived on a dairy farm almost all of my boyhood. 

Because it costs an awful lot of money to wash bottles. And 

that cost has to be passed on to the consumer and nobody else. 

So letus not kid ourselves. You do the consumer no big deal 

by passing this bill. 

And before I pass over too much moreo maybe I should give 

you some real facts about a place where this was testedQ our 
neighbor across the Hudson River 6 ,, in the State of New Yorke 

The Pepsi Cola Company attempted to find out what would happen 

if you·put a 5¢ deposit on Pepsi Colabottles$ Duringthe year, 

in their 16 ounce bottles, there was sold 14½ million in this 

one area where the test was being conducteds It was not a citywide 

test. Eleven million of the 14½ million 0 for which the con-sumer 

paid a nickel apiece, were not returned. Now, if that isnut 

concrete proof that this thing is not going to achieve the result 

that it·seeks to achieveo I donut know what is. 
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Now, Mr. Chairman,, the bill, A~2212" is impractical 

and cannot possibly do the job which I know that the sponsors 

conscientiously want to do. I am not going to dwell upon 

those intricacies and those things which are written in this 

bill that, as a Lawyer, I must say to you are only going to 

invite an endless chain of litigation. I am going to confine 

my remarks to the heart of the issue as to whether or not this 

bill really is in the best interest of the people. 

The Congress, in 19690 created a Council on Environmental 

Quality and then, recently, they created the Environmental 

Protection Agency to stimulate technology to establish national 

priorit;ies to adopt better methods for solving the waste 

disposal problem. The objective of that Bill is worthwhile 

and certainly aimed at establishing a better way to control 

waste and litter. 

In the last three years, the Federal.Government has, 

on the advice of the Nation° s top experts,. decided that the 

answer to this lies solely in one area, and that is salvage 

and recycling. This is what the best experts in the Nation 

testified and told the Congress of the United States when it 

adopted those measures. 

You cannot legislate the object of litter out of 

existence and think that you have in any way eliminated or 
curtailed that problem. The objective here is not to dis

continue the use of the thing that may become littero The 

objective, I think, is to keep those things from being placed 

in places where they should not.be. You should not penalize 

the li tteri you should penalize .. the litter~bug. (Applause) 

The method suggested by Assembly Bill 2212 in banning 

the non-returnable container, which would keep it out of 

existence for the most part because that us what would happen, 

is truly an exercise in futilitye It is parallel to another 

ill-conceived proposition., If you are going to cure the litter 

problem or the refuse problem by eliminating the non-returnable 

container, you could set out to do a far greater job, if you 

wanted to go to that extreme. Why not take on the massive sewage 
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problem that we have in New Jersey the same way® 

Do you realize that if you attacked the sewage problem 

in the same way as the sponsors of this bill are attempting 

to attack the litter and refuse problem, you know what you 

would ask the people to do? You would ask 7½ million people 

to leave New Jersey. {Applause) 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Now, the first time you applauded 

I thought that wasgoingtobesufficientbut, if youare 

going to continue every time you agree with a .speaker 1 s point 

Iam9Qing to clear the gallery~ I told you that at the 

beginning of the hearing$ We don° t need that~ Continue, please. 

CONGRESSMAN. ~ANDMAN: 

Imposing ad~posit will not alleviate theproblemo 

If you want to solve the solid waste problem, you have to 

deal with all kinds of containerso you have to deal with all 

kinds of things that constitute refuse and cons'titute litter. 

Nowe letus be practical about thisQ Let 0 s go back to 

that era in your life and mine, that the sponsor talks about, 

about when you gathered some bottles on a Saturday morning to 

get enough money to go to the movies and maybe buy your.girl 

a lollypop. You collected every bottle that you could collect 

and you took it to the corner stereo and that corner grocer he 

looked at you with a jaundiced look and he didn°t want to buy 

all of those bottles back and he looked over each one to make 

sure you bought it from hime This he did~ 

Take the same set of facts. This bill goes so far that 

you would have to have a deposit on a tin can, and the largest 

tin can company in the world is on the other side of the 

Delaware River in another states Do yo'll: think the corner grocer 

is going to want to pay a nickel for that can that he did:h 0 t 

·sell? Of course notQ And you are not going to have these 

things returned eitherG 

Now I notice too that again - of course, over these 

many years the news media hasn°t always agreed with Charlie 

Sandman and I don°t expect them to'do that now, but I notice 

tnat the New York Times and several other responsible papers 
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have endorsed this piece of legislation. Now, I would like 

to call to the attention of the media, .especially the New York 

Times, the non-,,returna.ble bottle by everybody's figures, not 

mine, amounts to only 2½% of the Nationas litter and :refuse. 

That 1 s all. But discarded news print, including the New York 

Times, represents 57% of the Nation°s litter and refuse. Nowo 

let us ask the New York Times, donut you think it would be a 

good idea, since youure sponsoring this bill, ·to say that 

everybody that buys a copy of the New York Times should pay a 

nickel deposit so that it would not be deposited in the litter 

pile? 

Well, it would be the same thing, fellows, and it's a 

good. idea,. and maybe you should find out the position of the 

editorial staff of that great paper and see what they want 

to do., 

The New Jersey glass industry, almost all of which is 

located in my Congressional District, happens to be the 

largest of its kind, not only in.the State or the Country but 

the largest in the world. ItQs located there because we 

happen to have the best silica sand that there is in the 

world, most of that coming from the county I live in. And 

this is why ite\ls situated there~ Thousands of people work 

in those plants and thousands upon thousands of children have 

been raised as a result of those plants and they 0 ve been there 

more than a hundred years. 

I happen to be one person who seems to be a little 

proud of that operationG I'm proud of .the people who work 

there1 I 0m proud of the things that are produced there1 and 

I am also satisfied that theyure trying to do something about 

the ecology along with other people,. in fact, moreso than other 

peoplee 

During the Congressional recesso I went through the 

District for the primary purpose of.looking into the 

unemployment problem which is reported in my area as being 

the highest in the State® In the glass industry I didn't 

find any cutoff of jobs, I found unfilled jobs. Thatus how 
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important that industry is in South Jersey - unfilled~ Any

body who wants to work in the 2nd Congressional District of 

New Jersey can, today, if they want to work, get a job in 

one of the four major glass plants - if they want to worke 

This is what those plants mean to the 2nd Congressional 

DistrictG 

In addition to that, I also found that they were 

doing something about trying to recycle glass. And I visited 

each of the four major plants, two in Salem County and two 

in Cumberland County. They are paying $20 a ton to Boy Scouts, 

Girl Scouts, and anybody who wants to bring glass to the 

plantQ. They are setting up special days, and they have been 

doing this for over a year, for receiving the glass from 

these people at an exact time when the weighrnaster will be 

there to take it off your hands, and at an exact time when 

company employees will stack the stuff where it should bee 

And I have gotten some very interesting figures from these 

people that I think you ought to have. 

If you think they are just in the business to clutter 

up the country and what-not, let me call these figures to 

your attention. 

In the first quart~ro where this was attempted in 

the country, in the quarter July through September of 1970, 

42 million glass containers were recycled. This was the 

beginning of the program. In the succeeding quartero ending 

December 3lo 1970, the quantity recycled jumped to 65 million. 
In the first quarter of 1971 it jumped to 96 million. And 

what do you think it reached in this last quarter? 175 milliono 
So don~t try to tell me that the glass industry isnut 

trying to be cooperative. I know it is, I 0ve been thereo 

And I invite this Committee, and especially the sponsors of 

this bill, to go there so that they may see what has 
happened. 

The $20 a ton that they 0 re paying for the recycling of 

broken glass is a higher cost, much higher cost, than if they 
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start from raw material all the way. So, economically, this 

is no big deal for the glass industry but,in the best interest 

of the environment, they 0 re doing this: anyway. 

Now, in closing;., I want to call to the Legislators t, 

attention something. which I saw happen which I am sure affects 

them. And, before getting into that, I donut want anybody who 

favors this bill to think that I am preferring economics over 

ecology. That is not the case. I have a record in support of 

the ecology of this country which I wilLplace in competition 

with any Legislator that breathes in any state. 

The largest piece of legislation passed in the United 

States Congress, which only became a piece of legislation 

passed by the House of Representatives on September 9 of this 

year, was my bill, the bill that has to do with curtailing 

and controlling the dumping of refuse in the ocean and tidal' 

waterss 

I think the Legislature should be told what happens 

in one area there because it affectS what you are doing heree 

That particular bill passed the House of Representatives 

by a vote of 308 to 3. As I said, it's one of those ffumotherhood 8n 

bills. However, the same bill had in it a very dangerous 

provision which would have nullified the right of any state 

to have concurrent jurisdictiort and, in effect, would have 

repealed the laws of New Jersey and 31 other states that have 

to do with the dumping of- refuse in the ocean or the tidal 

waters. In fact,.the exact language ih the bill, before it 

was amended with my amendment said: 

,uNo state shall adopt or enforce any regulation 

relating to any activity regulated by this title. ,u 

Now, I thought that it would be rather simple to amend 

this out of the bill because 0 in my opiniond that language is 

unconstitutional. It certalnly violates state's rights as set 

forth in the u. s. Constitution. My amendment simply said: 

iuNothing in this Act shall be construed as preempting 

any state, federal territory, or commonwealth, or subdividion 

thereof from imposing any requi:rement or liability. ou 
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Now 0 the.amazing thing about the treatment of this 

amendment, wnich is the only reason why I ammentioniing this 

to you, was that the amendment should have been a popular 

amendment because it did no·. more than knock out.an uncon

stitutional provision of a bill and only.gave to the states 

those rights that the Constitution gives to the states anyway. 

Who can say that a state should not legislate and say how a 

ship should be loaded in a New Jersey port? It shouldnvt 

happen. 

At any rate, the amazing thing of it all, the amendment 

that I offeredo which should have taken every voteo only passed 

the House of Representatives by one vote.· Now 1 what do you 

thirtk the argument used against the amendment was? And this 

is the meat of my argument. 

The advocates who did not want to give states their 

constitutional rights to have a concurrent jurisdiction said -

and it 0 s easy to get this t~stimony if you want to get it'-

the states are too slow to react and when they·do - get this -

they overreacte They claimed that,because env.-ironmental 

legislation had become such an 10 apple pie 00 issue, the states 

would become prone to ramrod poorly conceived and poorly 

written and inadequate legislation that was emotional and po

liticall.y. popular. This is why the amendment almost failed. 

Now I resent those claims and I said so on the floor 

of the House of Representatives on the date the bill was 

under consideratione 

I said at the outset that I served ten years of my 

life in the State Senate here, and I am very proud of those 

ten years. I still have a profound respect for every man 

or woman who was ever elected to the New Jersey Legislaturee 

I think it is one of the greatest positions and one of the 

greatest honors that any man or woman can ever achieve® It 

certainly was one of the highlights of my lifee I still have 

that same profound respect. I said so in your defense in the 

Congress of the United States. Please don't let me down by 

passing any kind of legislation as poorly conceived as this® 
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Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: . Congressman, the.n you are saying 

that the Federal Government is acting.as far as recyQling is 

concerned or recovering our resources? What is the Federal 

Government doing to offset this problem that we do have with 

non--,disposable items, bottles and so forth? I see.in your 

testimony you mentioned. the Resources Recovery Act of 1970 

which authorized the Federal Government to spend up to 

$460 million, but we know there is a difference. between 

authorization and appropriation. How much is appropriated for 

this? 

CONGRESSMAN SANDMAN: $460. million • 

.ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: That was appropriated? Itwasn°t 

just authorized? 

· CONGRESSMAN SANDMAN: It was authorized and appropriated 

in 19706 It has gotten off to a good start but I must frankly 

admit to you, it's in its infancy stage and certainly hasnnt 

attained the results we would hope it would, yet@ It hasn 1 t 

had a chance. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Fay? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Congressman, of that $460 million of 

federal monies e how many of those dollars are a.ppropriated for 

New Jersey? 

CONGRESSMAN SANDMAN: Well I have no way of telling@ 

And, quite frankly, the $460 million, I voted for it, I was 

one of the cosponsors of the bill. They can't handle that 

much money in two years, let alone one year. This is designated 

over t.h::t.ee ye~r:so In my opinion, they ore not going to be able 

to do it in three or four years because you 0 ve got to set up 

the machinery. But one thing that we did do, we made it 

available so that if they could facilit.ate it the money would 

be there® 

Under this Act, I don°t think any amounts are allocated 

to the various states. Under the program, as you will read 

in my remarks here, these federal grants amount to 75% federal 

money which can be matched by any state or subdivision thereof 
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for the establishment of better methods- for ·di.sposing- of solid 

waste .. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: It's on this _point, I feel, that the 

critics of ·state gOvernment say we.overreact. · I feel that 

' sometimes we '·re forced to because the federal .gove::rriment 

doesn't act·. And I feel that a go(?d'•_,example of that is where 

you quoted the top experts. six months ago the federal govern
merit and other .. experts were ·- telling_ us that phospha,tes had tp 

-96.--i.mmediately.andlast week we-~ad .... the~-Sur_geon .General. and a 
few other -experts telling--us to let• the fish die in order:_J:o .. 

proteCt:·you:r:.,chi1dren~· You have that kind of a choice .. 

-so, if:_ anything, I'm -a critic ,.of -- the.--federaL--<Jovernment 

-- in· this area of ecology. I feel they haven't spent enough-

money on research and too often .their :research has-been mis'-: 
leading -to us. And I most certainly hope that Commiss:i:oner ... , 

Sullivan.:'. wilL .let this _ Cammi ttee and the people of the State' 

of New Jersey know just how much money we're applying for 
and just how much money is being.· appropriated, particularly for 

sop.thern Jersey where you have the glass industry· .and certainly 

in the northern and central part of our State where there is 
\ ' : : 

not onLyan ecol.ogy problem but also the· unemployment problem 

coupled with it. 

CONGRESSMAN SANDMAN: The overall picture of state law, 
,. 
!'must frankly say to you, is. in a far better .condition and 

positionthan people give them credit. In the 32 states that 

·I mentioned that have laws affecting the carrying of refuse 
thatus going te be dumped somewhere, those states have ·better 

·1aws than people think they have. ,And, truthfully, for the 

most part, collectively,-. they have more control than the 
federal legislation gives. See? When you get to the point 

of what can the federal government·do, I don°t think the 
federal government should intervene anywhere where a state 
has cantrol. The big vehj,cle that you need the federai 

government fer is to suppl.y the vast amounts of money .that 
will'be needed for some of these areas that the state cannot 

better do in another way. So I am not critical of anything 
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the states have doneu I think they 0 ve done•a great job. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: The immediate problem that we have 

in Union and Middle@}ex Counties with the State 0 s right argument 

is New York City dumping raw sewage and .the State of New Jersey 

is completely impotent, completely incapable of doing anything 

about it® There is a new Port Authority structure going up in 

New York City and there not even secondary let alone primary treat

ment. ·· .is given to the sewage problem. So I don° t know how 

this logic carries. We might have the strongest laws in the 

Union but New York State has no law at all and we are being 

destroyed on the New Jersey side. 

CONGRESSMAN SANDMAN~ Well, again in some of these 

areas you have federal jurisdiction only because of interstate 

traffic being involved and interstate commerce, and they are 

necessary to stop what you are talking about, going from one 

state to the other .. However, the control. within the state 

is best done by the State Legislature and not by Congress® 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Black? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: My only comment is that I would 

like to express my appreciation to the Congressman for 

spending so much time with us, realizing that he has an 

appointment in Washington® 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Kiehn? 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Congressman. Sandman, I did notice 

that you have given us quite a comprehensive report and with 

the statements that you have made it will enable this Committee 

to arrive at a dete:rmination. 

You did go off the subject a little b.it on ocean dumping 

and I would just like to take this.opportunity, inasmuch as you 

went off a little bit,to ask a favor for the State of New 

Jersey on revenue source sharing so that we will have some 

relief on our property taxes in the state. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Congressman, I want to thank you 

for coming here to testify before the Committee. As 

Chairman of this Committee for the last four years, Assemblyman 

Fay and I have talked ~bout this, as far as federal government 
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participation, and we would like you to take back a 

message •. Number one, that we would like them to maybe 

funnel more money into sewa.ge upgradeing.. According to 

laws passed by the federal government, they can fund up to 

55% for improving sewage treatment and the State pay 25%® 

And we have our 25%but the Federal Government has only 

cont;ributed about 15 to 20%. A. lot of times we hear grandiose 

statements - and this is not directed to you.but to the 

Congress -- . many .gr.andiose .. statements about pollution but 

apparently we dcm O t get the funds from the federal government 

that we need® We realize that we have a limited base, as far 

as revenJJ.e ~ I have talked to you at great length abou~ the 

off-shore dumping, how there was quite a little hassle in 

Cvn.gress to get this through-and finally itdi.dgo through, 

but, in turn, we were forcedtopass a law that this affected 

the Sta,te of New tTersey o that only affected our vessels, yet 

vessels from all over the eastern .. seaboard could still dump 

off ou.r shore, so we had federal. legislation passed$ 

So we want to work together and we hope that the 

federal. government wi11paxt.icipate a little more financially 

as far as some of theseprograms where they say they are going 

t,o p:eovide funds but don° t provide the correct amounte 

Thank you very ... much® 

CONGRESSJYlAN SANDMAN~ Thank you$ (Applause) 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: I would- like to now call Assemblyman 

I woul~.d appreciate it if the rest of our .speakers - we 

have a great number to testify - if you will limit yourselves 

to around five minutes® I am not going to hold you exactly to 

five minutes® In turn o if your statement is longer than this, 

hand it in and we ,will have it printed in full in the record 

f,or the Committee and the rest of the Legislators to study0 

In turn, we will also ha:veanopportunity to question you so 

tha.t we might get a diver,sif.ied opinion. But please do not 

read a complete statement and try to l:i,.mit yourself to about 

five minutes,,, 
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All right, Assemblyman .Hurley .. 

J A M E S R.. H U R L E Y: Mr. Chairman. and members of 

the Committee .. I am Assemblyman James Hurley .. I represent 

District 1, Cumberland and Cape May Countieso in the New Jersey 

Legislature. 
What I have to say here I say on behalf of not only 

myself but my fellow Assemblymano James Cafieroo who, unfortu

nately,could not be here today. 
My remarks will be brief because I have participated 

in public hearings and I know the number of people who are 

here from the public sector who want to testify and they 

should be allowed to speak on this important matter. As a 

member of the Legislatureo I do have other avenues that I can 

take to present my petition to members of this Committee and 

members of the Legislature. 
I do not speak here just as an individual but I speak 

here as a representative bf 175,0dO people .. I speak here not 

only for members of the public and members of the industry, 

but also I speak here on behalf of governmental agencies and 

laboring people in my county. For example, the Board of 

Chosen Freeholders of·cumberland Countyo every municipality in 

Cumberland County has. adopted resolutions in opposition to this 

bill: every locaL and every centraL.J.abor union has adopted 
resolutions in opposition to this.bill., includi.ng.the GBBA and 

Teamsters No .. 676 who are members of the Central Labor Union. 

The concern over environmental.-problems, in this case 
solid waste O is. of ... .grea.t ... .importance. .Much .... nee.ded ... l.e.gi.slation 

has .been.passed in these very halls in an .. attempt to insure 
the .. public that clean air and water, a clean environment, wil.1 

be available to ~ustain life. And L-am sure that much more 
needs- to .. be ..done. Nobody wil·l. a.rgue with .this . .point. And I 

have voted for most of the legislation that has been proposed 

here dealing with environmental problems. 

Rowevero as in every problem of this typeu every problem 

that comes before any legislative bodyo a balanced approach is 

absolutely essential •. The solid waste problem will not be 
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solved by the .passage of A--2214. 

To ban the sale. o.f non ... x-eturnable containers, which 

are a very minor percen.tage of- the total solid waste picture, 

is like attackingwater pollutionprqblemijcz:eated by storm 

sewers. We knqw that water pollution is a very complicated 

issue, that eve:1::ybody is involved in, it, that it is not caused 
. . 

by only storm sewers and,_ therefore, we don't attack that 

problem ,in tllat way. -- Neither should we attac-;k. solid waste 

p::i;:-oblems PY attacking the ·no:n-.:r:etu:tnable container. They 

aren't the real pro};)lem and we know it~ 
It is so obvious to methat_tlle solution lies in the 

cooperative effortsi: atJ.d;;r,· urge you to con:;dder these efforts, 

cooperative efforts_ between state, "tederal and local govern-
. . . . . 

ments, not by themselves .but in concert with industry,_ in 

concert with the_peoplewho are· employed in these industries, 

and with the general _public at large., to develop plants, __ to 

develop means.to reuse what we now call waste. No one is 

going to do it alone. It is obviously expensive. We've 

been dealing with the :pr<;>blems ofwater,arid air pollution and 

we know how expensive it is ·- to solve_- these problems. 

Municipalities.can't (lo it alone~ You have just discussed 

with the Congressman the fact that neither can the State do it 

alone. Neither can any o_ther governmental agency. But 

together, with indus.t:i::y' s help, with a concerted and a co

operative effort, it can be done. 

The recycling of __ all solid waste - paper, metal, 

wood,gl.ass, pl.astics - is tp.e,Only solution. ~ving toward 

this goal would be a positivean,d beoef;i.qial step to take to 

protect our environment _and just as importantly to protect 

our jobs and our ratables, .in other :words, to protect our 

economic health. 

':t:'o pass this bill would be a negative, detrimental act 

which would not solve the_problem ar1d woul.d cripple the people 

and the economy in. ma~y are.as o.f this. State, .. but _I have to 

speak here particularly.of tne eco;nomy and the people of 

Cumberland County. 
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There are 122,000 people· in·cumberland·c9unty. -22,422 

of them are employed· :in manufacturing pl.ants; out of···a total 

·employmeti t of 40, 3'6 2. :: ·. 9:, 800 :m:e·h and women .are working ,·today 

in glass plants in our Countyo Their taxable annual payroll 

is $70 million. Banning the non_;_returnable bottle - and I. 

realize in this State this is purely economics - .but, banning 

the non-returnable container would put people out of work o .. 

cause plants to closeor cause ·them to move to states Where· 

the manufacturing .atmosphereis more conducive,.and· literally 

destroy the economy of •our County.· This economy, the existence 

of glass plants in Cumberland County .goes·all the way back to 

1806 in the C-ity -of Millville. 

Many· facts will be pres·ented to you today. That's 

why I want to attempt· to be·very,brief, because you want 

to hear from chemists and; environmentalists, rnamifacturerso 

labor leaders and busines·smen~:'-- They· should be heard and they 

will be beards 'BU:t there are only .two .facts that I' want to 

leave with you •. 

1. This bill will not solve the .pro:blem that you '.re 

at-tempting to .. .solve, and it will ;create more problems than it 

could possibly solve G · And that O s saying it just as basically 

as I .can say it. 

2. The answer you·are looking for,.is fourid in recycl.ingo 

recycling not orilygla:ss'but recycling'all· solid waste. ·I 

don° t know if you are aware ·of this or not 0 .but there 'is some 

old glass in every piece· of gl.ass 'made, .particular.ly in the 

container business·.,. I:i:Y fact there are people who· contend that 

riow you canmanufacture-glass containers with 100% cullet glass, 

glass that has beeri ,manufactured before and -used before. We 

must use and reuse all that we have in 'this' State and in t:11~.-~ 

Country. 

I want to thank you fo±<allowing me this time to come, 

hereo And I 'want to sincerely .urge you to cast aside t'Lis · 

legis.la.tivemeasure and turn your,attention to solid waste 

recycling, turn your atteri:ti'on to.· that· which has a charice of· 

success. 

Thank you. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyrnano you mentioned the 

fact that now you can manufactµre glass containers with 

100% cullet glass.0 which is glass that is re-q.sedo brokeno and 
so forth® My problemo as Chairman of the Committeeu and I 

think many of our Legislators are concerned with· thiso is how 
do we get the glass from the censumer back to the factory 
and not.t0 the refuse heap which is now the trend? Would 

you have any suggestions along those lines? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HURLEY: .Yes. I think there are two 

suggestions. And one reason why I 0m opposed to this billu 
there is a myriad of 0pportunities hereu things that we 

could be doing and should.be doing. 
Number oneu there is a massive public education jobo 

The industry, the labor unions are working very hard 0 spending 
money, attempting to educate people to return and recycle all 

kinds of refuse. This, I am sure, will have a beneficial 
effect. The Congressman stated some figures that he had 

at his disposal. 
Ultimately the answer is, taking all solid·waste from 

municipalities, from your doerstep, - ultimately the answer 
that we must move toward. We must move toward taking all the 

solid waste from yaur doorstep and mineo from industrial 
plants and business houses and retail stares 0 and putting it 

through a process that separates glass from metalo separates 

paper, and reusing these materials so that they can be put 
back. in the -manuf.acturing .... process and. be .productive material.s. 

• ' ~ < ' ' ! ti As. you .... are .... probab1y .... aware., ...... o.ther .... people .. willspeak .. to 
'. ' , ' ' . ' ' 

this todayu -but there is- a . .pl.ant:.in .eper.a.tion in' this ceunt;ry 
and there is tremen.a.o.us reaearch ... going .. on where they can t,ke 
all. the. so.lid.waste and.-pu.t it ... throu.gh this .... process,, 

I will not for a minute contend, .. with the incentive of 

$20 a ton, .. that we ca,n ... depend on thepubl.ic to ..... bring back all 

containers. We know.that we .. can° t. aut a massive -education 
I 

job can be- done ·-and the State can hel.p in .this matter., A 
massive job of ... ma'king. it important ta the very air that we 
breathe and the ground that we wal'k on will motivate people to 
become involved.in this whole environmental struggle. 
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I think,, ultimately, Mr. Chairman, the answer is in 

recycling ·ai'l ·solid waste and separating it and using it 

again. 

but we 

County .. 

That 0 s not an immediate geal, it 0 s 

ought to be moving toward that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any questiens? 

Thank you very mucµ for testifying, 

The next person wil-1 be Assemblyman 

not a first step, 

· (No questions) 

Mr. Assemblyman. 
Fiore of.Essex 

Ce RICH A~ D F .IO RE: Gentlemen, I welcome the 

oppor.tunityto-appear .before, this Committee .today to .pre.sent 

·testimony in.oppositionto the.passage of Assembly Bil.l . .2212 .. 

I feel that-if A.s.s~l-'¥:-. .Bill ... 2.212 were to pass, first 
. of all we w.oul.d. have a .. di,scriminatory ..... tax. which is the 

deposit;J.on .. beverage .. containers •.. P.eople. do. not re.turn .. deposi t 

. bottles as they di.d 30 y~.ars .. a.go. Therefore, this .win.ds ... up 

.as a .tax on the .... people who can l,east afford it, the poor, 

the inner-city .. people. 

We hav_e 7 , 000 jobs in .our metal can manufacturers alone 

with .an $80 mill.ion ... -payroll r ... tw.ice .. that .many. in ... glass .. manu

facture ... and_ ~upporting.,industr.i.es... The .total jobs.: .. amoun.ting 
. ) 

to close- to;)20, 000 jebs wi"Wl a .1oss af .incame .up. to $17 5 million 

throughoq-t the state if a bill of this type were.passed.. 
' ' . 

The u. s. Bureau of Mines stated that $4.billion is, 
spent:0 in coll.ection .. and .... di.spo.sal. .o.f .... garbage. .Thi.s ...... garbage 
contained $5.billion of...:val.uable material :which can be recovered 
and .recycled., .. which. it .. should ... be. 

Many of the ... prQponents of .. BilL.2212 wou-ld have us 

believeaban on non~returnable containers and a mandatory tax 

on returnable containers would solve the litter problem.. I 
share the concern over the disgraceful litter situation prevail-

.. 
ing in our environment, not only in New Jersey but elsewhere. 
But I would suggest that Bill 2212 is a simple solution where 

no simple problem exists~ Litter is a separate problem from 

solid waste and organized garbage 1 litter is disorganized garbage: 
litter is a pe_opleu s problem, a human behavior prablem. 

'·' 
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A study: conducted by-· :one, .of the··.:mos:t,pr~;tigi~iii':·;.,, .. · 

organizations in America I the N~tional Academi:c,f ·science O 
I t . 

concludes that·less than 20%of the composition of roadside 

litter is.made up of beer and beverage cans and bottles .. The 

amazing statistic in this study is that 42% of all beer and 

beverage bott3res found in roadside litter were returnable 

bottles. Yes, gentlemeno deposit bottles. 

In light of this fact, . how can· anyone logically reach 

the conclusion that a mandatory deposit will solve the litter 
'; 

problem? How does B,ill 2212 · address itself to ._the other 80% 

of the litter that is not beer or beverage containers?_ I:t 

simply ignores the 80% of tbis problem •. Facts clearly show 

that a deposit system will not eliminate litter. Educ~:t'.ion, • 

enfo.rcement and equipment are the only answers~ 

I know, gentlemen, and-you know, there is a probJ,.em 

with solid waste mismanagement. Everyone knows there is a 
probleIP with litter. I respectfully submit to members of 

this Committee that Assembly Bill 2212 is what the problem 

is not about. 

Now, gentlemen, I went out to get a drink of orange 

juice. · I came in and put it on my desk and somebody tapped 

me on the.shoulder.and asked me how much the container cost -

24¢e He said, well this bill also will state that there's 

a 5¢ deposit on the orange juice container that I just used. 

Now-a I have to agree with Assemblyman Hurley. 

Recycling is the answer, and that's the only answer. Now 
they can me.lt this metal down and. reuse it .. This is what we 
want. We want the people to have j~bs. We do not want to 
pass legislation which can cause·unemployment problems .. 

With that, gentlemeno I oppose Bill 2212 .. 
ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any .questions? (No questions) 

· Thank you very much, · Assemblyman o for testifying. 

Assemblyman Jackman from Hudson County. 

C H R I s T, 0 p H E R J" . . J A . C K M A N: Mr. Chairman 1 

and my colleagues. I come };>e::f'ore you.this morning not only 

a~ an Assemblyman in opposition to Bill A~2212 ·but I come here 
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as an International Vice :President of ::my··urdon o representing 

17, 000 workers in -- the State· and that industry o gentlemen, .. is . 

the container industry .. 
I think I would be facetious if.I tried to elaborate 

any more on the remarks that.were-made by our honored 

Congressman Sandman and my colleague u A'ssemblym.an Hurley u . but 

I would be remiss if I didn°t just add a few remarksa 

Number one and primarilyo the recycling matter that 

has been discussed here today is·an important subject matter. 

And I think you 0 ve heard it from Assemblyman Hurley and

Congressman Sandman that it 0 s a matter of education~ 
Now, just to prove that p~:>int • to you u gentlemen, we 

have a plant in Garfieldu New Jersey, that operates 100% on 
the· recycling. of discarded .new.s .pr.int~ Contrary to my· eminent 

Cong:r:essmano - he may not.have.realized.this- the container 

industry is interested in recycling. This mill, the Garfield 

Paper Mill a manufactures news .. print entirely with the recycl.ing 

of old news.print.and.corrugated containers .. $Oo consequently, 
! 

you can see that the container industryre.al.izes that there is 

a problem in our environment:.. And I think "it · might be well 

to let everybody in this room realize that we, as •Assemblymano -

and speaking on behalf of the Hudson Countydelegation -- we 

realize we have an ecology problem and I think it was put 

very aptly by Congressman Sandman that this is a motherhood 
bill, how can-you be against clean air or how can you hC?t be 
against pallution. Let 0 s not kid·ourselves. We are against 
it but we 0 re iooking for the best method. 

Contrary to my colleague, Assemblyman Dennis, I would 

f.oresee that if this bill were enacted you would have 

approximately.anywhere from. 8,000 to 'l0a000 unemployed, 

additional unemployed, not·necessarily in the bottling industry 

per se but in its related industriesq·thecontainerindustry for 

example. 

I don 1 t want to go into a long dissertation-on the 

storage problem and what-nave-youo and I think primarily.we 
should be interested in the-educational background for recycling. 
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Now 0 it wasn°t too long ago, during World War II 0 that 

we had to save our newspaperso and it was strictly educationalo 

and we saved the tin containers because we knew that we needed 

that product. Ando again, e:v:en in the aluminum end of it® 

Now, gentlemeno I am sure that with the type of legisla

tion that we can espouse here we can educate our particular 

citizens here in the State of New Jersey because I think they 

are dedicated to clean air and clean wateru and I am sure, with 

the help of our 1educational system, we will be able to recycle~ 

Just to make that one point again, I read in this morning 0 s 

paper that there is a symposium this afternoon or 8 o 0 clock 

tonight in West Orange on the recycling subjects And with 

the recycling of these products we can clean up some of this 

litter. 

I think it was put very aptly by Congressman Sandman 

when he said that we must educate the litterbug in order to 

eliminate litter~ 

With that o and in th_e interest of time o gentlemen o I 

subscribe to the Congressman°s remarks.and the remarks that 

were made by the worthy Assemblyman Hurley~ And I can assure 

you 0 gent1emen, speaking again on behalf of the Hudson County 

Delegation, that we are against A-2212s Thank you® 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any questions? (No questions) 

Thank you very much, Assemblyman Jackman. 

Assemblyman Goldfarbo Essex County. 

D A V I D G O L D F A R B: Mr. Chairman and Committee 

Me:rnbers 0 I certainly appreciate this opportunity to be called® 

I have a short statement and I will read it$ 

M.r0 Chairman and members of the Committeeu I am appearing 

todas as a co-sponsoir of Assembly Bill 2212~ I think it is 

important to note at the outset that at the time I was asked to 

co-sponsor this legislation 0 it was suggested to me by several 

of my fellow Assemblymen that this bill would spark needed 

discussion of our growing solid waste disposal problem. I 

agreed to co-sponsor this b:j.11 with the understanding that its 

introduction would stimulate the very type of public hearing 
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that you are so ably chairing today. 

Since the introduction·of this legislation, back in 

March, however, I have had an opportunity to further my own 

research into this problem and to examine the impact of this 

legislation in our State. 

I have frankly been impressed by the success and the 

enthusiastic response to various recycling programs in many 

communities. I have come to believe that legislation whicl:l 

amounts to a ban on non-returnable containers merely diverts 

attention from our overall solid waste problems and is a most 

impractical approach. I have also been convinced that such 

legislation would place an intolerable burden on the small 

retailer and would probably add substantially to the shopping 

bills of the a~rage consumer. For these and other reasons, 

many of them that are being detailed today, I have come to 

the conclusion that Assembly Bill 2212 is not in the public 

interest and I am formally withdrawing my support as a 

co-sponsor. (Applause) 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you, Assemblyman® You will 

have to do that formally when we 0 re back in session in 

November® 
We have a statement on behalf of Assemblywoman Margetts. 

May we have that given now, please® 

ELL A FIL IP Po NE: I am presenting this statement 
in behalf of the Honorable JosephineMargetts of Morris 

County 9 - I am Ella Filippone. - regarding A-2212. 

The disposal of our non-returnable products presents 

considerable problems in our way of life. Although the 

objectives of the bill, A-2212, are sound, I believe we should 

have a more thorough investigation of how elimination of these 

products affect the industries involved. 

Glass and cans are a small,percentage of the refuse mix. 

It would seem from further study that implementation of the 

programwoulq cost more over the long run. Recycling of our 

wastes should receive considerable attention, since we can 
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build into our economy through this concept end products 

which can_serve a us~fulpurpose. 

Paper products, for _example, constitute over 50% of 

our wastes.- Packaging with plastics and its accompanying 

products further complicate matters. The recycling endeavors 

in many of our pommunities, whicrr have been done on a 

volunteer basis~ should transcend itself to a municipal or· 

county effort .. If we can devise an efficient system of 

collection across municipal lines for certain waste products, 

we can.make recycling economic.al. This would then be the 

first step toward enacting ways and means :ta further the 

recycling of other products combining it with educating the 
.- public as to its worth. 

It is my· fee~ing that this bill, A-2212, needs further 

study to provide a workable solution, thereby expanding the 

intent o.f this bill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you very much. 

Mr. -James ,Sheer.an. 

JAMES J. s H E IE R A N: Mr. Chairman .and members 

of the Committee. I am James J. Sheeran and I. aman Attorney 

in West Orange. ·r appear today oh behalf -of the Milk 

Processors and Distributors of New Jersey, which is an 

association representing two of our Stateus major milk 

process and distributing firms - Johanna Fa:rms,with its 
headquarters in Flemington, and Tu.scan Dairies, with its 

offices in.union .. 

We appear here today neither to a~vocate nor oppose 
'Assembly Bill 2212. Our purpose is to persuade this Committee 

and the Legislature to reach some firm conclusions a and reach 
them soon, cm the question of container materials for products 

) 

sold in the mass market. That decision is vital not only to 
our members and to the- other New Jersey milk companies but 
to the economy and environmental well-being of every citizen 
of.our State.· 

·our memebers indeed serve a mass market in New Jersey 

and in neighboring states. In New Jersey plants, utilizing 
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New Jersey labor and paying New Jersey.·. taxes O .these 

·independent firms process and distributethe equivalent of 

more than 25% of New. Jersey 0 ·s total fluid milk cons.umption. 

We now stand at the threshold of some vital and.far-reaching 

business decisions. We must decide whether to maintain .and 

continue to improve our present packaging.system which is 

based on the paper container or whether to install machinery 

that would.permit us to package most, if not all,. our.fluid 

milk in polyethylene plastic containers. 

We hope to make this decision not only as good business

men but also as good citizens .. To act.responsiblyo we need 

the guidance of the State government. 
A-2212 would outlaw plastic containers. We are assuming 

now, and this is of vital importance tQ us, that it would have 

no effect on the familiar paper containers presently used in 

the milk industry which do have a plastic coating® We hope 

that this Committee today can fully clarify for us-the in

tention of the Legislature regarding the present paper con

tainers used in this very important industry. 

The bill also rules out non-returnable bottles. The 

use of bottles in milk processing has declined in recent years 
to a_.neglLgible .point and this aspect of. the bill does not 

present any problem.a to us .. 

On the basis of the information which you receive at 
this hearing and from other sources such as the respected New 
Jersey Department.of Environmental Protection, we think you 

should be able to make a decision as to whether plastic con
tainers do pose a threat to the quality of our emiironment •. We 

have been seeking such a determination by the State for quite 
some time. The replies that we have received are to this•· 
effect: ,uThere 0 s no law against plastic containers now but 

we can't tell what the Legislature is likely to· do in the 
future .. 81 

While plastic bottles already have an important impact 

on marketing and solid waste disposal considerations this is only 

a fraction of their effect if they were to.dominate .the milk 
market .. 
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Let me give you some figures. · 1n 1969 some 606 million containers of 

milk in: all sizes, from half pints to full gallons -- were consumed in New Jersey. 

Ti:is is almost 12 million containers a week, a veritable avalanche. Although full

year figures for 1970 are not yet available from the Division of Dairy Industry, 

there appears t;o have been a considerable increase since then. 

If your inquiry finds that plastic poses no real problems, then we hope 

you would say so and either amend or reject A-2212. We also would expect that the 

appropriate administrative agencies would concur in this viewpoint so we could make 

our decisions on plastic packaging without the threat of adverse governmental action 

after the fact. 

If, on the other hand, your review finds that plastic jeopardizes the 

quality of our life, then we hope you would pass this bill or something like it• 

As businessmen serving a mass market, we must remain alert to the public 

convenience. The plastic milk bottle could prove quite attractive to the coµsumer. 

Our members, to some degree, already are using plastic on~-gallon containers and 

they arc finding an increasing acceptability in the marketplace. Interestingly 

enough, some customers will not purchase milk in the plastic bottle because they 

consider it bad for the environment. 

Although plastic is still somewhat mor~ expensive than paper, is a slower 

process and requires more plant space, it is quite likely that the differentials in 

all of these areas could soon be closed, We then are faced with the decision whether 

to invest the hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of dollars required for a 

full plastic operation. At present we purchase plastic bottle sections which are 

manufactured elsewhere. A full operation comprehends machinery which will blow the 

bottles from polyethylene pellets as part of a continuous bottle-making and filling 

operation. 

If, in good faith and as a matter of good business practice and customer 

convenience, we were to make·this investment and then find that the State has pro

hibited the use of plastic bottles, the impact on our business would be disastrous. 
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If we were to delay this installation while competitors in New 

Jersey and in neighboring states unde.rtook large-scale use of 

plastic which met with high public acceptance, the results to 

us as businessmen also could be harmful. We want to do the; 

right thing, but we need from you, the Legislature, as makers 

of public policy, and from the administrative agencies who 

implement your policy a clear indication of which course to 

follow. 

The well-being of an important New Jersey industry, the 

thousands of citizens whose livelihoods depend on it and the 

millions of people whom it serves depend in great part on the 

guidance which we hope you will give us. We trust that it 

won°t be long delayed. 

Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mr. Sheeran, could you be a littl.e 

bit more specific as to what is the cost of one of those 

machines used in a complete plastic operation? Would you 

happen to know that? 

MR" SHEERAN: I don°t know it off-hand but it is a 

considerable expense that may well run into the millions for 

our segment.of the industry. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Could you find that info:rmation 

for us and send it to me as Chairman of this Committee so 

that we can see what it would cost to convert as far as going 

into a plastic operation, because I .agree with you that if 

we Legislators decide some day that we are going to ban 

plastics and if now businesses are9oing into that directdion, 

it would not be.a correct position on our part as far as 

investment® 

Now, let me ask you.another question. Do you feel 

that the milk industry now is leaning.toward plastic con

tainers? , 

MRo SHEERAN: Well, as I said in my statement, there 

appears to be a high public acceptance of that small portion 

of our marketing that has been using plastic, although there 

are people in the market who refuse to buy plastic containers 
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because they do think it 1 s damaging to the economye But 

there is a public acceptance of that means of marketing. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Damaging to the environment. 

MRe SHEERAN: Some think it is damaging to the 

environment.' I think the most critical and important decision 

that we need on an immediate basis is the question of whether 

or not this bill does include the presently used paper with 

plastic coating that 0 s known and quite familiar in the market. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY~ I don't believe it doesa 

MR@ SHEERAN: It 2 s merely a thin plastic coating. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: It's not included in this bill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Well, if it is, it would have to 

be amended. 

Mr. Sheerane one other point, when you look at these 

figures of 606 million containers of milk produced in 1969 

and if all of these companies were to develop plastic con

tainers it would be a tremendous volume. 

MR .. SHEERAN: That 1 s a rather accurate figure that 

we get from the Division of Dairy Industry. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Black, do you have 

any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Someone else may have a question 

first. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Kiehn, how about you? 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN": I would just like to know - and 

this question has been presented to me at various times - why 

the milk industry has practically discontinued the use of 

the quart bottle in delivery from the so-called milk truck 

to the home, that they are now using the plastic coated 

container9 

MR .. SHEERAN: Well,. actually II I don° t think that that 

relates to the question before the Committee. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN": No, but I would like to know 

because I notice that we have milk delivered, of course, to the 

home and for the.past several months now it has been in a 

plastic coated container rather than, well, you might call ito 
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the old-fashioned milk bottle. And I was just wondering 

why that switch was madeo 

MRo SHEERAN: I might assume, and I can°t give you 

the answer, that it has something to dO with the handling, 

and the movement of that milk is probably a little more 

severe than the movement from a plant into a supermarket. 

The indication is that plastic is now being used for home 

delivery quarts. I don°t think that is so for the companies 

within th~ framework of my representationo 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN~ Okayo 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Black, do you now 

have a question? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Yes, I do. I am amazed at the 

volume of containers that we're talking about and I would 

assume, sir, that the milk processors and distributors have 

gotten into the plastic coated container on the basis of 

economy as well as its suitability for the purpose. 

MRQ SHEERAN: That developed, you know, from the 

traditional glass to the now paper with a plastic coating 

which is a convenient method of bottling and distributing 

to the public0 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: And I would assume that it has 

served the purpose very well. I would assume then, if the 

industry, let us say, had to go back to another type of 

container and had to get involved in a deposit on that 

container, ~ I would imagine then it would have rather an 

earthshaking consequence on your business. 

MR~ SHEERAN: Well, actually, if we were talking 

about making a deposit on the milk industry, I would say 

the effect would be to continue us in the same kind of 

packaging that we have today© 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: M.r0 Sheeran:, the plastic coated 

container that they use now is quite easily disposed of, is 

it noto that most of the companies in New Jersey use? 
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MR,, SHEERAN: Yes 0 I would say so. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: On the other hand 0 if\ they 

switch to plastics then we 0 re going to have a problem® 

Would you ~ay that? 

MR. SHEERAN: Well o I have given you the figures as 

to the amount of containers that will be disposed of. in the 

market~ If we were to use plastic o we would basi.ca..lly be 

talking of something near 65:0 mill.ion containers of milk 

in the course o.f one year. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you very mucho Mr. Sheeran~ 

MR,,, SHEERAN: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mr. William Lund. 

Not just because Mr. Lund is going to speak, but we 

did request that the testimony be limited to five minutes and 

if you have a prepared statemento hand it in and it Wlll 

be printed verbatim for the recordo and the Committee will 

have an opportunity for questions. 

W I L L I A M C,. L U N D: Assemblyman Wilson, in the 

interest of time, your statement regarding that 0 and in 

deference to other speakers to follow 0 I am notgo.ing to go 

through this whole presentation. You have copies of the 

entire presentation and I will just cover parts of it0 

My name is,William c. Lunds I am Manager of.Environ

mental Protection with Union Carbide.Corporation at its 

Bound Brook, New Jersey, EngineeringCenter. I am appearing 

here today as a member of the New Jersey State Chamber of 
Commerce 0 s Committee on Solid Waste Disposal. We are a 

g.roup of specialists and mana.gers with di verse . backgrounds 

and di.sciplines o but all with one common responsibility - to 

work through the. Chamber toward an orderly and effective 

solution to the problems of disposing of all forms of solid 

waste in New Jersey. 
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Our Committee, and the Chamber itcelf, are fully a:ware of New Jersey's . . ' 

exceptionally. difficult pressing and complex problems .. in coru1ection .vi th pre

serving and enhancing our ndural environ'!le:it. We r~cogilize, moreover, that 

New Jersey's business and industry have an important obligation to the public 

to contribute substantially toward the efforts to clean up our environment. 

However, we are opposed to· A-2212 because, it fails to deal squarely 

with all aspects of solid waste disposal end, instead, singles out-~ piecemeal 

fashion -- one relatively small segment of the economy for disciplinary action. 

Because the measure is clearly discriminatory, we simply cannot support it. 

Moreover, the bill's approach to the litter problem is not only 

negative but also indirect and, from the evidence we have obtained, would thus 

have little effect toward the reduction of litter. Instead of imposing bans, 

or even mandatory high deposits on non-returnable containers, we are convinced 

that substantial reduction of the litter problem will come only from a con

centrated education and enforcement program to be directed at the s~urce of 

the litter problem -- people. 

Litter is created solely by people. It is not ,aused by unreturnable 

containers, returnable containers or any other specific type of manufactured 

product. The fundamental problem here is a personal private, "you and me" 

problem of conduct. Litter is purely the result of human behavior. To 

approach the problem on the basis of placing an arbitrary ban upon the mnnufactur, 

of one or two of the ingredients of general litter is hardly even akin to 

paying lip service to the problem. To solve or even alleviate New Jersey's 

litter problem -- which we f'ully recognize as one of exceptional dimensions, 

legislative attention must be directed toward the cauce, not the mere visible 

effect. Practicable solutions must be concerned with you and me -- all of us, 
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end our thoughtless, careless habits, our inconsiderate, abusive practices, 

our irresponsible acts, etc. 

PP.EVIOUS STUDIES OF THE PROBLEM 

Research studies conducted by a divergency of well known end thoroughly 

reputable organizations, provide us with some valuable facts about the actual

ities of the litter problem -- facts that clearly refute many casual, popular 

opinions. For example: 

a) THE HIGHWAY RESEARCH BOARD OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES in 1969 

completed a 29-State survey of roadside litter for Keep America 

Beautiful, the national entilitter organization. The average national 

composition of litter revealed by this survey was as follows: 

Composition of Roadside L:f.tter 

Paper {containers, wrappers, newspaper, etc.) •• 

Percent 
of Total 

Total Cans . . . . . . . 
. •. 59.5 

•• 16.3 1111 • • • • • • • • 

beer and soft drink cans • 

Tot al Glass • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,9 
beer and soft drink (returnable) . • • • . • . 
beer end soft drink (non-returnable) •••• 

Total Plastic •• . . . . . 5.8 

Miscellaneous. . . • • .12. 5 
100.0 

While the composition of litter varied somewhat from state to state, 

2.0 
2.8 

the relative position of the various categories remained constant. This nation-

wide study, incidentally, substantiated the findings of earlier litter surveys 

made in a number of individual states. 

Note that over 80% of the items littered on highw~s are other then non

returnable bottles and cans. Only 17. 7% of highw~ litter consists of these 

non-returnable beverage containers. 
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It should be apparent, therefore, that puniti.,y-e action. --e:- in 1:.he\ form, 

of forced deposits -- on one-way beer and soft drink containers, offers no 

meaningful solution to the litter problem. The Highway Research Board, in a 
summary of findings in the 29-state roadsid.e litter survey, stated: 

"Study findings indicate that cur,rent attempts to reduce ,litter 
significantly by assessing special truces or through development 
of 'self--destruct' bottles may leave other problems unsolyed. 
Litter components, including paper, automobile tires, construct
ion materials and random items represent a high percentage pf 
the litter generated by motorists a.long the nation's primary 
highways. Control of cans and bottles a.lone will not so:J_ve 
th~ problem and addi tiona.l puni tiv~ r:ieasu:rcs :,.re not likelY to 
prove effective." 
(Emphasis Supplied). 

• b) THE BUREAU OF SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT, .. OF THE FE!!lERAL ENVIRONMENTAL 

PROTECTION AGENCY, has published a· study of used packaging. in solid 

waste which shows that a total of 13% (by weight) of solid waste is 

used packaging materials: 

c) 

Used Packaging In Solid Waste 

Paper •• . . " . 
Glass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

beer and soft drink (returnable) . • • • • • • 
beer and soft drink (non-returnable) •••• 

·Meta.ls. . . . • • • . ... 
beer and soft drink cans. 

Others. . . • • • . 

Percent of 
Solid Waste 
(by weight) 

. 6 ,3 . 

.. . 2.1 

•• 1.8 

• 2.8 
13,0 

0.9 
o.8 

0.5 

(See also Tables I and II of · atteche·d pamphl·et "Pollution Facts, 

Returnables vs. Non-Returnables," published by the U.S. CHAMBER OF 

COMMERCE, 1971. ) 

d) In 1969, the PEPSI-COT.A COMPANY, conducted an experiment in New York 

City by introducing 14,400,00016-oz. returnable bottles. each carry-
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ing a 5¢ deposit. Within 12 months, 11,000,000 of the bottles were 

gone, and $550,000 in deposits forfeited. 

We think it significant that no deliberative body which has given 

caref'ul consideration to this problem has recommended banning the use of non

returnable containers as a solution to solid waste problems. Even the Federal 

government has refused to impose a ban on returnable bottles. As reported in 

the Mey 5, 1971 issue of the Kiplinger Washington Letter, the Federal govern

ment "has a survey showing that people won't return bottles if return price is 

too low. And if they throw awey heavier returnables, this worsens the disposal 

problem. If return price is high, a new racket is anticipated ••• the making 

of 'returnable' bottles that are phonies, made just-to be cashed in, never used 

at all. So government will ley off until 1 t has solution •••• 11 

ECONOMIC IMPACT IN NEW JERl3EY 

Restrictions against the use of non-returnable containers in New Jersey 

will have a substantially adverse impact, not only upon the various container 

manufacturers in our State, but also upon a considerable number of related 

industries. You are to hear testimony from trade union representatives , container 

manufacturers,.distributors, retailers and brewers, each describing the adverse 

economic impact of arbitrary restrictions on non-returnable containers. 

The importance to New Jersey's economy of the beverage container industry 

is impressive. Here is just a··partial picture: 

N.J. Taxes Services & 
Industry Jobs Payroll Paid InvestmP.nt Goods Purch. 

Metal Cans 7,000 71,000,000 2,244,000 NA NA 

Brewers 6,000 60,000,000 4,500,oob1) NA 2,500,00 b2> 

Glass ContP> 24,000 111,115,000 5,456,000 272,800,000 90,100,000 

Soft Drink 3,200 33ll6oo,ooo 2,800,000 64,500,000 127,SOO,OOO 

(1) N.J. Excise Tax. 
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(2) Fuel and Power only. 

(3) Incomplete 

A SELF-DEFEATING APPROACH 

-·i. 
_.., -~ 

In our opinion, the restrictions proposed in A-2212, though laudable 

in intent, would prove to be self-defeating. They run contrary to the public 

interest in that they will penalize the consumer with increased costs as well 

as burdensome and outmoded handling of containers as the price of seeking to 

deal with improper behaviPr on. the part of a small segment of the population. 

These restrictions will clearly increase prices paid by consumers for beverages 

because substantial costs are entailed in the handling of returnables at the 

retail level. Recent studies (by The Neighborhood Consumer Information Canter 

Study, Wuhington, D,C,) indicate that these increased costs would fall most 

heavily upon lower income and minority citizens. These consumers normally do 

not have ready access to transportation so as to return containers, nor do they 

have space in their homes to store them under sanitary conditions. In effect, 

you would be imposing, upon those who could least afford it, the burden of 

paying for a program which, at best, is of highly questionable vaiue. 

Additionally, this bill will place an intolerable · burden upon the 

retailer. It will require him to serve also as the initial assembly point for 

the return Journey of re-usable containers. In addition to the increased costs. 

he will have to bear for additional manpower and space, sanitary conditions would 

deteriorate with the accumulation of partially filled containers and the resulting 

spillage, odors, possible vermin and bacterial deposits, plus generally un

attractive surroundings. Furthermore, many retailers could logically be expected 

to place a limit upon the beverages sold on their premises in order.to avoid 
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these excess costs and the concurrent unsanitary and unattractive conditions. 

This will ultimately limit the . product choice available to the consumer. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

In expressing our opposition to A-2212, we al.so offer here some suggest

ions toward a more constructive solution tt:> th~ litter .problem. 

In contrast to the overall problem of solid waste handling, litter cal.ls 

for specific measures directed at the practice of littering. The State, it 

seems to us, presently has two choices: First,to impose punitive restrictions 

on the industry- by banning one-wey containers which account for but a mall 

fraction of the problem. This is the approach of A-2212 which we reject as 

piecemeal, ineffective and discriminatory-. 

Second, however, would be to create a problem-solving mechanism that 

will permit local governments and the industries concerned with all forms of 

litter to work together to their mutual benefit in a,nd in quest-of effective and 

equftible solutions to theprobleni. 

The problem or 11 tter, in contrast to the overall problem of solid 

waste handling, calls tor specific measures directed at the practice of litter

ing. There appear to be three fee,sible weys to attack the litter problem: 

a} Enactment of more effective anti-litter laws and initiation of strict 

enforcement procedures. (In contrast to restrictive container legislation, 

such laws would pinpoint penalties end enfo1~ement upon those who are 

the offenders } • 

b) Far wider dissemination ot information to discourage littering practices. 
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(Education should be directed toward all age groups of the general public 

but with particular emphasis at the elementary and secondary school 

levels. 

c) Development, possibly with support from the Federal government and in 

cooperation with state and loca.l governments, of design and development 

projects which have as their objective the rapid collection by mechanical 

means of highway and other forms of litter. An economical and practical., 

ra.pid mechanic.al collection system could be a vital adjunct to the 

measures described above. 

The State Chamber strongly urges that the legislature: 

a) Defeat restrictive legislation that .would outlaw or generally penalize 

use of any particular type of food or 1everage container. 

b) Render New Jersey's anti-litter statutes more effective a..~d realistic 

and accompany th:i.s change with provision for far stricter enforcement. 

c) Encourage the development of education and information proBrams to dis

courege littering, directed at all age groups of the general public but 

with particular emphasis on the s~hools. 

d) Support the ini ti at ion of research and development projects designed to 

develop systems of rapid mechanical collection of highway and other 

forms of litter. 

e) Encourage research toward development of an economical system for municipal 

ities to collect,handle and dispose of solid waste so as to permit recovery 

of the greatest possible volume of raw materials. 
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Federal funds for t.he tYPe of researcn ana development 

·projects suggested, in (d), (e) above are.available.through 

the Solid Waste office of the Environmental Protection Agency 

in Washington. 

We appreciate t!1,~~ opportunity to appear today" We 
ask, however, that you con~ider, thoughtfully and earnestlyo 

the points we and other representatives of the business 

community have raised at this public hearing. 

Thank you • 

ASSE~LYMAN WILSON: Any questions? (No questions) 

Thank you, Mr. Lund. 

MR .. LUND: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mr. Goldshoreo Department of 

Enviromnental Protection. 

LEW IS GOLDS HORE: I am Lewis Goldshore, Legal 

Analyst on the staff o:t" Commissioner Sullivan. I am pleased 

to be here and present the views of the State Department on 

the issue of non-returnable containers. 

The bill under review today, Assembly 2212, is to 

be. commended for the concept that it embodies. We believe 

that society can ill afford to condone systems of resource 

use which disrupt the natural environmente The att~pt by 

government to bring a return to the practice of reusing 

beverage containers is necessary to alleviate. problems of 

solid waste disposal, litter, and energy use. The situation 

facing us. and the v.arious soll,1.tions offered are typical of 
the enyironmental. prpbl.ems which face us every day .. 

The environmental. problems generated by non-returnable 

beverage containers should not be minimized. Of the more 

than 29 billion glas·s container uni ts produced in 19~6, 

12 billion were beverage containers·~ and of this 12 billion 

only 2.7.billion wer~ of the returnable variety .. 

I think the ch~rt before you today illustrates the 

market share of various types of soft drink containers. We 

see that returnable bottles are being reduced, as far as 

their market share, and we see an, ascendancy of market.share 
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by metal cans a:nd non~returnable bottles~ The figures are· 

projected and you see t~~ irend,increasing over the years: 

Because of those returnables, the cost of collecting 

and disposing of solid waste .across the nation was re(b;Lced 

about $12 million below what it would have been otherwise. 

The number of trips a returnable bottle makes, howevero is 

declining as inflation makes two cents worth less and less. 

In the late fifties we know that each soda container made 

60 trips back and forth, but today it only makes 1:6. 

Metal cans and bottles represent a comparatively small 

percentage of the total solid waste, as does each category 
I 

when viewed separately. Because these materials are the most 

difficult to dispose of, however, their importance is much 

greater than one might otherwise expect.' Even after incinera

tion, glass and cans are respectively 99% and 90% inert 

residue. There is just as much left to dispose of after 

burning as before. Moreover, glass and aluminum are not 

degradable in land fills. Only the archeologists, picking 

through what rema:ins of our society 5000 years from now, 

will appreciate this characteristic.of our present containers. 

A·complete switch to the throw-away containers would 

also cause us much unemployment. Job loss in breweries and in 

stores that sell beverages is estimatedat 80,450 persons due 

to lowered labor requirements of·non-returnables" Payroll 

loss would be iri e:8:cess o'f $511 million../ In addition, 
thousands of warehouse jobs could be adversely ·affected by a 

complete switch to the throwaways. Breweries in Oregon and 

Washington have decided to use returnable bottles after one 

firm found that returnable bottle sales had increased 21%. 

Assembly 2212 would provide a strong economic incentive 

for the recycling of these containers. It would require that 

the containers remain in a stream of commerce as they did in 

the past. Assembly 2212 would not require that manufacturers 

switch to the old heavy style bottles. They couldu in faCt, 

use the li.ghtweight bottles o be assured a continuous supply 

of the old bottles for:t'ecyclirig, and unempi<?yment would not 

result. 
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The problem is not limited, however, to litter and 

solid wastea Like any component of an industrialized society, 

non-returnable bottles affect many sectors of life., To 

analyze solutions and alternativeso therefore, we must first 

decide what is the purpose of doing anything at all, and 

secondly consider why, or if, for that matter, government 

should be the one to do ite 

There are three possible, and closely related,reasons 

for acting to restrict the use of non-returnable beverage 

containers~ 

The first one and most common reason is to reduce 

littere In 1967, 19 states saw the introduction of legisla

tion to ban or restrict the use of non-returnable beverage 

containers to reduce the·litter·problem. None of these bills 

were adopted. 

The intermediate goal would be to reduce the amounts 

of, and costs of collection and processing, solid wastes@ 

Thirdly, a long-term purpose would be to minimize 

use or waste, if you will 0 of energy and of materials® 

We believe that these aims can legitimately be en

couraged by government action and, f~~thermore, that their 

maximum effective attainment will be achieved only as a 

result of government actiono 

before you seeks these ends. 

In concepto the legislation 

The legitimacy of govern-

mental action derives from the traditional responsibility 

that. government has had for solid waste collection"and 
disposal. More recently, growing environmental concern 

has prompted the publ±c to seek initiatives by government 

in solid waste management. 

The increase in non-returnable beverage containers 

and the consequent growing cost of their disposal are an 

economic and environmental problem that responsible govern

ment should help to solve® 

To clean up the results of current container practice, 

a third party, the only existing one being government, must 

intervene in the manufacturer-consumer cycle to reduce the 
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costs that all of society now bearso At the present time, 

neither the manufacturer 0 s decision to make nor the 

consumer 0 s decision to buy is based on consideration of 

disposability and the cost of disposal. The current economics 

of container manufacture and use not only omit calculations 

of disposal costs in setting prices, but also fail to con

sider production or use of easily disposable packaging® 

The problem of resource management in solid wastes 

has been recognized already in other jurisdictions. Defini

tive action has already been taken by the Oregon Legislature 

and it exposes the logical fallacy of the te:rm uu disposable 

resources 0 uo There is just no such thing as a disposable 

resource. The Province of British Columbia, in Canada, has 

also taken legislative action to discourage, prohibit, 

restrict, the throwaway mentality0 

The State of New J"ersey has a grim environmental 

legacy. In the first half of this century, we gave no 

thought to the pollution of our rivers, the degradation of our 

air, the despoliation of our land. New Jersey 0 s government, 

however, has already demonstrated its commitment to a better 

New Jersey tomorrow. It has enacted environmental protection 

laws which instantly have become models for the reH:>t of the 

nation. Your legislative action established a Department of 

Environmental Protection, and created the framework to 

control effectively the environmental insults generated by 

pesticides, ocean dumping, solid waste, and oil pollution. 

The Governoro in initiating and signing this legislation, 

has demonstrated his con:unitment to a cleaner environment. 

Now you are being asked to consider and to act 

favorably on a measure that would protect and help to fulfill 

those earlier pursuits© Requiring the recycling of beverage 

containers constitutes only.the first step in a future 

comprehensive program to control the generation and reuse of 

waste materials. 

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, which 

was instantly acknowledged· as the most significa.nt legislative 
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action. eve:r:: taken. to preserve the natural environment a 

establishes national goals. Sectionl0l(b) (6) of that 

Act treats: the•is~ue of recycling and resource recovery 

and prqv:i..des th~t. one of our national objections shall be: 

to 11 ..... enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach 

the maximum attainable recycling of depletable resources .. uo 

Other Federal action in this area includes both the Resource 

Recovery Act and studies undertaken by the President 0 s Council 

on Environmental Quality • 

This Legis.lature_has already recognized the growing 

scarcity of _our natural resources and the consequent need. 

to recycle materials. A bill adopted this session, enrolled 

as Chapter 257 of the Laws of 1971., creates an expanded market 

for recycled materials. The State has been directed to purchase 

recycled materials wherever product quality can pe assured and 

price is competit;i.ve. 

Moreover, a number of municipalities in the State have 

considered local action to restrict the Sale of non,,..returnable 

bottles. In addition, the Legislature and the Governor have 

received resolutions from local gove:imments urging that the 

State take the action necessary because the municipalities fear 

that their own efforts will be frustrated by unregulated 
neighboring comm.unities .. 

For all these reasons, we support the concept and in= 

tentions of A:-.2212. Now, we need to take a closer_ look at its 
provisions .. 

The bil.l. would make unlawful the. sale of a 11 non-returnable 
bev.erage containern. This isi defined in the bill as a contain

er 0_1.the title to which the seller intends to pass with the sale 

of the contents. uu The bill require.$ that beverage containe.rs 

carry a five-cent refund value, and provides that the violators 

be punished as disorderly persons~ 

The approach embodied in A-2212, as well as that in 

, S-2150a are thoughtful attempts to deal with a serious problem® 

The Departmenta however, would like to o:ffer a few modifications 

suggested by its own experience •. we believe that civil penalties, 

that is, substantial penalties collectable under the penalty 
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enforcement law, and the opportunity to seek su:mmary in

junctions, are more effective deterrents that are criminal 

sanctions in which the disorderly person category falls, 

that is for violations of environmental protection laws. 

Furthermore, because of the rising cost of living, we 

believe that in order to insure that beverage containers 

are recycled, a ten cent cash return value should be mandated 

by the statute® 

To insure flexibility in coping with any environmental 

problem, it is necessary that the Legislature also enable the 

responsible agency to adopt necessary implementing rules and 

regulations. 

Further, enforcement authority - and this is an important 

point - should be shared by state and local officials, and 

those are the local .officials who nor:rnally inspect establish

ments where beverage containers are sold® With these amendments, 

we believe that New Jersey will be able to take a first, yet 

a very significanto st_ep toward the recycling of our resources. 

Before concluding my testimony, I wish to discuss some 

of the objections conunonly voiced against similar bills. 

It is said that beverage containers account for only 

a small fraction of solid waste and litter, and that. it would 

thus be unfair or unwise to single out beverage containers 

for regulaticm0 I think the two charts that we are going to 

place before you now illustrate the magnitude of this problem. 

Figures projected by the Midwest Research Institute 0 s 

study of packaging wastes indicate that beverage containers 

constituted half of the 34 billion glass containers manufactured 

for all purposes in 19700 That chart indicates the ascendency 

of beverages as a portion of the total glass container market0 

You see it is in excess of 50% of all glass containers© 

The same study estimates that over 60% of all metal 

cans used - this next chart shows that more than 60% of all 

metal cans projected in 1970 ended up as beverage contai:ners 0 

This shows the magnitude of the use of metal cans, which would 

be regulated under S-2212 as a share of the total marketo We 
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are talking about quite a number, quite a substantial 

portion of the market, quite a number of containers® We 

are talking, therefore 0 about a major share of the marketo 

not a tiny fraction as some critics have suggested. Never-

.thelesso we recognize that this bill is only a preliminary 

measure in the overall effort to insure that all waste 

materials are reused® A start has to be made somewhere 

if the term 10 recycling 11 is to have any meaning whatsoever o 

and beverage containers, which symbolize the whole throw-

away mentalityo .are appropriate items against which responsible 

counter-concepts must be initiated. 

A second criticism is that passage of Assembly 2212 would 

thrown hundreds of·people in the beverage container industry 

out of work. We do not believe that this criticism is valid. 
I 

The .decision to lay off workers after the passage of this bill 

will be entirely a management decision, not a decision dictated 

by this legislation. Nowhere does this bill require that 

bottle manufacturers switch their production lines to sturdier 

returnable.type bottles and, thus, that they lower their total 

output and consequently their labor requirements® Manufacturers 

may continue to produce thin-walled bottles unsuitable for reuse 

but suitable for recycling~ If this is the course they elect 

to follow, the bill will accomplish the following: 

The number of bottles returned for recycling will be 

increased because the bounty on these bottles will be a nickel 

apieceo as the bill·suggestso or a dirneo as we suggesto rather 
than the one-half cent currently paid for recycled bottles. 

Furthermoreo the bottles will not have to be returned to out 

of the way recycling centers but, instead, to convenient 

supermarkets where they were originally purchasedo and where 

five or ten years ago we were in the habit of returning them. 

The bottle manufacturers will be able to develop new 

markets with a steady supply of returned glass and, thus, may 

even add to the labor forcee 

A third critique·comes .from supermarket operators who 

claim that they would have to add employees and space in order 
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to handle the load of bottles returriedG We feel certain that 

an industry that has shown such ingenuity in merchandising 0 

manufacturing, management and packaging can find a sound method 

to handle these returns in a way that benefits both environ

ment and economy. In British Columbia the packaging industry 

has cooperated with the retailers to provide convenient loca

tions for the redemption of bottles and cans. This is one 

pattern to consider. 

In conclusion, let me say thato although the measure under 

consideration bears the title 00 beverage containers uo o the 

complexity of the issue extends far beyond the question of 

whether the consumer will simply return more of his soda 

bottles or cans to the store0 Although the bill is concerned 

superficially with those who are responsible for generating 

solid waste, the language of the act poses a more fundamental 

question to society0 Are we willing to waste the resources 

which nature has'entrusted to our oversight? And do we wish 

to bury ourselves with the misplaced materials of our 

industrial society? I am reminded of Governor Cahill 0 s words 

upon adoption of the Clean Ocean Act~ he said, at that time: 

00 We can no longer afford to throw our wastes away because there 

is no 0 away 0 
0 iO 

The concept implicit in A-,2212 constitubes a necessary 

first step 

resources. 

New Jersey 0 s efforts to recycle a.nd reuse its 

Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Black? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK~ Yeso I have a few questions. 

It 0 s good to See you today, sire 

MR" GOLDS HORE: Thank you 0 

.ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK~ I . have several questions. The 

first one is this: Actually, theno what you are saying is 

that there is no need really to go to any different type of 

bottleo we could use the same bottles but just charge the 

consumer a nickel for it when he picks it up at the store® 
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MR,, GOLDSHORE: There is that possibilitye We were 

suggesting thatperhaps a dime would be an appropriate 

bounty to insure that the bottleswere returned, 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I wonder, theno based on that 

concept, why we .... stopped at a dime, why we didn°t go to $50 

or $100 and really accomplish this. 

MR .. GOLDSHORE: I think there is a.balance in heree 

We felt that a dime would be enough to induce the people to 

return the bottles. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I think a former speaker indicated 

that they wor-ried at a nickel a bottle about the possible 

illegal manufacture of bottles as perhaps an endeavor that 

organized crime might get into, and I am very glad to see 

that you feel we ought to take it up to ten cents and perhaps 

give illegal bottle manufacturers double the premium* 

MR~ GOLDSHORE: I think adequate safeguards can be 

built into the bill so that we wouldn°t have counterfeiting 

of any typee I am reminded of a remark, when I discussed this 

with a friend and I said that we were suggesting a dime a bottle 

and he said 0 
10 That 0 s $2~40 a case. 00 I don°t usually think 

in those terms but $2.40 is quite a bit of money and probably, 

we believe, would furnish an adequate incentive for return. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: My next question regards your 

reference to British C,olumbia and I wonder, offhand, what is 

the population of British Columbia® 

MR .. GOLDSHORE: I don 1 t know but I would assume that it 
was less .than New Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I would think so~ And I wonder 

what the average wage of their workers would be$ I would 

assume that would be somewhat lower than the average wage for 

a worker in New Jersey~ I 0m getting around to the point that 

it 0 s fine that they 1 ve.established national collection spots 

in British Columbia but·I doubt very much they have the 

volume of spending capability even closely coming to a 

comparison with regard to utilization in New Jersey@ 

I am surprised,.also, by your second criticism, as 
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indicated in your release® You mention that there appears 

to be some erroneous thoughts that hundreds of workers might 

be thrown out of work if this bill would pass; in the event, 

however, that any layoff should occur, I notice a backstop 

movement in which you shift the entire blame for any layoffs 

to management decisions and indicate that it has nothing to 

do with the enactment of this bill 0 .I would like to have 

you elaborate on that a little bit, especially when I find 

that in my concept of this bill it would be extremely detri-:. 

mental to any industry to attempt to perhaps go through a re

tooling or updating of their facilities to switch, let 0 s 

say, from the thin bottle to the thicker bottle. 

MRo GOLDSHORE~ We understand that many bottlers right 

now are making the thin-wall bottle. What we 0 resuggesting 

is that this bill will supply them with the materials for 

recycling. In that way they can continue to make the thin

wall bottles if that was their choice. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: All right. I have just had some 

information presented to me with regard to British Columbia 

and I am very amazed to know, .after what you 0 ve told me, that 

in British Columbia 300 glassworkers were laid off after they 

went to this type of legislation. I understand that they 

were represented by the same group that represents the glass~ 

workers here in the State of New Jersey. 
I sould like to summarize with this question and you 

really don°t have to answer it if you don°t wish to, but I 

would like to ask, doesn°t this position only further. point 

out the Co:mmissioner's apparent zeal to. force the people of 

this State to do what he feels is necessary to save civiliza

tion and to achieve a 100% pure ecology, even if it kills the 

people? (Applause) 

MRo GOLDSHORE: I think this bill is designed to do a 

lot of things but not that, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK~ Well, I 0 m a little remiss.-- (Applause) 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: All right® We can°t have the 

applause for one side or the other. So far we 0ve had a good 
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hearing. We have a lot of .people who want to testify.·· 

• . ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I would like to terminate my 

comments on. the.basis that wehave been at.odds in the past 

and I hope some.day to be in.fullagreement with the 

Department of Environmental Protection. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: I have been remiss but at this 

time I would like to introduce two.Legislators who are here0 

They do not wish to testify but I just want to note their 

presence. Assemblyman 'l'urner from Gloucester·and Salem 

Counties. 

ASSEMBLYMAN TURNER: Mr.Chairman, inasmuch as you. 

said I do not wish to testify, I would like to adde at this 

time. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: At this time. 

And the other person is Assemblyman from Essex County 

who happens.to be the Majority Leader, that's Assemblyman 

Kean .. 

Assemblyman Kiehn? 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Mr. Goldshore8 I would just like

to know whether the statement that you have submitted has been 

endorsed by Commissioner Sullivan? 

MRe GOLDSHORE: He is aware of it, yes, sir .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: He is aware of it? 

MR .. GOLDSHORE: It is the statement of the Department. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Oh, these are your own findings. 

MR .. GOLDSBOB.E: Of the Department, yes, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Has this been submitted, at al.l., to 

Governor Cahill? 

MR .. GOLDSHORE: I don't believe so, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: The reason I ask is .. --

MR., GOLDSHORE: It's the D~partment 0 s position on a 

bill that was sponsored by Assemblyman Dennis and others, and 

not an administration bill 8 as SJ.ch .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: The reason I ask is8 there was a 

newspaper article back Qh September_ 9th in the Daily Journal, 

which is printed in Elizabeth, and it says that a spokesman 
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for Governor William T. Cahill said the Governor had'not as 

yet had an opportunity to study the measure and was withholding 

comment on it~ And I was just wondering if he might have read 

over your statement or if you were speaking in his behalf® 

MR® GOLDSHORE: No 0 weure not 0 this is the Departmentus 

statement. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN~ Thank you® 

ASSEMBLYMAN· WILSON: .Assemblyman Fay? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Lew, Congressman Sandman mentioned, 

as your statement mentionedo the··Resources Recovery Act, .and 

the Congressman used the figure of $460 million and I would 

like to know if your Department has applied for any of these 

funds as of this momento or do you have a record of counties 

and municipalities in the State who have applied for any of 

these monies·e 

MRo GOLDSHORE: We understand that only $4 million was 

appropriated this year for that-purpose® 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: . Excuse mes What was that fi.gure? 

MR., GOLDSHORE: $400 million was authorized but only 

$4 million was appropriated® 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Only $4 million was appropriated? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: For the Nation a:r .. for the State? 

MR., GOLDSHORE : For the Na ticm,s 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thatu s the direct opposite o,f 

the testimony that was given this morning-when I asked how 

much was authorized and appropriatedo two different thingso 

and the statement was that $460 million was appropriatedw 

MR" GOLDSHORE: Well, there is $460 million over a 

five year period® $4 million has been appropriated for this 

fiscal year® ~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON~ Only $4 million for the whole 

United States® 

MRe GOLDSHORE: Yes 0 sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: This is $4 million.for the Nationo and 

has New Jersey applied for their $139 yet? (Laughter) 

Have we applied? 
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MR .. GOLDSHORE: I th.1.nk Mr. 0 1Neill might be better 

able to answer that question .. 

MR., O'NEILL: The .grants we I re speaking of, are demtmst:tation 

grants for innovative resource recovery systems. This entails 

systems which maximize.recycling systems which use new methods 

of treating solid waste rather than just burying it,, The 

Department has.been looking, for· some time, at all the new 

systems that. .. are available. As you know o we have a State master 

plan. That is the first requirement that you must have before 

you get a solid waste grant under the Resources Recovery Act. 

We 1 ve passed that hurdle. Now we need to find something that 

is attractive, something which is cost effective, a system 

which can treat solid waste andremove from it all those.parts 

that can be recycled and, in.fact, recycle them effectively~ 

That search is an arduous one and it's continuing~ I would 

hope that some time in the near future we would have a system 

that we would like to buy and which federal money.would be 

available for, which we.could demonstrate over the whole.State 
as an: ... innoY.ati ve system, something that would be better than 

incineration and much, much.better .than landfill~ 
ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Are there any municipalities involved 

in this? 

MR .. O'NEILL: Several.munic;i.palities have expressed an 

interest to us in this. We have sort of.a two'."'.'.pronged 

approache Our first approach is to find a simple separation 

machine into which raw or partially.segregated solid waste 
can be poured, which will separate it out into those three 
types of things which can be mqst easily recycled, which are 
now cans, bottles and paper, which, altogether, . make up more 

than 50% of the solid waste loade It seems that the companies 
that are in this business have concentrated more of their 
efforts on making larger, more grandiose, machines than the 

simple separator, so the simple step is a difficult one., I 

know of only two or three in the country.and we've visited 

some of those and.looked at thern,and.we have the plans and are 
evaluating them now. 
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The second step would be'tb find amore·complete 

type of treatment process somewhere along the :line of the 

Black-Clawson hydropulping process in Franklin, Ohio~ the 

Monsanto process~ the Hercules process being built Delaware. 

These are all the kinds of things· we 0 re looking at, and I 

hope we are going to be able to take advantage of our share 

of whatever federal monies are available within the few years. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mr. 0°Neill, would you state. your 

position, please, for the record, in Environmental Protection? 

MRo 0°NEILL: I am Thomas M. 0°Neill. I am 

Administrative Assistant to Commissioner Sullivan. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Again, I would like to get your 

Department 0 s position, and even your own.personal professional 

position, on this matter of priorities. And I am convinced 

that there would be a major economic challenge here, and I 

don°t believe there are enough facts so far submitted to be 

so casual as to be talking about, yes, there 0 s going to be 

an unemployment problem but, yes, we 0 re going to suddenly 

create new jobs. I think we 1 ve been told that too often and 

it just hasn°t been the case. And I would just like you to 

go on the record that the major priority and the major impact 

should be on the recycling, that most of the monies for 

research - and, most certainly, no one has to be an expert 

in this and dedicated to ecology to know that $4 million is 

a tragedy when talking about this kind of a problem on the 

state level, which we 0 re primarily concerned with, and the 

national tragedy. 

MR~ GOLDSHORE: We see this bill as creating many new 

jobs rather than eliminating old jobs, in many ways. And 

I think that 1 s the trend, this is the·impact of this bill. 

In many different areas this bill can create additional jobs© 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Would you elaborate on that, ·please? 

MRa GOLDSHORE: In terms of returning the bottles, the 

additional manpower that may be needed to return beverage 

containers and recycle them. We will employ more people as 

a result of this bill than there is a possibility of losing. 

I don 1 t see it as a real possibility in terms of the balance 
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of employment. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: ·Yet, everyone .. from the industry and 

every union involved insists otherwise, that, their statistics 

and their progno:ses is otherwise. 

MR. O'NEILL; I think the reason that our estimates on 

this --- differ is because most· __ of the -people who_ read this bill 

for the first time -assume tha-t what itr.equires is _a return: ... 

to the old thick returnable bottle, which is taken back to the 

store, washeci out and filled again, in its present form, with 

the bevera-ge. The way we read the_ pill, what it might do is, 

instead, mandate recycling. In other words, return to the 

store the same thin-wall bottles that are now called non-. . . . . . . . 

returnables, so that we ~ould have centralized points to 

pick up these bottles for recycling, return a much higher 

· percentage of them to the industries than are now returned 

by the voluntary programs, provide the industries, thereforeu 

with the_rawmaterials necef;;sary not only to make new bottles, 

because they-can only usel I understand, about 30% cullet in 

the manufacture of bottles, but also to .go to some of- the new 

things that the industry, very responsibly, has_paid out money 

for research on, such as the creation of glass bricks and_ other 
objects, the principal ban· to go-_ into which now is the fact 

- --

that they don't have a steady supply of this kind of glass • 

If this bill were taken by management to mean that what they 

wou,ld have to do·is provide a service, picking up the glass 

_frc,m centralized depots run by supermarkets where people buy 
them,. returning that glass to their factories,_ they would, I 

- -

feel have more opportunity fOr employment than n<:>w because 
_they would have wider markets for this used glass. This bill, 

the way we rea~ it, c;loes not mean that you have to go back 
to the old thick-wall returnable.bottles which are washed. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: A:nc:1 we have no place to look to find 
the facts. Oregon is the only.state in the Union that 0 s doing 

this right now, I believe. 

MR. O I NEILL: Well, _it's not really a search for facts 

because this bill, is unli~e the others that I'm familiar with 
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in that it does leave this option open to management., 

Management can decide to go to the ol.d type returnable bottle 

which is wa.shed® They will then have problems., They will 

have to reinvest in equipment they 'Sold ten yearsago·when 
they.got rid of the returnable bottle;and.they will probably 

have to let workers go because the ·returnable bottler makes 

16 trips as opposed to the one trip made by non--returnables., 

If management took the option of simply picking up the 

bottles at superinarkets to which they were returned and' 

recycling them, then they would not lose employment, they 

would actually add employees to their rolls® 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: All right, thank you very much, 

Mr., Gold.shore and also Mr.,0°Neill., 

Barbara Eisler., 
MRS., BARBARA EI s L ER: I am Barbara Eisler, 

President of New Jersey Citizens for Clean Air., 

Before giving my testimony o I. would just ·· like to 

comment on: the gratefulness of all those who have-been sup

porting recycling efforts for years and have been met with 

protests .. We hope·that all of ou:r-new.;_found supporters will 

be with us when we oppose incineration plants coming up in 

the future .. 

New·Jersey Citizens for Clean Air favors the passage of 

Assembly Bill NO .. 2212·as a necessary first step in combatting 
·the continuously growing problem of Solid waste disposal .. While 

we support the recycling of all solid wastes,we feel that the 
best type·of recycling is reuse because it actually prevents 
the entry of i terns · into the uu garbage stream uu • In addition, · 

reuse of a product in its actual form is less costly in terms 

of lc!,bor, capital outlay, ,energy demand and possible· pollution 
... I, 

than the conversion of that product ·· into another form. 

You, undoubtedly~ will be bombarded with a·variety of 

statistics today and 0 while we do not wish to·add to the 

' 0statistical disposal probl~Bi o we think it is important to 

bear in mind that several sm~rces project the volume of non

returnable bottles and cans for 1976 at approximately 60 

billion units. 
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According to the National Institµte of Municipal Law 

Officers in Washington in their preface to a Model Ordinance 

taxing one-way beverage containers, 11 If most of these uni ts 

are changed so as to be returnable and recyclicalu and if we 

can assume that the average number of refillings. per unit is 

maintained at 19, the unit of :t:"esulting waste may be reduced 

to a figure as low as 3 billion units - 7 billion less than 

the 1958 total. 11 

Obviouslyu thedisposal of ·3 billion containers is 

much less of a problem than the disposal of 60 billion. Of 

course, these are national figures, and we are talking ·about 

New Jersey todayu but we are still speaking of millions of 

containers and thousands of tons of refuse and must not be 

misled by those who tell us that glass and metal containers 

comprise just a small amount of the total volume of solid waste. 
When you are dealing with millions of containers, even 

small percentages are significant. 

We realize that one effect of this bill will be to 

encourage the use of glass containers, since they are the 

only ones which are reusable at present. This poses a 

chal,lenge to the steel and aluminum container manufacturers. 

to design a reusable beverage container, but we should like to 
point out here that the production of metal containers is 

more hazardous to the environment than the production of ·glass 

containers from the standpoint of the depletion of natural 

resources and the production of air pollutants through demands 
for electricity. Bauxite and iron ores which, are· used in the 

production of aluminum and steel are constantly diminishing 
natural resources, while glass manufacture utilizes some of the 
most abundant resources on earth - sand, soda ash and limestone® 
In terms of electrical demand, the production of one pound of 
aluminum requd.res the use of 29 ,·860 British thermal uni ts~ 

the production of one pound of steel requires 4,615 BTUs; and 

the production of one pound of glass requires 1,451 BTUs~ 

We must also bear in mind that the production of the 

bottle.and the glass takes place in the same operation, while 
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steel and alumin:um must first be. refined. from ores and then 

converted into containers at.an additional use of electricity. 

We are stressing the use of electricity here because we are 

well aware that el.ectrical generating stations are one of our 

biggest sources of airp0llution. We are not suggesting that 

steel and aluminum products be banned or curtailed, but we 

are recommending that in (l case like bevera.ge containers where 

the only advantage of metal containers appears to be their 

disposability and unbreakability and where it can be shown that 

the production of these metals is more environmentally hazardous 

than that of glass, then we should opt for glass. 

It has been argued that the burden of this bill will fall 

heavily on the retailer, but we believe that the entire pro

cedure of collecting and reusing glass and plastic bottles 

can be more easily and efficiently handled if we adopt uniform 

standards for shape, color and texture with the use of either 

slip-on labels or labels that can be removed in the same process 

that sterilizes the bottles for reuse" Once every rnanufacturer 0 s 

bottles are the same in any given category, much of the handling 

problems in the stores can be eliminated, and manufacturers 

can contract directly with stores for the purchase of their 

entire collection of bottles® Perhaps special containers can 

be constructed in supermarkets or on shopping center grounds 

for the collection of bottles with store owners and manu

facturers sharing the cost of manpower. 

While we are in favor of A--e2212, we would like to suggest 

two amendments~ 
l@ All bottled water, not just mineral water, should 

be covered. Some manufacturers. list their water as ,upurified'0 , 

others as '0 springu0 or uumineral'u. All should be covered under 

the bill. 

2. The use of containers with flip-top, throw-away lids 

should be banned since these, lids never wind up in recycling 

operations and are a definite hazard to ba.refoot rec.reationers 

and wildlife® 
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In conclusion, if we are ever going to solve the 

solid waste probl~, we must make every effort to reduce 

the total volume of garbage by reusing products wherever 

possible and eliminating excess packaging. We must then 

turn our efforts to recycling those materials which have to 

be disposed of. A ban on non-returnable beverage containers 

is a necessary first step in this process. To those who 

say it can u t be done, we can only answer: We did ·it before, 

and we will have to do .it agaiil. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any questions? (No questions) 

Thank you very much:;. Mrs. Eisler, for your testimony 

and we will take this into consideration. 

Joseph Stevens, New Jersey State AFL-C!O~ 

JOSEPH J., STEVENS: Mr. Chairmano honorable 

members of the Assembly Committee: My name is Joseph J" 

Stevens. .I am the Executive Vice President of the New Jersey 

State AFL-CIO. We represent more than 500,000 members in more 

than 1,000 craft and industrial locals throughout our State~ 

It is conservatively estimated that,between our members and 

their f.amilies, we represent the interests of 4 7% of the 

total population of New Jerseye 

It is in this interest that I address myself to this 

Committee in sincere, studied and firm opposition to the tragic 

economic consequences which are spawned in the provisions of 

Assembly Bill Noe 2212, now before your Committee for con

sideratione 

We in organized labor do not doubt the idealism, the good 

intentions of the sponsors of this measuree The quest for a 

better environment is common cause to all of use But our 

enthusiasm cannot take precedence over common sense and good 
reasoning.@ 

This is the mistake involved in A-,,2212, and as innocent 

as the mistake may be, if uncorrected, it could and will have 

far-reaching, uncontrollable adverse consequences on the economy 

of our state and the family well.;.,bei:ng of thousands of workers 

at a time when we are already buffeted by a record unemployment~ 
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In short, organized labor is convinced that the cure proposed in A-2212 

, is worse than the plight. It does not hit at the. heart or even substance of 

the problem of pollution but rather in its di~criminatory selectivity against 

the packaging industry, i:t confines itself to the mere .fringe of litter and 

solid waste disposal problems.· 

On these problems, p~rmit me to quote to yoµ the policy of both the 

National AFL-CIO and the New Jersey.AFL-CIO regarding ill-conceived and ill

considered legislation of which A-2212 is the epitome: 

"Fragmented and expedient proposals that deal merely with the.smaller 

and more visible aspects of the total problem will not only.fail to achieve 

their stated aims, but they will accomplish more in deprivingwol"kers of their 

jobs than in lessening the burdens of solid waste. Such self-defeating schemes 

do not deserve public support and will be vigorously opposed by all elements of 

organized labor." 

Loss of job statistics in both the bottling and can industries in our 

state resulting from passage of A-2212 will be detailed to this committee.by 

later speakers from both labor and industry in these affected categories. The 

overall adverse effect is disheartening, sad and tragic, both from an industry 

and the worlcer point of view. It could well be the catalyst in the ruination 

of our whole state's industrial economy. 

This bill will cause the direct loss of 10,000 jobs .in New Jersey and at 

least $80,000,000 in payroll. The sad part of its consequence is that it will 

barely prick the skin of the pollution problem. 

The bill also will earn the embitterment of those unemployed workers 

whose families are being made the scapegoats o.f a rush to purity. Recently, 

I read an editorial in a newspaper in which the editor deplo~"ed what he called 

millions of disposable containers littering .the. highways and piling high on 

the dumps. 

This editor never read the report by the Highway Research Board of the 
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National Research Council (a division of the National Academy of Sciences) 

which shOvJs that newspapers and other paper products make up 60% of the litter 

on our highways. 

I see nothing in this bill that would fine a newspaper manufacturer 0500 

each time a newspaper or other paper product was sold without a five cent 

return deposit. And what about empty cigarette packs and discarded cigarette 

and cigar butts whose volume dwarf's that of beverage containers? Are you 

going to propose a return deposit on these unsightly itemsi And if you pick 

on the soda bottle, how about the ketchup and the pickle jar? And if you put 

a deposit requirement on a can of soda or a cen of beer, how about the can of 

beans and the coffee can? They are all equally part of the litter-waste 

problem. 

Ridiculous, you say. The consumer public wouldn I t stand for it. We in 

organized labor agree, but we point out that the ridiculous begins with A-2212 

itself, which is as dangerous and tragic as it is self-defeating and futile. 

Basically, the misunderstanding in A-2212 is that it attacks two products 

rather than the misuse people make of them. It's not the.fault of the soda 

bottle or the beer can or the people who make them_that non-considerate and 

non-thinkinr: people litter our parks and highways with them. And don't for 

a moment conclude that a five cent deposit will change the mrumers, habits or 

attitudes of the confirmed litterer. 

There are sensible and considered ways of dealing with the entire pro

blem of wastes. We in organized labor in cooperation with industry and 

concerned citizens are spending our own resources in reaching a positive and 

constructive solution. 

The answer lies not in punitive laws, which will earn neither the public's 

cooperation or respect, but in the recycling and the return to productive use, 
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not only of pop bottles and beer and soda cans but the hundred times that much 

other types of -waste and junk that go to make up our ,~aste disposal and litter 

problems. 

The key to this achievement is the rapid development of techniques that 

\Jill result in efficient, economical methods of collection, separation, re

cycling and the re-use of solid -wastes. 

Prior to my election as Executive Vice President of the· State AFL-CIO, 

I served as a member and international representative of the United Steel 

Workers. I know the steel industry, of which the can indust~J .is a vital part 

is continuing research into the feasibility of processing aluminum, steel and 

tin cans for use in the production of steel. The research gives indications 

that the basic oxygen furnace can handle all types of scrap metal derived from 

re-cycled cans. 

This research is being centered under the clirection of the National 

Center for Solid Uaste Disposal, a joint industry-labor effort. Our own union 

has authorized this year a contribution of ~~25,000 to this work and other 

unions and other industries are also cooperating. 

As i1i th the can industry, so is the bottle industry engaged in develop

ment of new uses for glass recovered from the junk heap, including the use of 

ground glass as a substitute for limestone in the paving of our highways. 

In conclusion, rnay I eJ,.1)ress the conviction that a better ecology and a 

better life can and must be achieved without sacrificing the livelihoods of 

thousands of workers and their families in industries which public demand has 

itself created. It is a time for action, tempered with considered judcrement 

and understanding. 

In addition to the action of the glass and can institutes and direction 

of the National Center for Solid Waste disposal for a solution to our waste 
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problems, we most earnestly request that no legislative action be forthcoming 

on A-2212~ 

We propose that state and principally the federal government assume the 

cost of construction on county operated recycling plants to hand.le our ever 

increasing loads of solid waste materials. Not only 'WOUld s.uch a program aid 

in the fight against pollution, but woul.d let the county profit, to the benefit 

of the taxpayer, by selling the by-products of this method of reconversion • 

We feel there is a great advantage iri having an income producing division 

of government rather than constantly supporting those divisions where there is 

only outflow of taxpayers' dollars. 

This approach, we feel, will lend a sound productive solution to many of 

the problems confronting the taxpayers of New Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Joe, just one point that I think we should 

challenge. I can't recall the State AFL-CIO and the State Chamber 

of Commerce agreeing on a point since the declaration of war 

against Spain, and we do have testimony today from a few people 

saying that absolutely this would not cause an unemployment problem~ 

some of them even saying the fact of the matter is it is going to 

aid employment, going to create jobs. And your statement, as a 

fact, approximately 10,000 people will be unemployed in this State 

if this bill became law - could you enlarge upon that 10,000 

figure? 

MR. STEVENS: Yes, I can. It's a very conservative estimate. 

And let me enlarge on your statement as to the State Chamber. We've 

also been on the same side with the can, glass, bottle industry 

and many, many others, for a change. We got these statistics from 

the different companies that we're involved with, as a joint effort. 

The can industry, which will testify later has something upward of 

5,000 jbbs involved. The teamsters, you will hear in testimony 
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later, will be affected by 6,000 jobs. The glass industry, 

you will hear later, has upward of possibly 10,000 job 

losses. So this conservative figure from the State was 

compiled by all of these different industries; management 

people from industry, who tell us this is how they feel it 

will affect their particular industry. And their statistics 

will come from a more authoritative source than mine. 

ASSEMBLYIW\N FAY: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN wr:LSQN;': ' Thank you, Mr. Stevens. 

We will now recess until 2 o'clock. 

(recess for lunch) 
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(Afternoon session) 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: We will now resume the 'hearing e 

Is Dr. Harold Colburn or Wyn Kennedy here'? (No 

response) 

MZ-.,, Allen Harris. · Is he here? ····(No response) 

Mr. Seales. 
HE N'R Y S E A L E s: Mr. Chairman and Committee members, 

I am Henry Seales, original Reclamation Coordinator, Long · 

Branch. 

I am here as an. environmentalist with no axe to grind, 

political, business, industry, or otherwise, but I am strongly 

opposed to this bill and would like to give documented facts. 

First, I would like to compliment the·sponsors of 

A-2212for tearing right into the heart of the critical need 

· for some :act,ton on environmental matters while, at the same 
time, conducting this.open hearing t6 give fullest attention 

to whether you have been.rightly .or wrongfully.advised. 

If I may give a little background before I try to 
document my opposition. For nearly a year, in Long Branch, 

we have operated a :hatiorial pilot program for reclamation. In 

Long Branch alone-, we' re now into the second million, well 

into the second million~ pounds of waste material that we have 

reclaimed and recycled, by volunteers with municipal support 

in back of them. Some 1500 kids have received over $15,000. 

These kids,· mainly aged from 6 to 14 ~ the ages f.or which there 

is no employment~ no· means of worthwhile community involvement~ 

These kids are.just as important in: considering reclamation 

and recycl.ing as is waste material. 
··During this past year, we .have also fostered other 

reclamation·centers throughout the: State and Nationa We have 
nearly 200 reclamation centers operating in the state of New 
Jersey, over 300 throughout the State and Nation following 

the lead of· Long Branch .. Reclamatlori works. We have facts 
and figures to prove it. 

This bill, as presently proposed, is completely 

unworkable, it is pie-in-the-sky wishfulness, arid I believe 

you gentlemen are beginning to realize that. 
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This bill does not -.prohibit or, .ban . :hhe \],Se 9f any 

container materials now in common usage; it does not restrict 

the use of non-:returnable. or non-:recyclable containers; all it 

q.oes is add- an extra burden on the ,cons.um.er s 

Under this bill you would- create .. the .. biggest.boondoggle

that the state and nation has ever seen.because all that_ you 

or I, any one of us, would.have to do to cash in on the biggest 

graft eve:r; imposed on the consumer is to follow the two 

q:ual.ifications mentioned in this bill to extort a minimum of 

5¢ extra on each container £ram every_consumer. Under the 

provisions of thisbillo even the Irtilk carton in your vending 

machine -:- all you would .have to ~c> is stamp cm that carton 

.uThis is a container valid for refund at a nickel or more. 11 and 

there is no intent to transfer title to this container. 

Now, I would be only ~oo happy to-handle the refund 

program for any beverage-, wholesaler .or ::retailer whereby I 

could charge a nickel each to every consumer and pay out the 

half cento maybe a penny but probably much less than a half 

penny, that would be. returneds 

Unless there is an active and effective reclamation 
operation with the educationo the training, that is necessary 

for the public -- I might start .. gi:v::ing: some of the docmnentation 

that has been based on hard,...earned.experience in pioneering 
practical reclamation-and recycling activities. 

When we made a deal with Coke of New.York to go to a 
nickel on deposit containers., up until then we had gotten in, 

even last year, the old-2¢ and 5¢ Coke, containers that we paid 

only scrap glass pric.es for.. People--brought them in for 
ecology purposes, not.for the deposit .. After we switched over 

to paying a nickel each, cash on the spot, .for every Coke bottle 

brought ~n,. regardl~ss of size, even the .smallest size Coke 

r.eturnaJble container,-our.vol.ume on those lwttles decreased. 

Whether we .. smashed them µp or z::eturned them for reuse made 

no significant difference .. , .• 

If you pass a :r9:gula:t_ipn :t;hat. we. go back to the. old 
thick-wall bottles, for examplei proven experience, not only 
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in Long Branch but inManasquano in Bricktowno in West 

Orangeo all .over the State, has already proven conclusively 

that you will not decrease the litter or pollution problemso 

you will only serve"to increase them. 

NOWo gentlemenD I know that you have many more people 

who want to be heard~ I have been asked by dozens of our 

reclamation groups throughout the State to appear here to try 

to give you some information from the combined experience of 

all of uss I am trying to keep this brief~ I will answer any 

questions or give you any further information you might want 

but I do have some suggestions - first, that you consider 

alternate courses and that you consider a second hearing to 

accentuate the positive and eliminate the negative, this 

approach is negative. By accentuating the positive, I am 

asking you to seek the reclamation. and recycling approaches 

in the practical and efficient ways so that by legislation 

you could help to clear up the litter and pollution~ 

One is this: If you required that all containers be 

recyclable, that I don't th.ink anyone could argue with~ 

whether they are returnable 0 at.least that they are recyclable® 

Number two: If you will require all plastics to be 

clearly marked and identified by the three basic components 

so that they can be easily separated and reclaimed. 

And the third is to give maximum support to local and 

regional reclamation operations® 

And it would take a full day of hearings to even touch 
the studies that need to be done on the potentials of 
recla.mation·and recycling. 

Now, gentlemen, could you give me your questions and 

let me try to give you any a.nswers that I can? 
ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: First of allo in Long Branch they 

don't recycle plastic containerso do they? 
MR., SEALES: In Long Branch we collect plastics. We 

have not recycled any of them because·. we have stored them 

until we have gotten enough volume to justify processing them 

through@ Waste plastic is worth 1 to 8¢ a pound on the present 
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market with existing_ brok,.ers if it is properly separate,d outm 

As far as cans are conqerned --

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Let 0 s deal with plastics .. What 

do you mean by properly separated out? How do you separate 

them? 
MRe SEALES: That 0 s just it® At the present timea it 

is almost inpossible for any but the tra.:tned expert to.separate 

out the three basic types.of plastic materials, containers and 

otherwise© 
ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: a:fuen you mean to say that in Long 

Branch you just have a warehouse full of plastics that you 

have been colle.cting for over a year? 
MR~ SEALES: We have two trailers that since February 

we have been storing and packing plastic into until we 

have accumulated a sufficient volume to make a trial deal 

with one of the three major plastic manufacturers that we've 

been negotiating with for months, to take a trial run and 

see what can be done with unsorted plastic materials® 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Oh 0 you don°t know what can be 

done with it yet .. 

MR,, SEALES: We do know .. We have found offers if we 

have sufficient volume·of the separated material .. We do not 

have the separated material because we do not have plastic 
experts available to volunteer, such as I, completely unpaid 

in conducting these activities. 
ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: And would you say that you are 

the only reclamation center in our State that is actually 

saving plastics or even collecting plastics? 

MRe SEALES: Noe I know of a half dozen others. 

How far they've gone into it -- but out of the nearly 200 

reclamation centers operating in the State now, at least a 

half dozen of them are following a similar course of stock

piling plastics to accumulate a .sufficient volume for 
r . . . . 

,profitable economic dealings because that is. the point that 

all reclamation has to be based on, it has to.be profitable 

fro~ the sense that the benefits gained must overcome all 
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costs involved .. 
ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: In setting up your reclamation 

center in Long Branch - let me get this straight, what date 

was that when you established it? 

MR .. SEALES: We started operation on November 28, 1970, 

· after several months of educationo training and publicity 

throughout the city~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: How many days a week is that open? 

MR., SEALES: It 0 s open every Saturday from 9 a.m. till 

2 p.m~, and it has been operating all summer on Wednesday 

evenings from 6 to 8 pem. And,although we reached the point 

several months ago of reclaiming and recycling 10% of our 

total waste load throughout the entire City o.f 31, 000 people, 

we haven 1 t begun to scratch the surfacea 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: That was my next question. I was 

.going to ask you, what percentage of the usable waste are 

you actually getting from the citizens of Long Branch, and 

you say it I s negli.gible,~ 

MRe SEALES: I don°t consider 10%negligibleo and 

neither does anyone else in the Nation, otherwise, I doubt 

we would have gotten the 7,000 inquiries that we've received" 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: You said you barely scratched the 

surface, I forgot about the percentage. 

Let me ask you a questione What aid or cooperation 

did you get from government officials in establishing this 

project? Do you get any help from the City of Long Branch 

today? 

MR., SEALES: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYJYIAN WILSON: Did'you get it right from the 

beginning? 

MRo SEALES: Yes. It would have been impossible to 

have launched this program on a broad, continuing 0 permanent 

basis without municipal support. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: And what is the support that ~hey 

gave you? 

MR .. SEALES: They put up $500, the City Councilo as 

a cash revolving fund so that we could pay casho on the 
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spot to the kids - by uukids uu , I mean our kids .from 6 to 106 -

who brought in this waste :mater1al® Originally we were 

operating on Saturdays only and the next week we would deliver 

the materials to the various recycling·plants. We paid a 

penny a pound for the scrap glass brought in1 we recovered 

a penny a pound the following week~ we recycled our money, 

our revolving fund 0 as well as the material. We got back the 

money to operate the following Saturday. As our volume grew 

to the point where we were turning over $500 worth of materials 

each weeko the City Council authorized the advance of another 

$500 into the revolving fund and that is the point where it 

stands right now. If the City wanted to close down its 

reclamation activities at once, they would be able to recover, 

plus or minus about $100 of their original $1,000 because 

all the money has gone back to the kids. In some areas there 

is a profit madeo such as Manasquan. '!1hey set up from the 

beginning to make a profit for their beautification fund. 

Th.ey had prices that they paid to the peop~e at approximateiy 

30% below what they received for it and they have achieved, 

back in June, over $400 in::profit out of these operations 

for the beautification programs throughout Mana~quane 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Is that the extent, as far as 

Long Branch 0 s cooperation, the appropriation of the two 
$500? Was there any help as far as use of equipmen\ __ or 
manpower, or anything? 

111.Iij. .. SEALES: Yess l✓-

i 
''\./ 

1 
ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Would. you elaborate on that, p¥ease? 

MR .. SEALES: Certain1ym It's absolutely necessar1/ 
for continuing municipal support to carry forth without/ 

reliance on volunteers alon~., If the municipal ba.ckb9'ie 
is there, then the volunteers will come in, but ther~}Jwill 

always be a more than sufficient mucleus if you 1 ve dQne a 

proper organization and eaucation job.. The location ·"of the 

center in Long Branch is at the Public Works' yard, s~ we do 

have access to the power equipment for handling thes~ 
various materialse A:hd iw'hen you· go up to as high as. 30 o 000 
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pounds of glass handled in five hours, and similar amounts 

of other materials, you 0ve got to have some power equipment. 

Now, the important thing is -- and, also, the City~ of 

course, has furnished the transportation to the reclamation 

centers. But this, again, does.,not aenatit.ute:·:addit.ionail ". 

expense to the City. For example, all of our garbage has to 

be transported to the landfill site which is 36 miles, round 

trip distance, from Long Branch --

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Excuse mee Do you have municipal 

garbage collection? 

MR,. SEALES: Yes, we do. Municipal garbage collection 

started in.February of this year because of the exorbitant:,:,, 

ever-increaSing, .sing.le-bi.d .. garbage contractors O demands"' 

All right. So it~s 36 miles round trip to our landfill 

site. When our city trucks carry the glass:.that has been 

collected by volunteers to the nearest glass factory, it is 

exactly 36 miles round trip. There hasn't been one extra 

nickel spent on transporation of that waste material to 

reclaim it~ In fact, the City has saved the cost of picking 

up,and collection of those tins, of thousands of pounds of 

materials each week~ They have been brought in by volunteers® 

The same applies to the other materials. Now paper is only 

an 18 mile round trip. So the 20,000 pounds of paper that 

we reclaim each week - we 0 re even cutting in half the trans

portation cost of delivering that paper. 

Now each area has a different problem, a different set 
of circumstances, different needs, different outl.ets for 

waste materials, and it has to be studied® That is why I ran 

weekly symposiums at City Hall in Long Branch for forty weeksm 

We had hundreds of delegations throughout the State and Nation0 

And it 0 s those, like Mrs. Car~l Graff from West Orange, who 

is here right now, the Reclamation Coordinator in your home 

town, Mr. Wilson, who have worked with us and gotten the 

benefit of the experience and study that all of us, all these 

months, have put into this, who have now gone forward with 

successful reclamation programs .. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Black? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK~ First of all, Mr. Seale,s, I would 

like to extend my congratulations to you for your efforts and 

the efforts that have gone forth in Long Branch, and <:r think 

that municipality certainly deserves a lot of credit for 

cooperating in this manner. I am so well impressed by your 

going operation that I wonder if you would be kind enough to 

give me your address so that I may advise municipalities in 

my district of your activities ando if they see their way 

clear, I would hope that they would contact you for assistance® 

MR~ SEALES: Thank youo I would be very glad to. 

The easiest and most simple way is to contact me through the 

office of tpe Mayor of Long Branch, Henry R. Cioffi, without 

whose fullest support this pilot program would never have 

worked. And, since I am unpaid and a volunteer, the Mayor 

provides his own office for me to use. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: The number?' 

MR,, SEALES: 222-7000 extension 21, area code 201. 

I 0 ve gotten mail and calls with every name, every department, 

but they all get to me. 1 Now, after those 40 weeks that we 

ran the symposiums where everyone came to Long Branch, we put 

the show on the road® Tonightu the Regional Reclamation 

Conference in West Orange~ last week it was Dover Township~ 
before that, Berkeley Heights. 

The only help that has been given is from industry and 

business and their professional groups. Believe you :meu when 

the chips are down, theyull be there helping, going out of 

their way to do everything they can to help local groups and 

any municipality: trrat 0.s. interested in this. We have in 

Monmouth County, the non-profit Monmouth ECO Center1 since 

the burden of responding to all the inquiries from everywhere, 

on reclamation and recycling, has grown so great, they are 

making arrangements to take over the burden from me by trying 

to respondu as far as possibleo to these inquiries and furnish 

materials, and so on. And if.those who are inte.rested and 

concerned with reclamation and recycling want to organize in 
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their own communities - if you will get hold of me in Long 

Branch, we will set up a meeting or·we wili come to your 

meeting and bring whatever speakers and whatever information 

you might want, and do our best to help you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Thank youp sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mr9 Seales, along the same line, 

rather t,han having it volunteer in nature, - you u re doing an 

excellent job and I want to commend you also - would it not 

be better if the State of New Jersey got a little bit more 

involved in it, as far as disseminating information and so 

forth? 

MR., SEALES: We 1 d love that. We have not called on the 

State of New Jersey for a~y financial help, and I would like 

to point this out. In three years of research, prior to 

starting last year, even preparing for this, the primary 

purpose was to find out why all previous attempts had failed 

for permanent, economical 1 broad reclamation programs. And 

when we started this national pilot program in Long Branch, 

last year, we started on such a simple 10 hands and knees 11 

approach - we used old scraps of lumber·to build bins so that 

there would be no cost there. We intended to prove, and I 

think we haven what we have done there can be done by anyone, 

anywhereo under any circumstances. 

ASSEMBLYMANWILSON: Assemblyman Kiehn? 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: I would just like to say, sir, 'that 

your testimony has been very interesting and educational t:o.me 

bec~use I'm a representative of Union County and I don°t know 
whether you've read about some of the problems they are having 

with garbage disposal', particularly in, Linden, and I surely 

will refer your name to our Freeholder in Union County who is 

handling this matter. Thank you. 

MR .. SEALES: Thank youo sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: The only point I want to make is, -

I think Mr$ Wilson will set up a meeting with Mr® Sullivan°s 

Department in the name of this Committee - that these 

experiences that you've had, t}:le expertise that you've acquired 
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in actually doing the job should, be broµght into. this and, 

possibly, · frqm the. DE9partment o; .. Environmental Prot~ctiqn,. 

we can get {a) approp:i:::iations so as to carry this i:nto 

every community in the Stai;:e1 and (b.) the legislation tpat 

is necessary. I think you have .done very, very well, indeed, 

and the people owe a great debt to·youm 

MR .. SEALES: Thank you, sir. 

I might mention this. As far as regional reclamation 

is. concerned, that is the eventual only answer and there 

again we have pioneered. Starting in February of this year, 

we brought in other communities, one by one, in regional 

efforts because it O s impossible, espec_ially for the smaller 

communities, to operate efficiently and economical.ly, 

especially in transportation of the: various '.materials. So 

one by one others have joined with us until, .to some extent 

or another on various materials, we are now working jointly 

with 17 different communities in our own area. So, we know 

when it comes to regional reformation activ;ities we also have 

the proven experience ready to go forward from. And we are 

very hopeful that the experience, not only oursbut of others 

who have done such a wonderful job throughou,t the State, can 

be utilizede 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: So do Im Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN.WILSON: Assemblyman Fay, you know, knew 

what I was alluding to beqause I feel that the State of New 

Jersey, the government, should be.involved more in.helping you. 
You 1 ve, done an excellent job, as,far as volunteers, but I think 

ft is now the responsibility of.the State.to cooperate with 

the local municipalities and use our resources and not havea 

you know, a fly-by-night outfit, I mean where you have to rely 

on a $500 appropriation and ,another appropriation. I think 

that government throughout the State should become more involved 

and this Committee will see what. we can do. 

Thank,you. 
MR., SEALES: And, Mre.Wilson 0 if you will consider the 

pos.sibility of, a second h~aring devoted to the posi:tive and that 

is just exactly what you gentlemen are talking about now, the 
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suggestions not only from ourselves but all the others who 

have pioneered and have had the experience;.· 

Thank you, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: ·:r.hank you. 

Howard Chester, Executive Secretary of the Stone, 

Glass and Clay Coordinating Cotnmittee. 
H o w A R D P.. c H E s T E R: Mr.. Chairman, my name 

is Howard Chester. I am Executive Secretary for the Stone;•. 

Glass and play Coordinating Commi t_tee, which is a Cammi ttee 

composed of six international unions who are affiliated with 

the AFL--CIO and joine~ together to cooperate on mutual· problems® 

_We have a combined membership of 240,000 workers, and we have 

active locals in almost all of the fifty states. 
·With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would appreciate 

the opportunity to introduce to you the International Vice 

President of one of the affected Unions, Mr .. William Mcclosky, 

, Vice President of the Glass Bottle Blowers and-also an 

Executive Board Member and Vice President of the New Jersey 

State AFL-CIO. 
In the·. State of New Jersey, approximately 17, 000 workers 

in this industry are represented by the Glass Bottle Blowers 

Association, with an additional 2,000 workers represented by 

the American Flint Glass Workers Union, so we are talking 

about 19,000 workers, in the glass industry alone, directly 

affected and concerned with the legislation being considered 

todiiy., 
In addition to this strong basic industry in New 

Jersey, our Committee meml:>ers represent workers in other 

important industries located in, this State, fo:i::- example fine 

china dinnerware, plumbing fixtures, ceramic tile represented 

by the International Brotherhood of Potters~ plastics by the 

United Glass and Ceramic Workers and the Glass Bottle 

Blowers Association, paint, gypsum board and plaster 
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by the United Cement, Lime & Gypsum Workers--so we have a vital 

concern for the welfare of: our members in the_ Stat,e of: .New :.;Jer~.ey 

as well as the remainin9" 49 States--whether'it be in the'area· 

of restrictive le9'j slation, foreign imports--or as i.n, t,his case 

legislation to h-?l.n non-returnable beverage containers.· 

It is our conviction that legislation of this type, such as 

A''-1', is not the solution to the problem·, in fact we believe 
' , .. 

p~ssaqe of such a bill would have di.c;astrous·consequences by the 

loss of jobs of a great number of the workers in the qlass container 

industry, as well :=\s the can and plastic industries, with severe 
. ' . . ' 

consenuences to the economy of the State of New Jersey. 

We h<'\ve more than enough unemployment in.this State as well 

i'\S our Nation ~nd to add even more unemployment by this kind of 

leqislation would certainly not be in the best interest of the 

State of New Jersey or our Nation. 

This is borne out by Pre'./';;ident Nixon's most recent messa<;Te 

in conjunction with the second annual report ·of the Council on 

Environmental Quality, under the heading "A Sense of Realism", 

in speakinq of decisions on the- envirop.ment, he states, and I 

auote "The effects of such decisions on our domestic economic 

concerns--jobs, prices, foreign competition--require explicit 

;;tnrl rigorous analyses to permit us·to maintain a healthy economy 

while we seek a healthy environment. It is essential that we have 

both. It is simplistic to seek ecolpgical perfection at the cos~ 
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bankrupting the very tax-paying enterprises which must-pay for 

the social advances the nation seeks." end of nuote. 

We believe the President's message on realism is clear and 

that we should not "legislate away" jobs, especially in light 

of this industry, and others, in conjunction with the Federal 

Government leading the way to a more practical solution through_ 

research, new products and recycl:,i.ng which will increase employ-

ment. 

A concrete example of what can be accomplished with cooperation 

between Federal, State and City governments, along with Industry 

is provided by the forward looking City of Franklin, Ohio, who 

faced the problem of solid waste and moved to build the first 

recycling plant that will take unsorted household garbage, and 

automatically process it to reclaim glass, metals and paper 

making fibers. The plant was built with a 2/3 grant from the 

U.S. Environmental Protective Agency and officially dedicated 

August 11, 1971. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I have the Souvenir Edition, and I think 
I spoke to you about it when you were visiting the recycling plants 
in Millville and Bridgeton. I would like to leave it with you be
cause it entails the many concerns that have moved into Franklin, 
Ohio, to use this material that has been recycled through the 
Franklin Solid Waste ~lant. 

I think you will find it quite interesting, and if I might 
leave that with you, I would appreciate the opportunity. (Hands 
to Committee.) 
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We respectfully submit that the' industry and the government 

{Federal, State and City) are moving to constructive solutions 

to the solid waste problem--that legisla'tion to ban or require 

mandatory deposits would result in a serious loss of jobs in the 

beverage container industry, so we are strongly opposed to restrict

ive legislation; and in support of the positive and practical 

solution of recycling, conserving our natural resources and 

improving the quality of our environment. 

In conclusion, on behalf of the Glass Bottle Blowers Associa~ 

tion and The American Flint Glass Workers Union, two of the member 

Unions of our Committee, I want to thank you for this opportunity 

to express our views on this extremely important subject. We 

hope that you will give favorable consideration to these views 

in your deliberations on the proposed legislation. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and 'l.e stand ready to answer 

questions. 

Mr. Mcclosky is well acquainted with the problems in 

production and with employment in the industry, and stands ready 

to answer any questions with regard to that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I would like to address one question, sir. 

and that is, realizing you have been here throughout the morning 

and heard all of the testimony that preceded, I was wondering if 

you would care to elaborate on the general impact of this legisla

tion, if enacted, upon the employment situation. 

MR. CHESTER: I would like to refer that question, Assemblyman 

Black, if you would, to Mr. Mcclosky. He has discussed this job 

situation with me and he knows it in more detail. So, with your 

permission. 
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MRe McCLOSKY: Thank you very much, Assemblyman Black. 

I wil:1 be very happy to answer the question. 

First, I might point this out to you and your colleagues 

on this Committee. I think in the State of New Jersey we 

ought to take a look at the history of the employment situation 

and what the glass industry and the glass companies have done 

for the State of New Jersey. 

In Wharton, New Jersey, several years back, into your 

State and my State here, moved a company by the name of 

Thatcher Glass Company to pick up the slack of the unemploy

ment that we had at that time. I think we proceeded then into 

Carteret, New Jersey, and there was an expansion of a plant 
' . 

of. the Metro Glass Company in Carteret. We go irito Brockway 

Glass Company out at Freeholdo New Jersey, which, incidentally, 

has just put another tank into operation out there! and we 

have the Owens Illinois Company in North Bergen. 

-Now a statement has been made here this morning by ·-,,,, 

my colleague in the State Labor Movement in reference to 

10,000 jobsQ I say to you gentlemen, this cannot be taken 

lightly because, very frankly, productivity and the jobs that 

wouldbe gobbled up with this A-2212, by the elimination of 

the non-returnable container, would be in the neighborhood 

that he said. 

Prior to corning into this Chamber, I was interviewed 

here by one of your stations and I said approximately 40%0 

Now, we encourage, in the Glass Bottle Blowers 

Association, many companies to come to this State, and they 

come to this State not to cloud the issue with a solid waste 

problem, not to cloud this issue here, but to give people an 

opportunity to work for a living, hopefully then that we could 

clear up.this welfare program that we have not only in this 

State but in the Nation. 

Gentlemen, this will have an awful impact upon our people0 

You heard·Mr~· Chester expound upon the plastic situation. Yes, 

gentlemen, we have plastic workers in this town here and they 

just recently moved in .. I refer now to Continental Can 
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Company; I refer to.the Owens-Illi;nois Company~ I re:fer to 

the T. C@ Wheaton Company® And.we, a.re very, very concerned. 

But I donut want you to think, Assenlblymen, that we have no 

consideration for this. problem because we have. President 

Emeritus, LeeW. Minton, of my International Uniono has been 

a member and is still a member of .the National.Center fqr 

Research Recovery, Inc®~ he has also been appointed on the 

committee appointed by President Nixon to review this. whole 

situation® And, gentlemen, you heard this morning the 

figure given by :tne Honorable Sandman, with regard to the 

amount of money that has been appropriated, and I know your 

desire and I know your wish to get 't:.hat money moving but not 

more so than.mine. But .you know there has to, be a study and 

the study, I think encompasses what.Mr. Chester talked about 

in that Franklin situation. But I can as~ure you, .. as 

Legislators of the State of Ne~.Jersey, that I.will endeavor 

to help in.any way that I can in my office with President 

Emeritus Minton - I am sure of his cooperation - to see that 

the. necessary funds.come into the State of New Jersey in order 

to be able to implement and move this program forward •. •· 
Gentlemen, we .donut only think about ecology but we 

also think about economics .. ' 

I am going to ask my colleague, Mr. Mooreo to give you 

a copy of thiso and I want to point out to you that we also 
think about other types.of littero other than glass and metal, 

because we say on this'.little thing here (referring to litter 
bag) DOHelp, helpo help keep America beautifuls.U And this 

little •One. here, I am .. sure you will agree with me o won't hold 
a tin cano it won°t hold a bottle 0 it won°t hold very many, but 
it will hold a lot of gum wrappers, it.will hold a lot of 

cigarette packso it will.hold a lot of refuse that 0 s in a caro 

and that 0 s costly when we talk about refuse pickup0 

I also want to tell you gentlemen .. of the cooperation 

of men who will . come here after me,, the stee~workers o the 

industry is here that we represent and they.will.tell you 

that what we say,. as labor men 0. is not kiddings. Mr .. Minton 
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is· joined with I. -W. •1 on this Nati.anal .Center for Solid 

Waste Disposal. I have always said that New Jersey has been 
J . ' . 

a first. in many: things.,. ithas heen.,.good for the .people, and 

I respe9tfully r~quest, -gentlemen,. that this bi,11 not be 

enacted to,be first to put people on t}?.e welfare rolls and 

. on unemployment.. 1 

I hope .that answers your--question.. It may have been 

long but I had to encompass that .. 
ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you very much, Mr. ,McClosky e 

MR .. MCCLOSKY: Thank you .. 

,ASSEMBLYMAN. WILSON: . Carole Graf.. Please · state for 

the rec9rd your name and that of yourassopiation .. 

CAROLE GRAF: I am Carole Graf, Administrator-

poordinator: .of the West .. Orange Anti~Pollution Society., 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: And who is the young gentleman? 

MRS .. GRAFT: Peter Glick, a.student from Mount~in High 

$chool., and.a werker at our reclamation center .. 

I am here today to tell you about our reclamation 

program and also to testify that I advocate total reclamation 

of all solid waste, inc.:t,uding plastics. 

Our reclanra.tion center is very young, ten weeks oldo 

but it 0 s extremely active .. Response has been great from the 

. c.i tizens . of West . Orange and neighboring towns to bring us 

their solid waste for cash. You can ~ee the success of our 

cent.er by the grand total figure on the summary report which 

I. have submitted .. However, c;,ur center is manned strictly by 
volunteerso a few adults and high school studentso and we 
realize that .. progr..ams such as ours cannot remain on a 

volu:o.teer basis. The responsibility for recycling solid 

waste must be assumed by the municipal, county and state 

ot;ficials. 
As to your questions 0 I respectfully submit a 

petition which we pave recently passed to the people who are 

concerneq about our environment and who feel the urgency 

to recycle all of our solid waste. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mrs .. Graf .. ·., how much cooperation 

did you get from your local government'in order to establish 
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this reclamation center? 

MRS., GRAF':. Very good cooperation~ They gave us a $500 

grant to start our program, which is constantly replenished 

by money that we get fromsellingglasso tin and paper and 

aluminum® And they also have supplied us with trucks0 They 

empty the bins - we have six bins located at the center where 

we store six types of solid waste, and the town has emptied 

the bins whenever necessary® They cooperate with us really 

quite fully® We are quite satisfied® . 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Black? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Mrs® Grafu I have one question 

on your_general opinion of the success of the program® Has 

it proven tobe successful? 

MRS~ GRAF: I think it has been very successfulu since 

we 0 ve only been in operation two monthso and you can see 

from these figures (Summary Report - see p® 167) we have taken 

in 94 0 425 pounds of glass alone. This past Saturday we took 

in 12 0 000 pounds of glass in four hours. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: This then looks, to youu to be a 

fine example of a successful program. 

MRSe GRAF: Well1 I think there is a need for something 

like this and the response from our citizens proves that the·y 

will cooperate if they 0 re educatedu you known well, paid too, 

I guess, because they 1:re coming to get cash~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: One other thing. I gave my copy 

of your report to the Stenographeru so could you let me have 

another one? 

MRS~ GRAF: Sure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: All right 0 thank you very much. 

We appreciate your coming down to testify. 

We are now going to take just a five minute press break. 

(Recess) 
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(After 'recess) 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mrs. Elizabeth Salett. Please 

state your name for the record. 

EL I Z ABET H SALE TT: My name is Elizabeth Salett 

and I am President· of the Trenton Enviror1mentaL Coalition. 

On behalf of the Coalition 0 I wish to place qur organization 

strongly in favor of the proposed legislation. 

I am sure this Committee must be awareo as are all 

thinking personso of the great ecological dangers facing our 

State and our nation. Enough statistics and studies have 

demonstrated that unless all of us take concerted action to 

reverse the pollution of these last decadeso we can look forward 

to a future of despairo disease and possibly the death of our 

society as we know it today. 

Buto as I saido there is no need .to recite these 

gloomy predictionss I assume that we are here today to dis

cuss specific actions and remedial measures® Where do we go 

from here? 

As we understand it, the assumption behind Assembly 

Bill No~ 2212 is that by banning the non-returnable beverage 

containerso fixing a minimum refund value and imposing 

penalties for non-complianceo individuals would be more likely 

:to redeem rather than discard their containers® We would 

support this assumption® It is our experience that individuals 

and families without the benefit of refunds or compensation 

of any kind will save and hold for collection glass containers® 

And they will. do .this in significant rnxmbers® 
Our experience in Trenton is most relevant to the 

point of individual initiative and responsibilitym 

'rhe Trenton Environmental Coalition is made up of 

representatives of the League of Women Voterso the Trenton 

municipal governmento the Urban Rodent and Insect Control 

Programo some of the civic associationso representatives of 

the City Council, the Chamber of Commerce, Goodwill Industrieso 

REAP - an ecology newsletter, Giordano Waste Material Companyo 

studentso as well as other groups and interested individuals. 
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Tbe Coaliti·:rn bas been responsible for initiating New Jersey's 

first municipally operated glass recycling prog~am, based on weekly 

curbside picl<-ups. The program started June 22, 1971 in a 15 squnre 

block area .in the Western section of the City and another 15 squate 

block area in the Model Cities section. A truck was furnished by the 

Trenton Department of Public Works and a driver and 4 men were provided 

through Operation Mainstream :,f UPI, the city's C:,mmunity Action Agency. 

A sec:,nd truck and additional men were furnished by the Urban Rodentand 

Insect Control Program. Prior to the first pickup, several sets of 

flyers were distributed to residents of each area - and they were asked 

to placo their glass at the curb on a specified morning (either Monday 

or Tuesday). The men on tbe truck sort the bottles by color and when 

necessary remove tbe metal rings. The glass is then taken to the Marine 

Terminal where it is st:,red until en:,ugh bas accumulated -- approximately 

7 5 barrels of crushed glass -- to be trucked to Brockway Glass Company 

in Freehold where it is recycled. The program is now covert6g~approxi-

mately 60 square blocks of the city and our long-range goal is to 

become city-wide. 

There were thos~ who told us before we started that we couJ.d not 

mobilize enough people to save their glass to make a w~ekly curbside 

pickup worthwhile -- yet in Trenton, with the cooperation of the city 

g-:,vernment and the Urban Rodent and Insect Control Program, we have 

succeeded in colle-0ting approximately 17 tons of glass in the space of 
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two months by covering 45 square blocks of the city and by picking up 

glass fr::>m .the c:urbside on a wedd.y basis. 

There were others wbo told us that pe6ple in tbe cities do not 

care enough and cannot be ed·u(;ated sufficiently to make a recycling 

project numerically significant yet Trenton is a City -- and we 

estimate that approximately 20% :,f the residents living within the 

pickup areas are participating in tbe program on a regular basis. Let 

us not forget tbat our glass recycling project required residents to 

separate their glass from the rest -:,f their garbage, t-:, wash it-and 

remove tbe ~etal rings left -:,n the beverage bottles and t::> ~lace the 

glass at the curbside on a non-garbage d~y. Participation in the 

project requires some effort and inconvenience :m the part of the consume1 

and we. interpret this effort as evidence that large numbers of people 

care a great deal abo·ut the continued poll·uting of our environment and 

the increasing volume of our ,disposable solid wastes. 

If people from all sections of the city are willing to separate 

and collect glass when no ref·und is offered, then it seems clear that 

large numbers of.people are willing to go to some inconvenience in order 

to red·uce the vol·ume of garbage produced by our "throw away" soc:iety • 

Le.t us not del·ude ourselves, however, it will certainly take education 

and much public informatio~·t-::> change peoples' habits - but I think -:,ur 

task is both possible and certainly necessary. 

Tbere were still others who t-:,ld ·us that few pe-:,ple crntside the 

pilo~ pickup areas wo·u;t.d vol·untarily tal-ce their glass to a central 

colle cti~n point. Yet· hundreds: -:,f. people not only fr-:,m Trenton but from 

all over Mercer County and neighboripg.,JPe'nnsvlvania are bringing their 

glass daily to the Marine Terminal to be recycled. 
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But recycling is 'not the long-range answer. First, 

collecting and recycling ·of glass and ,other items· is 

enormously expensive to the municipality~ It requi.res ad

ditional trucksu large numbers of men, large storage areas, 

as well as a great deal of public education~ Secondly 0 

there is nothing in it for the consumer and in· the long term 0 

unless he gets a refund., he will not continue to put his glass 

out on the curbside .. irhirdly, it is very hard, if not im

possible, to maintain the interest of the consumer to separate 

and save glass· for recycling. 

There are tho_se manufacturers who will ·say that they 

do not want to be penalized for throwing away containers_ 

while other manufacturers - non-beverage ones - would continue 

to use disposable containers .. However,· it i's the beverage 

containers that most blatantly despoil our environment~ When 

did you last see a ketchup bottle or a baby food bottle on the 

street corner or on the highway or in our parks - not recently, 

I suspect., But it was no doubt quite recently that you saw a 

non-returnable Pepsi bottle or a soda can littering the street 

or the sidewalk. 

Before closing, I would like to suggest a few changes 

in Assembly Bill No® 2212 as it now ~eads: 

1. Rather than specifying 5¢ as the minimum refund 
valueu it might ,be well. to consider specifying a percentage 
of the wholesale value as the refund value. With inflation 
as it is how, we might soon discover that 5¢ no longer provides 

enough of an incentive- to return a col)tainer. 

2. The Depar~ent of Environmental Protection should be 

mentioned as the administrative agency responsible for im

plementation of the bill • 

. I:h summary,: *et me say again, the public is very deeply 

concerned with the steadily __ increasing level and voluxne of 

non-returnable solid waste: a majority of the population will 
cooperate with efforts to reduce ·this mass bf garbage~ and, 

lastly, the tim~ for action and farsightedness,· is now, before 

it costs us more and more to clean up our land and our 
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environment. 

Can I answer any q1,1estions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: You mention that it I s the 

responsibility of,themen on the true'-, in the municipal 

collection, -that they have to separate the glass and·1in turn 

take off the metal rings? 

MRS,. SALETT: Yes.. Well, .people aren't willing to do 

it, or we ask them to ,do. it and they ,don 1 -t do it of ten enough., 

So 6 in. order te> .check .and make .sure that it is done ... properly I 

we have.· to .. redo .. i:t, .. on the .. truck, .whi.ch is very time~consuming •. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: 'That's what I was just thinking, 

as far as the cost to the .. municipality when 'they have to do that. 

What does Trenton have,.municipal or private collection? 

MRS.. SALETT: -- It ' s ... municipal .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Then they are municipal employees 

that are' actually --doing this. 

MRS. SALETT: They are people from the Community 

Action Agency who do the pick~.up in this case. But the 

point is that unless the metal.rings. are removed, the 

recycler_- will not accept .the. glass, and it I s very time

consumiI;1-g and very.difficult to do, and it's a real problem 

because they will just reject it, they will throw the .. glass 

away .unless the metal .rings.are removed or any of the metal 

labeling. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Do you think it's a valid complaint 

of the Chamber of Commerce and some of the other groups who 
have said go from 5¢ to a dime, you know, that's 60¢ on a 
case of Coke, or this might be regressive and repressive for 

those who are on a very limited income? -

MRS .. SALETT: I'm not sure that I can speak to that 

point. I think that if people do get their money back they 

certainly would be willing to take the containers back. If 

-people in all parts of Trenton, and I really mean all parts 

of Trenton, are willing to collect the-glass on a weekly 

basis, save it and have someone come and pick it up, then I 

can't understand why they would not be willing to go to the 
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store and get some money for it. When they put it out on 

the curbo theyvre not getting anything for it .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN. FAY: The point is o we ·1 re dealing with 

people on a very limited income to begin with and if we - and 

I do - accept most .of those figures in the near-poverty .and 

low-poverty levelo this is.an awful kick to place on what they 

buy every week o soda .. and beer. 

MRS .. .SALETT: Wello I 1m.not sure why all of this has 

to be passed on to the consumere I.don~t know that the 

additional price has to .be .. paid entirely. by the consumer 

since the manufacturers would .get their.material back and 

they would get it back many times because much of the gl.ass 

would be· reused .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: There is one part of your statement 

where you mention a percentage of the wholesale .value. Your 

average bottle of soda in the A&Po o,.r one of those stores, 

runs about· .20¢ and if you came up witho let1 s say, ld% that 

would be only .2¢ .. 

MRS.. .SALETT: Well a it could be a higher percentage. 

What I want to avoid is the Coke bottle, or whatever, being. 

refundable for 2¢ 0 you know going back to where.now people 

don I t think it vs worthwhile because our money value decreases.· 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Do you recommend something higher 

than 5¢? 
MRS .. SALETT: Higher than 5¢, at least not specifying 

just 5¢ because .a year from now or two years from now 5¢ 

may not really be wortli what it is to.day, and may not serve 

as an incentive any.longer .. So, if you specify it, you will 

get yourself in trouble, I think.a 

Thank. you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you. 

Mr .. KiddOOe 
G O R, D O N KIDDO O: I am Gordon.Kidd.co .. I am 

Vice President.of Vistron Corporation which is a subsidiary, 

the chemicals and plastics subsidiarya of StandardOiL 

Company of Ohioa 
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We believe that the proposed legislation under consideration here 

is unnecessary and, if enacted, will prove to b~ ineffective, and costly, 

to bottlers, retailers, and to the public. We are opposed to restrictive 

legislation on packaging and believe that each person should be free to 

choose the package he prefers, whether it be made of glass, metal, or 

plastic, and should be educated on the preferred method of disposal or 

recycle. 

While we support the positions of the can and glass container 

industries in opposing this legislation, we do so from a different view

point. We acknowledge the problems which are the cause of legislative 

proposals, such as the one under consideretion in New Jersey,and I have 

asked to appear here today to tell you of a new development in beverage 

packaging which we believe will alleviate many of the problems encountered 

in disposing of present beverage containers. The basis for our position 

is a new material developed by our company, the first plasttc which will 

satisfactorily contain carbonated beverages. Development of this plastic 

resulted recently in an unsolicited environmental commendation for Vistron 

by the Borough of Roselle Park in Union County, New Jersey. 

Plastic beverage bottles made from this BAREX(R) 210 bottle resin 

are to be introduced into the marketplace by Pepsi-Cola later this year. 

The bottles will be ~ignificantly lighter than the glass they replace. 

For instance, an 8-pack of BAREX containers filled with soft drinks will 

weight 35 percent less than an 8-pack of disposable glass. Once the 

bottles are emptied, the BAREX bottles weigh 86 percent less than the 
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glass bottles. The BAREX containers will not explode and will not shatter 

when dropped; therefore,· they cannot cut consumers or other persons handling 

the bottle. The containers can be safely disposed by any current or proposed 

disposal method. 

We believe that we have a superior product, but before introducing 

something as important as BAREX, we had to evaluate its impact on our 

environment. Our cone lus ion is that environmentally you can't do better 

than BAREX for packaging soft drinks. It can be compacted for nonpolluting 

landfill, can be safely and completely burned, can be recycled, and minimizes 

the drain on our natural resources. So, let us take a look at the environ

mental issues and see how BAREX relates to each. 

Sanitary Landfill 

About 80 percent of the nation's solid waste is disposed in landfills. 

Sanitary landfills involve taking the garbage or solid waste, compacting it, 

and then covering it with dirt to prevent the formation of rodent and vermin 

breeding grounds, as well as air and water pollutants. 

There are two types of solid waste in a sanitary landfill operation. 

Inert materials which never decompose include glass, bricks, cement, and 

plastics; degradable materials include garbage, leaves, some paper, etc. 

It has been stated that a biodegradable container would be good for the 

environment. If 100 percent of the solid waste in a sanitary landfill 

operation were biodegradable by bacterial action, odors, gases, and liquids 

t6 pollute the surrounding land, air, and water would be released. In 

addition, during the slow decomposition process, the ground would be 
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c_onstantly settling and could not be used for commercial building, farming, 

or recreational purposes for mariy years. 

With inert materials which don't degrade, the land can be profitably 

reclaimed for building or farming purposes at an early date. There is no 

water or ground pollution. Bottles of BARU are completely inert, can be 

readily compacted, and are well suited for inert landfill. 

Incineration 

As sites for landfill operat.ions become more difficult to find, 

·an increasingly tmportant disposal method for solid waste ~s incineration. 

Noncombustibles ---. such as glass, metal, and ceramics --- are virtually 

unaffected in the process and are still solid waste after incineration. 

Dry paper .and most :plas~ics burn satisfactorily. Much of our municipal 

trash; however, is garbage, wet paper, or leaves and grass clippings . 

Such materials will not support combustiqn and incinerators require addi

tional heat obtained from fuel oil or natural gas. BAREX bottles, on the 

other hand, are derived from petroleum and have a high fuel value; their 

presence in trash actually reduces fuel requirements and improves incinerator· 

performance, Tests by New York University and Midwest Research Institute 

have also shown that, "The presence of BAREK 210 bottles in the waste fed 

to an incinerator does not result in significant changes in the composi-

tion of the stack efUuents from the incinerator. Also, the ash produced 
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from such burns could be easily removed from the incinerator." What this 

means is that there are no changes in emissions to the air with the addi

tion of BAREX 210 to the solid waste feed of an incinerator. Also, the 

weight and volume of the solid waste is greatly reduced, the ashes are 

easily removed, and there are no gobs of melted glass or unburned cans on 

the incinerator grates. In terms of incineration, the BAREX beverage 

container behaves just like the plastic-coated paper milk container, with 

the same innocuous products of combustion. 

But aiding combustion is not the only benefit of including BAREX 

in incinerator waste. In r~cently-designed incinerators (in Chicago and 

Montreal, for instance), the heat produced during combustion is recovered 

and used to produce steam or electrical power. • 1'hus, the addition of 

BAREX to the incinerator load, due to its high fuel value, produces tnore 

heat, or power, and makes the operation more economic. Making the crude 

oil do double duty, first as a container and then as fuel in an incinerator 

or power plant, makes a lot of sense to us, 

Conservation of Natural Resources and Energy 

Many people believe that this country is using more than its share 

of raw materials and natural resources. It is proper to ask about recycling 

of BAREK bottles and I'm happy to say that this is feasible. Used BAREX 

beverage bottles can be ground into plastic chips and then recycled into 

new plastic containers. 

We think it's important to recognize, however, that returnable 

glass bottles generate more pounds of waste than will nonreturnable BAREX 

bottles. Assuming an average life of five trips for a returnable beverage 

bottle (and in the larger communities in the Northeast it's far lower than 
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this) 0 the amount of waste generated by returnable glass is 

almost three times as great as the total waste generated by dis

posal of a BAREX: bottle by either burial or by incineration. 

This.comparison considers the fuel required to heat the water 

for-washing the bottles: it includes the detergent required to 

clean the bottles: it does not include the quantities of pure 

water that are required for washing and rinsing the returnable 

bottles ancl then run into waste in the sewere 

The first chart my Associateo Mr. Browno has shows that 

a returnable glass bottle must make about 15 trips before the 

resulting waste per trip is lower than when using a single 

trip BAREX beverage bottle -- and the average returnable bottle 

no longer makes this many round trips. This chart is on the 

back of the material which we have distributed. (See p. 168) 

In comparing the usage of our natural resources for 

beverage containers - for both energy and raw materials needs -

the BAREX bottle is also the best choice environmentally0 The 

·results of our study on the second chart show that a BAREX bottle 

requires a smaller quantity of raw materials and energy than 

any other type of beverage containers. 

Nowo finallyo the last point on the environment relating 

to non-returnable beverage bottleso and this is the matter of 

litter which is of concern to all Americans. 

' Litter is really landscape pollution by careless Americans. 

You see it on the highwayso in parks and on the beaches0 The 

material is unsightlyo sometimes dangerous 0 and always expensive 

to pick up., I must confesso BAREX litters exactly like a metal 

can or glass bottlem It will remain as litter until it is '"removedo 
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Since BAREX bottles can be safely and completely consumed by 

incineration, however, we believe that the picnicker will dispose of BAREX 

bottles as he will his paper plates and cups and plastic spoons and forks 

by putting them into his fire before he extinguishes it. We believe that 

the lightweight combustible BAREX bottles are far less likely than metal 

and glass containers to be dumped on the ground to offend the next picnicker. 

I also want to point out that a recent national study showed that 

only a small part of roadside litter consists of nonreturnable beverage 

containers. Furthermore, returnable beverage bottles were almost as 

numerous as the no-deposit containers in this survey. Also, soft drink 

companies have found that higher refundable deposits on returnable containers 

have reduced sales of such packages without increasing the fractioo of such 

containers returned for the depo$it. Deposits simply don't ensure the 

return of beverage containers and have not significantly reduced roadside 

litter. An effective national conscience must be developed to solve the 

litter problem. Litter can be curbed only by individuals in the American 

public concerned about landscape pollution, and by no one else. Legislation 

and fines have not proven effective. 

SUMMARY 

I'd like to summarize the points I've tried to make today: 

(1) BAREX plastic bottles give the consumer the light-weight, nonbreaking, 

nonexploding disposable beverage container which he seeks. 
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(2) BAREX bottles can be easily and safely used in landfills. 

(3) BAREX bottles can be completezy and safely consumed by incineration 

the equivalent of a paper container for carbonated beverages. 

(4) We believe that the light weight and easy disposability of BAREX 

bottles will cause the consumer to dispose of this container in an 

acceptable fashion and not by littering. 

(5) BAREX offers a more efficient use of our natural resources for 

beverage packaging. 

(6) We join others in stating our belief that legislation against 

no-deposit beverage containers will not effectively reduce littering 

and.will impose an unfair economic burden on both retailers and 

consumers. In any event, however, we urge that your legislation 

not impose this unfair burden upon an environmentally-improved 

convenience package, the BAREX plastic beverage bottle. 

Thank you, gentlemen. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Fay? 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Mr. Kiddoo-' this sounds like the 

greatest invention since the wheel, as far as new processes 

are concerned. If this is everything you say it is, will 

this eventually replace the aluminum can and the other 

plastics? 

MR~ KIDDOO: I hesitate to answer that with so many 

representatives of the glass and metal can industries in this 

room today, but that us our intention, to get more than our 

share of the beverage container market@ 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: And how long.has this been tested to 

reach all of these conclusions? 

MR@ KIDDOO: :Well, in the marketplace it has been 

tested by Pepsi-Cola in a market test which was conducted in 

1970 in Las Vegas. Pepsi-Cola is - on the basis of that test, 

we've been cooperating with Pepsi and are producing a sub

stantial quantity of material at the present time. Pepsi-Cola 

intends to launch into a much larger and I believe a con

tinuing marketing program based on these. The beverage business 

is such a large business, however, it admittedly will be 

some time before plastic beverage containers of this type 

have any significant impact on the total market. · But we 

believe that this is the kind of container which is going to 

be environmentally impor~ant and attractive in the future, 

we think that legislation such as this should be carefully 

drafted so as not to deter the development of improved 

packagingo 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHl\f: I just wondered if they were keg 

lined. 

and 

MR~ KIDDOO: This one has beer in it and this one has 

Pepsi in it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: You mentioned in your statement 

that you received an unsolicited environmental commendation 

from the Borough of Roselle Park. How was that brought 

about? ~t happens to be my area. 

MR~ KIDDOO: Well, we have been working with major 
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container companies and major soft drink companies on this 

matter for quite a while. We have published articles in 

the technical press. And somebody who is in Roselle Park 

apparently htaard about it because one day o in the mail o we . 

. got a letter with an attached commendation from the Borougho 

the .. Council or whatever the governing body is; out of a clear 

blue sky. We were pleased but n.onetheless surprised® 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Will your container affect the 

cost of the product that might be placed in there? 

MR .. KIDOOO: Today this is only a semi-commercial 

resine The bottles today are more costly than gl.~ss or the 

metal containers. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: They are .•. 

MR .. KIDDOO: They are today because it is not a.fully 

commercial product. We believe that.when th~ product is 

fully commercialo within a year or twoo we can produce a 

very lightweight plastic bottle o such as this,. at a price .. 
which is competitive with the price of the one-way beverage 

container of either glass or metal® 

ASSEMBLTI'IAN KIEHN: And where will they be manufactured? 

in ~.ew Jersey? 

MR .. KIDDOO: We believe .that in time the plastic . 

bottles will be blown at the bottling plant .. We think that 0 s 

going to be a development that will take place. We think t~t .. 

bottles will be maq.e at .or in or adjacent . to the bottling 

plant .itself. It doesn't make a lot of sense to ship a 
. bulkX o but nonethel.ess lightweight,. pro.duct, ·shch as pl.as:tic 
bottleso all around the countrye We think that the resin 

which is derived from,petroleum will be made in chemical and 

plastic .plant~ that•· are located principally near refining anQ 

tetrachemicaL.plants such as those on the Gulf Coast or along 

the.East Coast .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: And you mentioned that it would be 
good landfille 

MR. KIDDOO: Yes. It 0 s an inert material® 
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ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: I:ti. its present staten would you 

recommend just throwing the bottles in -there? 

MR .. KIDDOO: Welln ideally, in a landfill operation you 

should compact the:.material so as to, get as much material into 

a given dum.pJasopossible. Ordinarilly, this is done by running 

a bulldozer back and forth across it •. If you run a bull

dozer across this bottle, it will crush. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: And that will last an indefinite 

period? I mean, it will not disintegrate? 

MR .. KIDDOO: It would. Non it will not. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Just like crushed stone. 

MR .. KIDDOO: It will be like crushed stone or glass or 

an aluminum can in a landfill operationn it will be there for 

a long while, forevern fr.om a practical standpoints 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Thank youe 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you, Mr. Kiddoo G 

Mr. Moran. 

WILLIAM MOR AN: My name is William Moran. I do 

not have a prepared statementn Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. Chairman·,and members of the Committee: My name 

iw William Moran. I am Director of the United Steel Workers 

of America, covering the State of New Jersey. We have 
approximately 30,000 members in the State of New Jerseyn with 
8500 of those members invoived in the container industrym 

It is our hope that this Committee, after a study of 

this bill, will eliminate it from the legislative coffers 

here in Trenton. 

Our Uniono for a long time, has been interested in the 

ecology of our country. We have a vital interest in clean air 

because it is meml:;lers ·. of our Union that pick up silicosis and 

other respiratory diseases in the pl.ants throughout this nation 

and here in New Jersey, as well as in the mining operations of 

our countrye So, we.have a vital interest in clean air; we 

have a very vital interest in clean streams1andwe are bitterly 

opposed to the pollution of,our communities, our highwaysn our 

cities, but we don't believe that a negative approach is the 
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solution to these problems. 

It is our feeling that for too many centuries people 

have just looked at that garbage heap grow and grow'a And I 

listened to some of these people here today that would like 

to go back to the old days. I 0rn never convinced that that 0 s 

a good idea® I 0m not that old but I recall that in our 

community - this was before there were too many cars - we 

used to carry our refuse to the outer limits of our community 

and toss it into some convenient area and this would become, 

as a rule, I guesso our town or community dump® Later, the 

wagon or truck picked it up at our homes and took it out 

and.dumped it in the same type of areas~ So, for centuries, 

we 0 ve been doing the same thing over and over again® Now the 

solution to all this is to go out and gather glass and cans 

and other refuse, on a door to door basis. Itus not going to 

work~ it 0 s impractical. 

I think that Mre Seale and his Associates should be 

commended for their efforts because these people have no 

axe to grind anywhere along the lineo other than pride in 

their community. But pride in the community alone is not 

enough. Sooner or later 0 the Mre Seales and the others 

will pass on and we will go back to the same old business of. 

letting our garbage lay around and the litter move around our 

streets and our highways. There has to be something more 

substantial than this. 

In the year of 1971, with all the knowledge that we 
have in this country, it seems inconceivable that we can°t 

do something with this 360 to 380 million tons of solid waste. 

There are over 50 processes now in our country that we ought 

to take a look ate One has been mentioned here - Franklino 

Ohio, a city of 10 0 000 peoplee They put up a plant costing 

$2,100,000" two-thirds of this paid by the Federal Government. 

Theyure making a profit on getting rid of their waste at this 

time. 

The aluminum industry of our country has hired an 

engineering firm; and at cost of $15 million a community of 

200,000 people can get rid of 500 tons of solid waste each 
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The City of Palo Al to in California produces.· IS, 000 

kilowatts of electricity daily by getting rid of 400,000 tons 

of solid waste daily in their incinerators O modern.· incinerators® 

The school Worcester Tech, , at! Wo,rcestie:i;, .. Massachusett~ 1 

has a grant and their project is·to look at something different; 

their project is to take the organic waste we pick up and try 

to get some further use out of it0 They are now going to get 

from the organic waste that we have various types of oil@ Our 

refuse is a gold mine, if we want to dig into it. There is 

not only tin, aluminum, glass, there is zinc and lead and iron@ 

And just the other day, while we were negotiating in Washington, 

I saw a little article that in one of our midwestern cities 

some lady, as woman do, just reached into her purse and took 

out a little bit of tissue; and decided to wipe her nose and 

she was very close to the wastebasket along the street but 

she decided, why should I have to dump that into that basket, 

she just tossed it on the street and walked away. About a half 

hour later she recalled that she had placed some diamonds that 

had been taken out of her ring in a bit of tissue and this 

caused her some concern© She went through her purse like mad 

and found, to her dismay, that she had tossed the diamonds 

in that tissue, right on the street alongside of that garbage 

can. She hurried back but it was g«:me:~. 'I'his is just to prove 

that you may find anything in our refuse and we may find 

diamonds or gold or whatever it may bee 

We have companies in this country that deal with sifting 

through this. We have several c:ompanies here in New York that 

try to take old scrap copper and from it they·come up with 

gold and other metals that sold probably at a higher price than 

the copper they picked up. 

So our interest is in doing something positive© With 

all of these programs that are available to us, I can 1 t,conceive 

the Department here in New Jersey taking a negative approach 

to a modern problem. 

At the University of Maryland, the Bureau of Mines has 

another project in which they separate their garbage, shred it, 
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burn it 0 and then sell this too at a pro'fit® I believe that 

all of the refuse that they get amounts to - they sell it at 

the rate of $12 per ton® I believe they pull it in at $3 per 

ton, that 0 s the cost of collecting it and running it through 

the process: and, naturally, the same amount that comes in 

does not go out in sale but the salable product gi V(eS · ·.them an 

income of $12 per ton. 

Now, to move back to this collection, the returnable 

bottle as against the non-returnable bottle or the returnable 

can or container as against the non-:returnable - is there any 

rule orregulation involved in this legislation that will 

force the storekeeper to take back this bottle? 

I can just.picture the smal.lgrocery store in the 

neighborhood that doesn«t have the size of the huge-chain 

stores~ he 0 s very limited in space. If the neighborhood kids 

take up a collection of all the returnable bottles in the 

neighborhood, is he going.to be forced to take these bottles? 

Are we going to be able to force the chain stores in this 

country to take the returnable bottles? Or will we, in the 

community, have to set up some means of collecting these 

bottles and thereby add to the cost of our co:rmnunity? 

The rear.fall guy in this type of legislation is the 

consumer@ Some people say, don°t just tax them 5¢, hurt 

the:m a little more, charge them 10¢e And, as the good 

Assembly.man said, why not stop at $50 or $100? 

The thing is to hurt the consumer© Well, the consuming 
public in this country is 200 million people and, if we try to 

legislate against those 200 million people, they 0 re going to 

have something to say. i 

In the modern way of purchasing and packaging in this, 

country, you are going to hctve to look at that consumer, because 

he 0 s the buyer® And you have to make his purchases as convenient 

as possible togethim.· We 0 re in a very great competitive 

world® We 0 ve seen just a little of that this morning, in the 

approach of some of these men from business that their container 

is better than the others, it«s easier to get rid of® So the 
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competition in this country is great. The consumer is going 

to go to the most convenient method of purchasing and he 0 s 

not interested in being forced to come into a chain store with 

bags and bags of returnable bottles. Frankly, heud rather 

toss them into a garbage can: and so would I.· 

In our garbage disposal system in this country, it 0 s 

about time we got to picking up the garbage at our homes and 

getting it ·.::Lnto either a city-owned garbage disposal plant or 

a privately-owned one, and start the process at that point. 

That O s the convenient way. I donut have to have·· anyone put 

an extra load on my back" 

In today 0 s world there is enough of a load on each and 

every one of us, and :r jut::1t don ° t agree on going back to ten 

years ago or a hundred years agoo or even yesterday~ I think 

it 0 s always better to look forward and hope that thereus a 

better tomorrow, rather than look back on what we think was a 

great past® 

So, gentlemen, I am hoping·- anQ,incidentally, it has 

been said so many times today and covered by so many other 

speakers, I didn°t want to get into too many of the detailsu 

but this could cost many jobs to our steelworkers in the can 

industry; it could cost jobs to our already hurt basic steel 

industry! it could cost jobs in the aluminum industry and the 

other packaging industries in this country. And I don't think 

we have to hurt them any more. And I just donut know how we're 

going to convince the American people that, if you tax a beverage 

container or a beer container or a milk bottle or a juice can, 

you 0 re not going to move over and tax a can of tomatoes or the 

beans or any other container on that shelf. And all the consumer 

is going to see is another hidden tax coming our way. And there 

is no. sense in saying yourrre going to get rid of the super

markets~ they 0 re here to stay and theyure going to get bigger. 

And we 0 re going to be shipping our products and they 1 re going 

to be on the shelves of those stores because the women and the 

men of this country demand that they be there" And when there is 

a demand by the American public, it 1 s up to American industry to 
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supply it •. · Arid we have seen here in this countryo because 

of th_e inadequacy and the refusal of the American automobile 

industry to do something about the consumer 0 s needs in this 

country, they've reached out and purchased their small cars 

from European and Asiatic countries. -, 

So, it 0 s my feeling.that I agree with Mr .. Sealeso 

Let 0 s knock out this negative, trestrictive legislation and 

let-' s get to some :positive legislation for the p:eople of 

our State and our country. And we, too, would like to ... appear 

back here.again w.hen we move to f9rward,-looking legislation.· 

Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Mr. Moran, I am in agreement with 

you that in the future this i'S''what we have to do, as far as 

developing.a plant maybe similar to the one in Franklino Ohioo 

but·, being. a ..... governrnent of.ficial .. and you a union official, 

realistically we know this is not around the corner, it 0 s 

going to take a _great deal of .. government funds to build a 

plant of this nature. As a Comm.i ttee, we. are interested in 

interim measureso and this is what we have to dea.l with at 

this time, an interim measure O whether it ... be through increased 

effort as £.ar as recycling and 'SO fo:r:tho .but what you mention, 

as far as a plant and.so forth 0 that 1 s.quite a little ways in 

the future., Look how long. it has taken us to even upgrade. 

our sewage. treatment plants in the State of New Jersey .. I 

think we have to take a realistic.approach when we talk about 

non-returnable bottles or what to do with themo and so fortho 
but I agree with you as far as the plant but that stil.l., I'm 

sorry to say, is way off in the future. 

MR .. MORAN: Well, I don't think it has to .be off in 

the future. I think 0 on things that are necessary for the 

Arnericanpeople, we .usually move slowly, much too slowly .. 

,The funds are available in Wa.shin:gton for some pilot programs 

but :r think, more than that, that the Legislature here in 

New Jersey could start to take.a good look at our own State 

and perhaps do something, with the help of the Federal Government, 

if necessary, but without the help of the Federal Government, 

also if necessary. And I think that the stop-gap :,measure 
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that you talk about is in.the 1:l.aI1;ds of some pretty good 

people, such as Mr. Seales and others. And then these 

other areas throughout our State where. they're pic:i<,ing 

up bottles and cans ·and aluminum .containers, .. and so on, 

these are temporary meas1,1res, •· these are the temporary measures. 

We shouldn't get those too far out in front because people 1 s 

interest in this will wane after a while. So, .while we have 

some stop-gap measures, I think it's absolutely necessary 

that we do something about this .. We have to get out and 

shout from the rooftops about it, I guess, and get this 

legislation through, and through in a hurry,. becau.se it I s 

360 million tons of garbage that we have today and in maybe 

two or three years werre going to double that •. And we soon 

can bury ourselves in garbage µnless we.act,and act soon. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Fay? 

ASSEMBLYMAN F.AY: No questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: No questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Thank you very much, Mr. Moran, 

Mr. Merck. 

ALBERT w .. M E R C K: Mr. Chairman, my name is 

Albert W. Merck. I reside at Corey Lane, Mendham , New Jersey e 

I am a Republican nominee for the State Assembly from Morris 

County District l0A in this year's election. 

I support Assembly Bill 2212 .. My view of the proposed 
legislation is that it is a small but necessary step towards 
the eventual recycling of. virtually all the reusable materials 

which now end up ir,i our sanitary landfills and incinerators. 

I am in favor of A-2212 but I believe it can be 

improved., If this proposed bill is passea,·there is concern, 
,_,' 

particularly among those employed by the glass bottle 

manufacturing· f;irms:,. such as the Thatcher Glass Company of 

Wharton, which is in my district$ They are.concerned that 

a reduction in the number of non-returnable ., containers produced 

will result in fewer jobse 

I believe this bill can ·.b~. improved by first requiring_ 

an impartial study of the non--"returnable cb,ntainer industry 
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to determine the number of persons whose jobs would be 

directly affected by the bill, and I would hope this Committee 

would obtain such data before· reporting the bill out .. 

Further, the state .'·and local inunicipali ties · will receive 

both economic and aesthetic benefits from this legislationm I 

recommend that those economic savings be calculatedo wherever 

possible, and that a,portion of those benefits be appropriated 

as apart of this bill to provide for the retrainingo relocationo 

or possible early retirement of those employees whose jobs 

may be affected by actions of this bill .. 

The Department of Labor and Industry·has a very active 

interest iri the jobs to be provided in the State, and they 

should be asked to assist in,the estimating of impact on jobs 

as well as making arrangements to,take care of displaced.workers, 

if any. The bill should not take effect until these prepara

tions have been made. 

I.would hopeo too, that the Department·of·Environmental 

Protection would offer suggestions in the hear future for the 

Legislature which will lead to new laws requiring the separa

tion of other recoverable materials, notably paper products 0 

and · recycling of al.l of . them. · 

This could spur the creation of many new j9b opportunities® 

It would be logical to place any workers affected by A-2212 

in such newly created positions. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: What is your economic plan for these 
repl.aced,unemployed workers? 

MR., MERCK:- I believe, sir, that we can calculate 

certain economic benefits, both to municipalities and to the 

State at large, which could result in less litter and less 
\ 

·solid waste having to be disposed of. If these economic. 

benefits, which I believe are real, couldbe-assessed, I think 

we could logically offset those benef·its by appropriating a 

portion·of them to assist in the retraining and relocationo or 

possibly early.retirement, of any workers who might be displaced 

'should this legislation affect them .. In other wordso I am 
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proposing that we trade off the benefits that we hope to 

get from the bill to take care of anyone who may be possibly 

adversely affected by the bill. 

ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Well,, if these AFL,,.CIO f'igures are 

accurate, you would have to come up with a program for 

approximately 10,000 people. If you can do that, should 

run for the Presidency not for the Assembly~ 

MR~ MERCK~ Mr. Chairman, I suggested an impartial study 

of the effects of these bills. 
' 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Assemblyman Black? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Yes, I have a few questions. 

Mr. Merck, do you feel that we would have to perhaps 

come back with the old heavy glass bottles for deposit or 

would we be able to go right ahead with the present molds 

that are being utilized? 

MR., MERCK: I am not qualified to answer that, but my 

faith in American ingenuity is such that everything that 

industry produces this year is certain to be replaced by 

something else very soon. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Well, you see, I asked this question 

because I 1 too, have faith in American industry, although 

it 1 s sorely strained at times. I question, when the State of 

New Jersey is having difficulty controlling the flow of 

narcotics into the Stabef where we would,first of all,gain the 

the addtional people on a state income to identify bottles 

that have been sold in New Jersey as bottles that have been 

sold in New Jersey. That's pointnumber one~ And, secondly, 

how would we prevent, if we did not identify th~se bottles 1 -

how would we prevent bottles from coming across the bridge 

from Pennsylvania.,.··~~. bottles that haven't had deposits paid on 

t.he:m , and having people collect them and receive the deposit.? 

This has me utterly and completely amazed. I agree that 

perhaps we would need more than the 10,000 people we would put 

out of work. We might. be able to· solve the entire unemployment 

problem in the State of New Jersey by having all the unemployed 

people on the rolls stamp the bottles with a New Jersey stamp 
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or · ~tand at the bou.n.daries and ch~ck every vehicle coming 

into the State., 

MR .. MERCK: May I comment on that? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Please do. 

MR. MERCK: . I do. not have the solution.. However o I 

would point to our neighboring state of Pennsylvania which has 

some highly restrictive regulations that concern the .food 

products, and if food products are to come into Pennsylvania' 

they must meet certain specifications and that must be .shown 

on, each package. I am not surelthat this is transfera:blec 

but I notice, in other context, it has been done. 

ASSEMBLY.MAN WILSON: Thank you very much, Mr. Merck. 

MR .. MERCK: Thank you very much, bentlemen. 

ASSEMaLYMAN WILSON: Mr •.. ,Guagliardo, United Steelworkers. 

J O H ·N D., G U A G L · I .A R D 0:, Mr •. Chairman, member,s of 

the Committee, ·ladies. and .. gentlemen, I ,am .Je>l';m.Guag.Liardo, -

President of Local. 3913, United Steelworkers of America, 

AFL-CIO., I am.employed at the Paterson Plant #48 of Contipental 

Can Company. I.speak.against this bill, A~22l2o and.take this 

opportunity and the liberty to express my deep con,cerrl;inbehalf 

of the J.:300 citizens. of my.1-ocal in our State whom ! hcwe the 

privilege to represent.as President. 

Problems of.ecolo.gy.are.far too serious tobe treated 

on a piecemeal .. basis ,. with each of the 50 states gqing its 

own way, and with .inadequate researchand study being.made on 

the federal level. I.come to you today to ask you to reflect 
with me a moment in regard to pending. bills: and: .doing away 

with bill A-2212 • 
Whereas, here in our state we are hurrying through the 

State.Legi.slature a bill that would bar the wholesale or 

retail sale of --

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: .Excuse me. I would like to clarify 

. that. We 1· re not hurrying- .through.. .rf we were hurrying it 
through, we would not . be holding., a public hearing.. We I re 

just having a h~aring to get opinions. 

~ .. GUAGLIARDO: Well then, you're getting my opinione 
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My mistake in saying 0'hurrying it through~ '0 It is brought 

forth that you would bar the wholesale or retail sale of 

non-returnable containers" Gentlemen, the adoption of such 

legislation would wipe out jobs by the thousands at a time of 

mass unemployment in our nation and in our State. This would 

cause a large scale of unemployment which would outweigh any 

benefit that would accrue~ 

Litter is a problem in all cities, but what everyone 

is losing sight of is that neither the container nor the 

manufacturer are to blame. Gentlemena let 1 s use common senses 

The containers do not litter, people do. Those irresponsible 

characters who cause this condition in our cities should be 

penalized, not the working people producing the containerss 

If anything, Mr. Assemblyman, you all should take action 

against those who are guilty of this gross act. To pass this 

bill with no regard to its effect would be an easy way, Solid 

waste is a serious problem in our American cities~ it is 

getting increasingly worse. However, the principal question 

in my mind is, does the banning of non-returnable. cans 

accomplish the goals being sought? Look at our highways. 

Don 1 t we also face this problem of litter? Does this mean 

that we will place into legislation a law banning the selling 

of cars? Of course, not. It is silly to think of it, how 

can a car litter? It is the individual who does the littering. 

So, what has been done? We have imposed a fine for littering 

on our highways® Well 0 Mro Assemblyman, what is the difference 

between the car and the container? 

In closing, let :me point out a fact which I'm sure you 

are all well aware of~ on the question of the 5¢ deposit on 

non-returnable containers. There is a very great danger in 

returnable containers. They will lie around in the department 

stores in our corrimunities and create a much greater problem to 

the health of our citizens. These ~eturnable containers will 

draw roaches, dirt, ants, and many other insects by the 

thousands which, in effect, will•brin:g greater danger, and now 

we have a health hazard to our citizens in our co:rnmunities& 
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Gentlemenr1 someone should consider that factor of 

safety to our citizens also. So you can see it is truly not 

a simple problem. Recycling is the solution to solid waste 

pollution. I am ignorant in this phase of the solution. I 1 m 

sure that there are many experts here who would bring out and 

have brought out the facts and the feasibility of recycling, 

for they have done considerable research in this field. 

Another factor that I just thought of. You all know 

that we have a tremendous problem in our cities regarding 

crime. Our wives. our children~ for nickels and dimes, are .. 

being attacked by people all over the cities. It's not only 

in our State, it's all over. For nickels and dimes they are 

being attacked. Can you imagine what could happen if 

returnable deposits on cans or bottles or any containers, 

and I should go out and buy two cases - I go out shopping once 

a week, most everybody does in this country, and we store 

these cans in our cellars because we don 1 t go there every day -

how this would help to increase crime. We v re saf·e today in 

our homes because of the fact they~re our homes. They won°t 

come into your home, though they do. But imagine if /we have 

to store these cans in our cellars? We won°t even be ,safe 

in our homes. The police departments now have problems, as it 

is. None of us would be safe in our homes. We'd have the 

dope addicts and what-not coming into our cellars, breaking 

our windows, to get those returnable bottles to get the money 

on theme It's not as·simple as everybody thinks. There are 

a lot of factors in this. 

I close by stating, Mr. Chairman and Assemblyman, 

please do not forget, containers do not litter, it is the 

individual who litters. 

Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any questions? (No questions) 

Thank you very muche Mr. Guagliardo. 

Would the representative from Princeton High School 

like to present a statement? 
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TOM GOP SILL: My n:arne is Tom Gopsill •. 1 would 

just like to clear something· up. You said, representative··· 

from Princeton High School~ I'm representing all the high 
' ' 

school students of Princeton. We have three private schools 

and two public schools. 

I would like to start with a quote from TRUE Magazine: 

u0Each of us is not only his brother•s keeper 0 he is 

the keeper of his animal and plant brother as well! the 

keeper of the air he breathes, the water he drinks and the 

soil he stands on. We are all planet-keepers and in all the 

universe we have only this one planet to keep. 11 

Is ecology a fad, a diversion from other national 

issues? 

People claim that the environment will never be sav.·ed · 

until man lives in harmony with nature, and they claim this 

is impossible. But, isn't this the final step? What about 

the first step - harmony bwtween man and man, citizen and 

industry. 

I am a firm believer that bef.ore too long industry and 

the scientists can be the conservationist's best friend .. But 

many don't see it this way! instead1 they see industry as a 

negative, this see this noise, sludge, smog and erosion. But 

industry isn«t all negative and conservationists can always 
say, '°you can° t do this, you can't do that, n but, .mstead, the 

two must work together for the good of our natural resourcesa 

The young people in this country are for thise The 

-Boy Scouts.- there are 5 million of us in this country - are 

beginning to unwind with project SOAR .. Hundreds of students 

are volunteering time at recycling projects across the country .. 

Also, students are working on. pape.r recycling in schools., 

Today we face an issue of returnable containerss 

Almost everyone here·, that I 1 ve heard, spoke favorably on 

recycling, whether they were for or against this bill .. Yet, 

it does no·> good· to talk and dream: about it while bottles 

still collect in dump yards and clutter the countryside .. 
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Recycling, to me, is like pollution of a lake. We 

cannot solve the pollution of the lake until we look into 

the tributaries. It's the same way with recyclingo What 

makes up recycling is the bottleso the trasho papero plastics@ 

We must start somewhere. We can 1 t start right ih the middle. 

This is what we're working for todays 

Is ecology still a fad? I have signatures here of 

525 students, which I gathered yesterday from the Princeton 

School System, high school age, and they're all in favor of 

this bill,to place a control on non-returnable bottles. 

The bottles that are behind you. Do you want us to 

leave them or do you want us to return them? Think about it. 

Then multiply by 200 million. Are returnable bottles still 

a trivial question? 

Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Yes, I have one question. 

Yesterday, you said, you secured 500 signatures? 

MR .. GOPSILL: 525, ,right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Were all of the signers of that 

petition aware of all the factors that were made evident and 

public today, that you overheard? 

MRo GOPSILL: Well, I'll admit that ruve learned many 

things today at this meeting. We talked on Monday and then 

I passed the petition around on Tuesday during lunch, and 

stated the situation on returnable bottles, which we did talk 

about today. Some of the things, ·:r do~:riot agree with,. about 

the stress on industry to change their systems to clean bottleso 

things of this nature~ Well 0 we have 1,000 kids in the high 

school and we got about 400 from the school just during one 

lunch-period. Some are against, but most are for. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I was interested in whether or not 

you were planning on advising the fellow students as to what 

you heard today, when you go back. 

MR .. GOPSILL: I'm planning on it, yes~ and I 1 m hoping 

that you'll pass this legislation. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: That's all. Thank you'very much. 

Good job. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: I would like to ask, how old are 

you? 

MRe GOPSILL: 17e 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: 17. When will you-be 18? 

MR .. GOPSILL~ This November® 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Well, what I just wanted to 

mention to you was the fact that by being here today you 

learned a lot about there being different sides to every 

issue 0 and this is the reason for having hearings. And as 

you become old enough to vote, this is what the young people 

have to keep in mind too, as far as candidates. And I think 

what you learned today about a bill which seemed so simple, 

it I s only one page, there are many ramifications,· just as 

there are when you vote and you should take your right to vote 

very seriouslye 

Glas to have you here. 

Mr® Lohrfinck, Secretary to the New Jersey Soft Drink 

Association® 

w .. L .. LOHR FINCK: Gentlemen, I speak for the 

New Jersey Soft Drink Associations I want to, first of all, 

thank you gentlemen, all of youo for the opportunity to express 

our views. I think you also are to be commended for atte:npting 

to dig out all of the facts in what is really a complex, not 

a simple problem. 

In the interest of time, I am not going to read this, 

I have left copies for you, but I would like to make a point 

or two if I maye (See pe 170) 

For exampleo we thoroughly believe in educating people 

not to littero' and encouragingrecycling. We also feel, based 

on some experience, that this can be effectivea as Henry Seales 

has pointed out, and others. We also feel that in.educating 

people an effort should be madeu and we-have made this effort, -

for example: Our organization over the years has distributed 

hundreds of thousands of litter bags to.be used in cars and 
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automobiles, as a rerninde;- to people not to littler .. We have 

made available short educational films that have been used in 

schools and civic groups, with the same thought in mind .. We 

have, through some of our people, run newspaper ads and they 

have placards on the back of their trucks, all with the same 

point, reminding.people not to litter. We have also worked 

with an.organi.zation which is ..based in Ohio, wHich distributes 

m~tal litter containers .. Tp.ere.areseveralthousands of 
those that have .been __ ntq.de. available, some .. right here in 

Trepton, for the.purpose of.endeavqring to. hav.? people 

keep t_he streets clean through t,he availability of these metal 

containers. 

And, finally, if I may, we've noted in some of the 
' 

newspaper reports that the Monmouth County Board of Freeholders 

is actively ... considering a regional.approach to the collection, 

shredding and recycling. 
Finally, because industry and .. government are both 

seriously con,cerned with this, we really feel a joint approach 

to this can be the.answer or at least a step in the right 

direction for solving.the probl.ern. 

Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Thank you very much, Mr. Lohrfinck .. 

Assemblyman Fay, do you have ·apy questions? 

ASSEMBL~ FAY: No., 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Thank you •. 
William Pearce, Coca-,,Cola ... Company. 

W_I L,L I AM PE ARCE: Gentl.ernen, thank you for this 
opportunity to.preserit our views. 

My name is :William Pearce.. I .am Vice President of the 
Coco-Cola Bo.ttiin.g_Corn.pany of New York. It' s ... ..getting very 

late ~nd much has been said. I have a longstatement and only 

three very short points. 
We operate five production and distribution centers in 

the Stat~ of New Jersey, along with two other independent 

Coco-Cola Bottlers ahdi.::ttm:\w~rehc,o:ses,,i~:.wh!bc~r·.brings tUe total 

to nine prc;>duction_and distribution centers. 

We believe that we make a contribution to the general 
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economy.of the State of New Jersey, but, also, as responsible 

business citizens of the State of New Jersey, our Company 

shares the concern for .the solid waste disposal problem® 

Bottles and cans are part of this problem, and we recognize 

full well that along. with all manufacturers and all retailers 

and all consumerso we contribute to problem. Thuso over 

the past several years we have esta.blished · the fallowing 

program in an effort to make a contribution to the solution® 

Firsto during 1968 and 1969 we aggressively promoted 

the returnable-deposit bottle. At that time it accounted 

for over 40% of our total business. This effort consisted of 

over $250,000 worth of newspaper advertising plus $50u000 in 

point-of-sale advertising. 

Gentlemen, I can assure you that ours is a voice in the 

wilderness. In spite of our tremendous promotional effort, 

our returnable bottle business has decreased from 40% to less 

than 25% of our total business today. 

Number two, on December 28, 1970, we increased the 

deposit on our returnable bottle from 2¢ to 5¢, the return 

rate of which had fallen from 25 trips to 5 trips over the past 

decade. We did this because we felt the present state of 

awareness and concern may help saveo or at least extend the 

life of the returnable bottle. 

Now, there were preliminary signs that this strategy 

might be working. But our records now show that the return 

rate has not increased© As a matter of :met, it has fallen 

off to the point that our returnable bottle is fast becoming 

a one-way bottle® Gentlemen, this fact is tremendously sig

nificant because I don°t believe that there is any bottling 

firm in the United States that has expended more ti:m,e 0 money 

and effort than the Coco-Cola Bottling Company of New York 

an effort to sustain the life of a returnable bottle. 

Recognizing all these facts 0 our Company is attempting 

to fulfill its responsibility to the public through the 

establishment of 18 glass and aluminum can collection and 
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recycling centers at our plants in New York and New Jersey. 

These centers opened Saturday, March 20, 1971 and are 

open from 10 to 3 p.m~ every Saturday~ We pay the consumer 

10¢ per pound for aluminim and 1¢ per pound for glass; and, 

of course 0 5¢ for returnable bottles. 

Now, in New Jersey alone, since March 20, we collected 

over 3 million pounds of glass and 138,108 pounds of aluminum 

and paid the consumers over $60,000 for these cans and bottleso 

Our overall payment to the consumer, for all 18 of our col

lection centerso amounted to over $2000000 for these 26 days 

of collection. And we removed over 13 million pounds of glass 

and aluminum from the solid waste stream~ Our investment is 

primarily in promotion and manpower which we estimate will 

cost us in excess of $500,000 in 19710 

Gentlemeno we outline these programs not to pat our

selves on the back, but to point out that positive steps can be 

taken by industry to help solve the solid waste problem on a 

short-term basis. 

Long-range solutions to the solid waste problem. rest 

with advanced technologies and a systems approach to the 

collection, disposal, separation, and recycling of materials® 

Such systems are now in a testing stage. We believe that they 

will be an economic reality in the not-too-distant future. 

And I don°t want to say any more about the Black-Clawson 

facility in Franklino Ohio, but I had an opportunity to visit 

it, and I would suggest that anyone who is deeply concerned 

about environmental. problems visit that plant to realize that 

the systems approach is an obtainable goal. 

One further comment. Mr. Dennis, in his opening remarks, 

stated that the problem is not yesterday~ it certainly isn 9 t~ 

it has taken us a long time to get where we are with the 

problemo and certainly the solution isn 1 t tomorrow. And if we 

do have faith in American ingenuity, as has been statedo I 

think we should give that ingenuity a little tim.e'to work and 

I believe that it wille 

Gentlemen, any questions? 
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ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Yes. ~n your five plants in 

New Jersey, you probably have the same problem mentioned 

earlier about the Canada Dry people 0 where they sold 600 0 000 

cases and only had a return of 275 0 000. 

MRo PEARCE~ I think that youure really referring to 

the statement made on the Pepsi Cola experiment. 

that 

ASSEMBLY.J\ILAN KIEHN~ Well, it was the Canada Dr;{ people 

MR .. PEARCE: Oh 0 this is the letter you received. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN~ Yes. 

MR,. PEARCE: Yes. What I 0m saying is that our trippage 

ten years ago was 20 trips and I believe Mr. o O Neil related 

the fact that he felt that this could be an attainable goal. 

Wellu the fact remains that it is a fantasy goal because today, 

with aggressive promotion on returnable bottles, our trippage 

is 5 times, and shrinking. What I am saying is that the 

consumer is paying the 5¢ and throwing the container away. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: And most of your storage, too, 

outside, isnut it, of the returnable bottles until they 9 re 

ready for the cleaning process and refilling? 

MRe PEARCE~ Is the storage outside? 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: Yes. 

MRo PEARCE: No, sir. On returnable bottles, itus a 

pretty good cycle~ In other words, they 8 re coming and 

going cmt® 

ASSEMBLYMAN KIEHN: I know I did pass - rum not 

sure it was a Coke plant, but I did pass one of the plants 

and I noticed cases of --

MR .. PEARCE: Well, now you did. You 0 re referring to our 

plant up on Route lo and those are cases that we have a tre~ 

mendous investment in and they 9 re just sitting there® A 

million dollar investment cases and they're sitting in our 

plants 0 they 0 re sitting on the outside and we have no use 

for them because the overwhelming process of the consumer.and 

the retailer has just brought us down to a segment of business 

that is relatively small. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: Mr. Pearce, as a corporate officer 

of a national corporation, I hope th~t you are .as upset and 

angered, . and I .hope everybody in the unions, everybody in the 
' 

ecology groups are,as I .am over the.credil>;i.lity .. group of 

the Federal Government-appropriating- $4 million for a_problem 

like this. And you .paid out more to the consumers, your one 

company paid out more to the consumers for these returns than 

will ... probably .be .spent .by the Federal Government and State 

Government o_n this crisis. So, obviously, the ,-priorities 

that everybody here is involved with and .. upset about, - the __ 

people to .. ,go. to is certainly our Federal officials o as well 

as ourStateo£ficials. 

MR. PEARCE: -~ere has been much discussion on that 

today .and- I . rea.lly .believe that this is ... going-- to resolve 

itself .because there are members of the Soft Drink Industry.

and I 1 m sure one of .my colleagues wilLbring. this out - working 1 

very closely with the Federal Government on this .. .project --~nd 

the Recovery Act. It ,has just .. taken a little time.. This is 

a relatively new agency and there is a lot of work to be done., 

. ASSEMBLYMAN FAY: --Thank youe 

ASSEMBLY.MAN BLACK? I .would .... simply like to add a comment 

to what you have just.said, sir. The.fc0-urhundred, .plus, 

m.illion--put forth(j;:.-, I am sure will be .put forth over a 

period of time and it takes time to develop a program and 

qualify for this money. ;r think you've· done an exce_llent job 

and I certainly commend the Coco-Cola Company, and I am very 

thankful for this report. 

MR. PEARCE: Thank you. 

I would like to-make one comment on the .. li.ght .side.. I 

certainly want to commend all my. neighbor,s- from Princeton and, 

very sincerely, they 0 ve done a tremendous job in their 

recyc.ling effort: '-but :i; also want to s.ay, I do have a son in 

hi.gh,.school .and I know he.supports the recy.cl.ing_program but 

I'll have to check. and see if his name is on that listm 
(-Laughter) 

ASSEMBLYMAN .KIE;HN: a:rhank you very muchs 
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Is Mrm Scally here? 

JOHN F.. SC ALLY: My name is .:fohn F .. Scally .. 

I am Vice President of New Jersey Royal Crowri, · which is an 

affiliate of New York Seven-Up, and the New York Royal Crown 

Bottling Company. We serve a twenty- count.y area in New.York 

and New Jersey with a population. of 17 million. 

In speaking before you today, I am going to eliminate 

some of my testimony in order to be·b:rief. · 

The legislative proposal before you today has as its 

avowed objective a reversion by our industry to returnable 

type packaginge 'rhe necessity of such a return would clearly 

and simply put our company out of business. Let me explain. 

After doing everything possible to preserve the return'"'. 

able bottleo including increasing the deposit to 3¢ and 7¢ 

per bottle, we were forced to convert to the non-returnable 

glass bottJ..e and the metal cans as,a matter of economic 

survival. We did so in response to consumer pressure.. The 

customer said to us: nu There are more- than ten thousand i terns 

for sale in retail markets today and you soft drink people and 

beer people are the only ones who charge a deposit and put us 

to the inconvenience of storing dirty bottles and carrying them 

back to the stores for you., Wello we are just not going t.o do 
it anymore., ou And they didn I t:t. not even on the bottles that 

carried a 7¢ deposit. The consumer made it economically 
impossible for us to·use returnable packaging., We sold off 

all the bottles that we had left at ~lf or less than half 

their value., We sold off or were forced to junk the production 

machinery for returnableso and then went to great expense to 

install new equipment to produce non~returnable bottles. We 

are in that 100% non-returnable position today .. 

A :f'o!Vced return to returnable bottles would thus, in 
effect, put our company out of business .. The reasons why 

the proposed ban on non.:.,returnable bottles and cams would put 

our company out of business are clearly detailed.in a letter 

written by the President of our Cornpanyo Sidney P .. Mudd, to 

Senator Bernard c .. Smith, Chairman of the Senate Co:romittee on 
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Conservation and Recreation of the State of New York., 

·Rather than read the letter here, I have attached it 

to copies of the testimony which I left with you.today., I 

can tell you what it says in three short sentences., (See p .. 182) 

1. A forced change to returnable packaging would 

cost my company alone approximately $2lolllo000.,00 in the 

first year of such a change., 

2. A forced change would make obsolete approximately 

$10150,000.00 worth of present modern equipment., 

3 •. The cost of conversion is utterly beyond the total 

resources of this company. Not even·our total annual gross 

receipts equal $21 million. 
' . 

We share your concern on the problems of litter and 

solid waste, and, we as an industry, pledge our cooperati.on 

to work with government to bring the problem to a quick and 
logical sol.ution .. 

G~ntlemen, in speaking before you today against the 

'proposed bill on banning non-returnable bottles and cans o 

we are not engaged in some version of local lobbying or 

some appeal for a self-serving favor .. We are quite clearly 

fighting for our continued existance in New Jersey .. We want 

to be certain that you mderstand that very· clearly.. In the 

name of the 500 families who depend on our company for a 

livelihood, we ask that you reject this proposed bill arid thus 

pe::rmit U:s, and others, to remain in business .. 

Thank you very much. 
ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: 

Any questions? 
Any questions'? 

Thank you very much, Mr .. Scally .. 
Mr., Chikola .. 

P E T E R C H t K O L ·A: My name is Peter ·chikola and 

I am President of the Chikola Beverag~ Company of Wilkes-Barre, 
Pennsylvania, and we're bottlers of s,oft drinks.. Itus a·:fami.ly 

company, started by my father and his brothers in 1911m I 

bring thii5 out to point.but that'we actually bottle soft drinks! 

weure not just a distributor. weure also members of the National 

Soft Drink Association. 
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I wish to thank Assemblyman D~nnis, Co-Sponsor of 

the bill under consideration, for asking me to come down 

to Trenton today and present my viewpoints on Assembly Bill 

2212. And I also wish to thank Mrs. Lois Grayson and Mrs. 

Stanton Waterman who are citizens of the State of New Jersey 

who 0 likewiseo asked me to come down. 

I 0m sort of a wild-duck in the soft drink business 

because I 0m a soft drink bottlerand I 0m a proponent of 

the returnable deposit bottles instead of the metal cans and 

throwaway beveriage containers for soda and other beverages. 

'rhere has been a lot said about recycling today on 

both sides of the issue, and I would like to point out that 

a returnable soft drink bottle is basically - it can be 

recycled and reused as high as 50 times~ and that the 

returnable bottle system is a time-,-,proven system of recycling 

and it 0 s a system that has been in effect in the soft drink 

industry for 70 or 80 yearse These returnablebottlescan 

be brought back to the local bottling plant and reused, as I 

say 0 as high as 50 times, and theno when no longer serviceable, 

they can be broken into cullet ·at the bottling plant and 

returned to the glass factory to be melted into new bottles 

orglassphalt roads or building blocks, or what-have-youe 

And I submit that this is the ultimate solution to the 

environmental pollution in the form of a massive litter 

problem and garbage solid waste explosion caused by the advent 

and use of the metal can and throwaway bottled beverage 

container® 

And I might add that this is a recent addition to the 

American scene@ These containers have really only taken 

hold in the last three or four years® And the present day 

bottler.so theproponents 8 in fact the entire industry has 

found that they have maneuvered themselves to the horns of 

a dilemma.concerning the use of these containers® But the 

drive toward single-use, throwaway containers is still con

tinuing11 - this is my opinion - in the bottling industry® 

This is common knowledge within the industry that they are 

a great threat to the ecold_gy® And I say that this drive is 
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not the result of consumer demand but has been pushed by 

giant companies in·the containero supermarketo and some of 

the large bottling companies in the industry© 

Ando as a point of referenceo the ~lass Container 

Manufacturing institute in 19690 I believeo used in 

promotional literature to all bottlers that they were spending 

$6 million to convince the American people that they should 

buy the beer and soda in this type of container® 

Soft Drink Industry publications and other publications 

available in Washingtono the Department of Commerceo have 

shown that the projected growth in the use of these throw

away containers would go frornusing 2-billion containers 

annually under the returnable bottle system of distribution -

all that weo as industryo would have to buy would be replace

ment containers, these containers that are:, as I stated before, 

no longer serviceable and would be culled out and destroyed 

within the bottling plante 

To go to a system of 100% throwaways - and this is the 

direction this industry is going into 0 and there has been talk 

that this would have been accomplished by 1975 or 19800 and I 

believe they would have made it if it wasn°t for Earth Day of 

1970., I think this was a turningpoint@ And I don°t believe 

that the throwaway container within the soft drink industry 

is considered the way of the future., It has caused consider

able problems and a lot of misgivings throughout the entire 

industry~ There are other bottlers in the.soft drink business 

in this country who feel as I doQ 

I want to.point out that throwaway containers certainly 

do not bear. their true economic cost and their environmental 

cost as a way of doing business, since we are now trying to 

shift the burden of recovery of our containers from the private 

sector on to government at all levelsa starting with your 

lowest level of municipality up to state and federal., 

I have been told by various people in government - people 

from the Governor 0 s Office in the State of Michigan told me 

that they spent, and they kept accurate records on thiso $17 
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million just picking. up the litter ,,from the· state portion 

of the highway, and they do not have contr0l. of or: .respons,i

bili ty for the entire State - $17 million, in one state, just 

picking up from the state highway system .. And .. the,remark 

was made by the· . .Governor out there: .that this $17: million of 

taxpayers I money could certainly ,he~ .placed to better . use than 

picking up beer and soda containers .. 

Last November, at our annual convention of the National 

Soft Drink Association, which was held in Philadelphia this 

year, I submitted a resolu.tion which ,read: : 

g0Resolvedo that the National,. Soft Drink Association 

.reco.gniza: . the many environmental problems facing 

America today and pledges to .do its part in solving them; 

that this Association take a secret ballot survey, by mail, 

of all bottlers in the Country as to their.willing:r::iess to 

institute an industrywidevoluntary ban on the sale of soft 

drinks in nonreturnable containers .. And, further, I ask 

that the results of this survey be made known to all 

members -of the National Soft Dr;ink Associationa as well as 
non-member.bottlers, and that action, if neededo b~- taken 
accordingly .. n 

• I didn°t ask that they take a position now~ all I 

asked them to do was to survey the membership a,nd also the 

non-member bottlers of the industry, and'they refused to 
do this. My resolution was presented to the Resolution 
Committee and it was rejected; it wasn't brought to the 
floor for a vote by the bottlers •. 

In the northeastern section of Pennsylvania, I have 
been supporting the returnable bottle 0 and_I have been 
getting out and tel.ling the people the advantages, the 

ecological advantages as well as :the consumer economics 

involved, - since they are required to pay 20 to 25% 

more when they buy their beverages in the pollution causing 

container. And my programo or at least by getting out and 

educating the people, .asking them, has. been. very, very 

successful e The northea.stern section of l?ennsyl vania, is 

still 95% returnables. And we had some problems up there 
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with the consumer not being able to buy them at the 

supermarkets. They had signed that after a certain date 

they would no longer sell them._ . And they put Mrs. Housewife 
'. 

on notice that if you want to purchase soft drinks from 

th~it had. to be in a can or throwaway bottle. -Due to 

prodding.by consumer and various housewife groups they. 

reversed their position.and it is now possiblea in most of 

these stroes, to purchase soft drinks in returnable con

tainers. 

In closing, I want to point out one other factor, 

which-only ,a.member of the Soft ,Dl'.'ink. Industry can be 

aware of. It is extremal¥ difficult to.be.able to purchase 

returnable deposit bottles from the glass industry in this 

country today. I've had a very, very diffic'4lt time .. In 

fact, two weeks ago, I called two of your glass companies 

down in the state of New-Jersey and they told me they are 

no longer making r,eturnable bottles because there is no 

demand for them. 

So; I feel very, very strongly, since the container 

industry is trying to sell the people the idea of taking 

their containers back to some remote center, recycling 
center, - They've got to carry them back-... these are 

the same people who are saying that consumers won't return 

their soft drink bottles back to the store. 

One of the problems we've had in the industry, and 

I don't want to get into the behind-the-scenes battling 
and the reasons for it, I don't think it's pertinent to· 

this discussion - was that the industry was locked into 
the 2¢ and 5¢ deposit up until -- in 99% of this country, 

up until last year., It's only with the advent of all this 

discussion about ban the can laws and mandatory deposit 

laws .that the._deposit structure moved away from 2~ to_ 

a nickel:,. 
We,.in the section of Pennsylvania that I come from, 

in April went to .5¢ on.a small size soda bottle, up to 16 
ounces, )_ and 10¢ on.- anything large:i::-. The impact on the 
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market - we havenut lost any sales 0 itis not hurting 

anybodyvs pocketbookG They are bringing the bottles backG 

I don°t think anyone in that section of the State throws 

away a soda bottle today. And it used to be that you would 

see a lot of Coca-Colao my bottles, all returnable soda 

bottles that were worth 2¢, stre-wn along highways. I 

noticed that kids would buy them and wouldn't even exert 

the effort to take them back to the store, they would leave 

them out on the sidewalk. With this higher deposito this 

5¢ and 10¢, I find-this seems to be the key for getting our 

bottles back as we never had before. I think it's the 

answer, gentlemen® 

You may say 0 and I 0 ve heard the arguments, why pick 

on the soda business~ you 0 re not going to tax the ketchup 

jar or the pickel bottle. Wello I submit that we as an 

industry are used to working with the returnable deposit 

system and we are geared to this system® There are some 

bottlerso and I 1 ve heard some testimony today where they've 

committed themselves 100% to the throwaway container. As 

a businessmanu I say they moved a little too fast .on an 

unproven item .. And it is going to cause problems 0 a return 

to the returnable. But I also submit, if we 0 t do it 

as an industry, if we don°t seize the initiative 0 people 

outside of the industry, mainly the housewife and the 

ecologist and people interested 

going to do it for us® 

the environmento are 

That's all I have to sayo gentlemen .. Are there any 

questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: How big is your operation? 

MRo CHIKOLA: I have a rapacity - and I am only 

going to speak of capacity because I donut want to divulge 

what rum doingo I donut believe any businessman should 

this - luOOO cases a day of quart bottles. I 0m not 

fly-by-night© We've been in this business. Our bottling 

machinery; we just purchased ito new® As a rating between 

my plant and 3300 bottlers in this country 0 I would·say 
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I would rank in the upper one!.third in size .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: So your testimony, to sum it UPo 

is that you feel that the industry is so locke_d in, the soda 

industry and the drink industry 0 breweries, and so forth, 

and also the glass industry, that they've converted into 

this type of machinery that manufactures one-way bottles 

an.d it' s too costly for them to 'retract .. 
:MR., CHIKOLA: Not really. I think they can get back .. 

In fact, in certain states, I can buy - I've gone on public 
\ 

record as a bottling company and we've comniitted ourselves 

to a company policy and refused to fill throwaway containers. 

We've lost some accounts. People have said that they're 

going to go with the tide. ·Tlia't's how they feelQ We just · 

drop them. We hate to lose - any businessman hates to lose 

sales:.and lose an accqunt,. but there wereh~t that many and 

it hasn't hurt us. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WIL.SON: Why is .it .. that you have ·not con
verted? Is it because of the additional cost of the 

machinery? 

MR .. CHIKOLA: No .. I can use the same equipment that 

I use to fill the returnable bottles to fill the throw-
' away bo.ttles. · I would have to· subject the throwaway con-

tainer in the State o:f Pennsylvania to the same treatment · 

at the beginning of our production .line as I do with the 

returnable. The State has some pretty strict sanitacy. 
laws, and so forth. In some areas they are allowing them 
to buy a rinser, just to give the containers, as they come 
from the container manufacturer,. a simple water rinse or a 

shot of air and they are able to fill them. In Pennsylvaniao 
they must be. sul::>m.itted to the same sanitary requirements, 

going through a caustic solution for a certain amount of 

time in water heated to a certain number.of degrees .. So, 
from the standpoint of production, .I have the capability 

.of going into them, if this answers your question, and it I s 

simply a matt-er of company policy and our feeling on this 

entire issue that we have not. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON:, What percentage of your bottles, 

say during the year, are not returned? 

MR .. CHIKOLA: I feel that we're getting our bottles 
back to 45 fillings and I anticipate it to·go higher now 

that we O ve gone to a higher deposit-. We had problems with 

the 2¢ deposit .. They were using these things .as throwaway 

containers .. And this entire problem of.people throwing 

returnables away seemed to come with the advent of the can 

and the throwaway bottle,.. then we· started to educate the 

consumer to drink and drop or drink and throwaway .. I say 

this is where the industry has itself on the horns of a 

dilemmas 
ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Well, which costs the consumer. 

more, throwaways? 

MR .. CHIKOLA: Beer, soda and throwaway bottle soda, 

yes .. 

ASSEMBL'y'MAN WILSON:. How much more? 

MR .. CHIKOLA: Twenty to tW1enty-five percent more 

for the same product. If it's Coco-Cola in a can or 

throwaway bottle; the same ounce.per ounce, would cost 

more in: a can- or throwaway bottle~ of if it Os Seven-Up:, or 

if itus my product. The reason for this iso the reuse 

of the container. A throwaway container roughly costs, a 
can, in the neighborhood of $50 a thousand .. They may be 
lower '.pased on volume consideration but I think we can use 

a 5¢ per can or 5¢ per throwaway as a relationship heree 

A returnable &posit container costs, based on its lowest 
price a .based on '.volume consideration, in the neighborhood 

of 10¢ .. The consumer pays that 5¢ when he buys it and 
uses it one time., He only pays a rental charge.- Schmidtvs 
Brewery is now advertising the rental bottle campai.gn - you 

only pay a prorated charge· every t.ime the bottle is used~© 

And, of course, the more times a bottle. is used, the less 

the cost® 

Any other .. questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I have several questions© 
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With regard . to volume, you·· mentioned 1, 000 cases 

per day, general volume. What, roughly, is your turn

around? What do you anticipate your turnaround to be? 
MR .. CHIKOLA: My turnover? My bottle usage? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: No. Your turnaround. Bottle 

after bottle back. timewise. 

MR. CHIKOLA: We're getting them backo especially 

since we 1 ve gone to this higher deposit .. · The first real 

indicator you get is -- our trucks go. out, say with 150 to 

200 cases, and they come back with 150 to -200 cases empt;i:es. 

I won°t be.able to calculate this until the end of the 

accounting term and the end of the year. But I have very 

strong indications that we're just notlosing the returnable 

bottles. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: You mentioned quarts. Is the 

major part of your business in quarts or is it in a smaller 

size? a six-pack size? 

MR .. CHIKOLA: ~gain, I don't want to·get into that.,, 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Oh, I 1m sorry~ 

MR., CH:IKOLA: There has been a trendo for some reason 

that's unexplainable to me, - I'm delighted with it because 

it 0 s more profitable - away from my quart size to my smaller 

bottle slze which is becoming a higher percentage ofmy 

total sales. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I don°t know the brand name 0 sir, 

I haven't checked the list, but I'm wondering if it includes 
a whoie range of flavorsa 

MR .. CHIKOLA: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: It includes the full range? 

MR~ CHIKOLA: Yes. We are an independent soft drink 

bottler. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: I have a number of questions here 

but they all pertain. to·. business and I don't want to ask them.Q 

You mentioned that a number of people asked you, over 

a period of time, to go into a throwaway type container and 

you did not see fit t'o, and I was wondering why they seemed 

to desire to have you go into a throwaway type container. 
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MR. CHIKOLA: Because the other ~ompanies were and 

they decided they did not want to handle retu;i:-nables -.I'm 

talking about retailers now, the storekeeper. They were 

just going to handle the major brands and all of their 

soft drinks would be in either a can or throwaway bottle: 

and they did not want to handle the empty container& 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Would it appear to you that the 

consumer indicated his preference to the retailer for a 

throwaway rather than a returnable? 

MR. CHIKOLA: Well, in one instance which pops up 

in my mind, an account that changed hands and immediately 

upon the new ownership, the new owners, within a month~ 

decided they were going to convert, and it was an account 

where there was no problem with bottle returns and they did 

a very nice business. The woman who operated this particular 

store had no problem. She was just the opposite. She had 

no cans or throwaway bottles~ 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK:. I'm wondering if possibly - I 

know when my wife goes to the store she reads.the labels 

and determines what the quantity is and what the price is 

of the article, and I feel that perhaps the consumer has 

dictated that they prefer the convenience of the throwaway 

versus the inconvenience of the returns simply because the 

statement has been made that you get either a;lower volume 
of merchandise in a throwaway container or you have the 

opportunity of buying returnable material at a lower price -

materials packaged in a returnable containero So I am 

wondering~ therefore, if they are willing to sacrifice 

volume, let .us say, and pay a higher premium at the present 

time, how are we. going to change their thinking by attempting 

to force them to preak: the: habit:·,of putting the bottles in 

the trash can and resume the habit of bringing the bottles 

back? 

MR. CHIKOLA: You 011 have to rephrase your questions 

You lost me somewhere along there. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK:· 'A1l.right. I'm trying to convince 
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myself in my own mind that --

MR,. CHIKOLA: That the consumer is demanding this 

thing? Well 0 I can just give you instances of the super..;. 

market 1 of what I feel the trend back to returnables is in 

this areas Even though there was a strong. merchandising, 

advertising and just plain push by the people who wanted 

these containers to be hit; the supermarket peopleu as I 

indicated, had committed themselves to strictly selling 

soft drinks in throwaway containerso both the can and the 

bottle~ And they have since had to reverse their position 

because of consumer demand. and education as to the hanna 

plus the fact that I think they did it as a matter of 

tactic so that the consumer couldntt determine that the 

can was going to be higher priceda They removed them, one 0 

twor three, and that was it~ I think it was a tactic on 

their part so that the housewife could not make this 

comparison, this price comparison. And I think the fact 

that they had to reverse themselves and replace returnable 

bottles back on the shelf, of all brands 0 is significant, 

reallyQ This was an outgrowth of consumer demando 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: Have you given any thought to 

the results of the Pepsi~cola situation in New York? 

MRa CHIKOLA: Again, I 1 ve seen this and I 0 ve heard of 

it and I've read- it in the industry press. Again 0 bear in 

mind what I said, it seemed to be very, very strange that 

say from 1938 or 1936 ,_ or 1932, when the average man in this 

country was making $35 and $40 a week,, a 2¢ deposit was a 

sufficient monetary value.$ And with the inflation of the 

dollar~ to continue up to 1970 and even into 1971 with a 2¢ 

deposit~ even though all the indicators within the industry 

and from the standpoint of business the deposit should have 

been raised 15 years agoQ And I think this is what should 

have been done and not use the fact that you weren't getting 

your returnable bottles back as justification to go to the 

throwaway containers. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: And one other question on 

something I would like to have clarified. 

You mentioned a $17 million figure, I believe, in 

Michigan to pick up beer and soda containers. I assume 

that was the total price on the entire operation of clearing 

up state roads? 

MR~ CHIKOLA~ No, this was a cost. This was a cost 

figure of what they spent~ I presume labor, trucks and 

so on. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: For all litter@ 

MR~ CHIKOLA: For the State of Michigane 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: For all types of litter. 

MRe CHIKOLA: Litter pickup. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BLACK: That 1 s all the questions I have. 

MR,. CHIKOLA: I have two things I would like to 

enter into the record. Congressman Joseph Vigorito,, a 

Congressman from Erie, Pennsylvani~ - he's not my Congressman 

but he has introduced a bill in Congress to outlaw the can 

and throwaway bottle for beer and soda in interstate commerce 

in this country. It's a press release. It's dated but it 

has some facts which I think you would be interested in. 

It shows that based on a survey they took~ 64% of the 

Americans surveyed indicated that they would approve of a 

law prohibiting the sale of soft drinks and beer in non

returnable, throwaway containers. And it also has some 

amendments, some literature, some facts and figures on 

various aspects of the situatione I donit want to get into 

it because it counters some testimony given by other members 

of the business" Also I obtained from Congressman Vigorito 

a study entitled The Effect on Jobs of the Trend Toward Non

returnable Containers in the Beer and Soft Drink Industries. 

And it outlines that the beer industry, which was the 

first to get into the can and throwaway bottle, how the 

total number of breweries declined and a significant figure 

is that employment in the beer industry dropped from 711700 

in 1959 to 60,500 in 1967, or a decline in total employment 
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of 15.6%. So I would like to leave these with you 

gentlemen to be entered in the recordo (Seep. 189) 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: All right. Thank you very much. 

We are going to have one witness. As you can seeo 

our agenda is full. We can° t possibly reach everyone. We 

are going to continue the hearing next Thursday at lfH,15. 

I would appreciate it if everybody would remain in 

their seats. We have one more witness. 

I am announcing the hearing now rather than at the 

end. We have quite a list of witnesses and it 0 s just 

impossible for us to reach them all., So it will be next 

Thurs.dayu September 30, at 10:15 in the Assembly Chamber" 

Mrs. Kathleen Kananena 

K A T H L E E N K A N A N E N: My name is Kathleen 

Kananen. I am representingtwogroupstoday. 

First, I would like to read a statement from the 

Cherry Hill Environmental Action Committee 0 and then I 

will read a statement from my own group. 

(Reading) The Directors of Cherry Hill Environmental 

Action Committee, representing more than 200 families in 

Cherry Hill Township, have agreed to foster and support 

legislation banning the use of throwaway containers composed 

of substances that do not readily break down to harmless. 

natural components in our bio-systern, andrequiring 

mandatory recycling of all solid waste materials exempted 

from such lawsu by means of separated collection where 

possible and mechanical separation when necessary. We, 

therefore, wish to express our support of the proposed legis

lation that would require alL glass, plastic. and aluminum 

containers be returned for a 5¢ deposit to outlets that 

would in turn distribute them to packers and bottlers for 

reuse. 

We believe that efficient methods of collection and 

return, performed by industry or independently operated 

specialists, could relieve any burden on the retailer and 

reduce costs to the industries involved far below present 

estimates,, 
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We believe that consumers will return deposit con

tainers if the collection points are a-s convenient as 

their regularly used retail stores® At present, people 

often go out of their way to purchase goods in returnable 

containers and the inconvenience is doubled when they are 

ready to be returned" 

The proposed legislation does not discriminate against 

a particular product, cd*porationi or industry offering 

advantages to its competition~ Instead, it requires those 

who profit from the exploitation of irreplaceable natural 

resources to manage them most effectively with the least 

possible cost to the nation and the world as a whole. 

We co:rnmend the a.uthors of this legislation and urge 

its early passage into law. 

This is signed by Paul M .. Coffmano 

(Reading) The Pompeston Environmental Committee 

would like to present its findings on Assembly Bill No® 

2212 1 a bill requiring returnable beverage containers. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Is this one from David Kananen? 

MRS,, KANANEN: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: All right. I just want to keep 

track of it. 

MRS ,, I-<ANANEN: {Reading) lo For seven months we 

have been conducting a recycling program for glass, metal, 
and paper. our survey shows a response of one-third the 

households in Cinnaminson, Palmyra, and Riverton indicating 

a willingness of these people to go to the trouble to 

recyle their beverage containers. Recycling is not the 

most efficient or lucrative method of handling large volumes 

of beverage container materials; therefore 1 all the par

ticipating citizens have expressed a desire for the return 

of deposit beverage containers. 

2 .. The quality of our environment is a very real 

problem which is being hampered by the problems of solid 

waste disposal. The returnable container would reduce the 

bulk of the solid waste of New Jersey by 500 million tons 
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per year, adding years to the life of our existing land

fills, and·lessening the eyesore of litter along our 

streets. 
3. The members of the Pompeston Environmental. i'Sffo:sri:•1•J~0e1?.i-;::::\, 

Committee are.concerned about the use of our earth's natural 

resources--and by the reuse of .beverage .. containers feel that 

the .amount of raw materials used to-produce them would be 

reduced. Nonreturnable containers encourage the exploita-

tion and waste of natural resources by the manufacturers 

and the consumer. 

It has been only 4 years since the exit of the 

returnable bottle from the South Jersey area~ Aside from· 

what manufacturers and retailers lead us to believe, there 

are other areas of our Country where the people willingly 

use returnable botiles. We feel the public is ready and 

willing to pay for a sane use of our resources. 

4. Due to the short notice of this hearing we were 

able to survey only a few households in our community, but 

of the ones contacted over three-fourths were in favor of 

deposit beverage containers. Attached are ·.so ..... s.ignatures 

stating a desire for deposit. .beverage ccmtainers. 

We commend the conscientious authors of this·-

1..egisl.ation .and we ur.ge that the A.ssembly consider A-:,,2212 
~ 

as a step forward for a saner use of our natural resources. 
ASSEMBLYMAN WILSON: Any questions? (No questions) 

Thank you very much for your testimony$ 

The hearing is adjourned until September 30 at 10:1.SG 

(Hearing adjourned) 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report represents a 
1971 survey of bottle handling 

activities and costs incurred by eight of the 
leading supermarket chains in Southern California. 
The first objective of this survey was to identify the 
activities and costs involved with the handling of 
returnable soft drink bottles. The second objective 
was to measure these activities and provide suffi
cient detailed support for any Marketing Chain to 
review and compare its operating costs and pro
cedures with those of leading supermdrket chains .. 
The center of this study, Los Angeles and Orange 
Counties. was an ideal location. The climate and at
mosphere of Southern California offers heavy year
round activity for the soft drink industry. With 23 
supermarket chains, none having more than 8% of 

an estimated S3.4 billion food sa!es market, 
Los Angeles has been described 

as the most compet-
itive area in this 

country. 
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The resources needed to conduct 
the multiplicity of time studies 
and to gather the vital cost 
criteria came from within the 
grocery industry. The super
market chains contributing the 
manpower and material neces
sary are as follows: 

• ALPHA BETA 

@ BOYS 

• FOOD GIAtJT 

• LUCKY 

• RJ\LPHS 

• SHOPPH~G BAG 

• THRIFTii\J1ART 

• VONS 

In addition, special assistance was 
received from Jack Wil!;ams, a Regis
tered Professional Engineer. 
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The basic plan fotiowed by each of the participating chains 
required the identification of four major cost areas. 

1 . Labor Cost 
2. Equipment Cost 
3. Storage Cost 
4. Inventory Cost 

Identification of Labor Costs 

Each chain selected several sites for measurement of 
store labor activities. The selected sites rep,resented the 
various supermarket procedures for handling returnable 
soft drink bottles. ( Many chains had two or more pro
cedures and the primary objective in selection_ was Jo 
identify all act11ities involved with returnable bottles.) 
In addition to store labor, the accounting activities asso-

ciated with handling of invoice credits was identified for 
measurement by several chains. 

Identification of Storage and 
Inventory Costs· 

Each chain determined the average space occupied by 
returnable bottles and sheHs as well as the average dollars 
tied up in deposits. Deposits included full bottles, empty 
bottles and shells. 

Identification of Equipment Cos.ts 

The cost of using sf)e"cial bottle racks or shopping carts 
, for temporary storage and transpomition was identified 

by each supermarket chain. 
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Identification of Extra Costs 

In addition to the fo.ur preceding costs, these extra costs were identi
fied but were found to be difficult to measure. Determining their cost 
would have required more than the time alloted for the survey. 

1 . loss due to breakage. 
2. Loss due to theft. 
3. Uncoiiected deposits. 
4. Refunds paid for odd bottle brands or non-deposit bottles. 
5. Maintenance and 0CC!-Jpancy costs other than lease cost. 
6. Inventory taxes paid on deposit bottles. 
7. T;me spent ,n supervising or delegating responsibility for bottle 

hand!ing activities. 
8. Profits that couia be generated from aiternate use of deposit money. 
9. Injuries due to broken bottles. 

1 0. Additional regist"er costs for deposit and refund rings. 
1 1 . Loss due to improper cot.:nting of empty bottles. 
1 2. Errors in verifying empty bottles pic;ked up by drivers. 
13. Use of additional equipment in handling bottles (extra grocery 

carts. hanci trucks. pallets. pallet jacks. etc.) 
14. Customer complaints of foreign matter found in full returnable 

bottles. 
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Methods and Tools Used in 
Calculating Labor Costs 

Three different methods were used to arrive at labor costs. 
In most cases. time studies were made by observing the 
actual occurrence of the activity. In some cases elapsed time 
for an activity was obtained by "staging" the task at a train
ing center. The staging took p!ace whenever the actual 
occurrence might not provide reprnsentative data or when 
an excessive amount of time rr,ight be required in collecting 
sufficient data. The third method was MTM (Methods Time 
Measurement) a pre-determined time data system. MTM 
enables the practitioner to determine the normal time re
quired to perform a task by analyzing the motions inherent 
in the activity. The observed activities were timed with the 
use of a stop watch. A rating factor was applied to the indi-

LABOR COMPOSITION 

A. Regular hours worked(* 1) 
B. Regular earnings (*2) 
C. Vacation Pay 
D. Holiday Pay 
E. Sick Pay 

Sub-Total ("3) 

F. F.I.C.A. 
G. S.O.l. 
H. F.U.I. 
I. Health ar.d Welfare 
J. Workrn2.n's Compensation 
K. Total Earnings plus Additional Payroll Costs 
L. Hourlv Rate otus Additional Pavro!I Costs (·4) 

vidual performing the activity to compensate for the speed 
at which he was working. A 15% allowance was added to 
account for personal time. fatigue and minor delays. This 
standard time for each activity was then divided by the 
number of bottles handled to produce the standard minutes 
per bottle. 

Calculation of Labor Rates 
The labor rates used for cierks. boxboys and comptometer 
operators include a base hourly rate plus fringe benefits and 
other payroll costs directly attributable to each employee. 
The following table shou!d illustrate the composition and 
method for determining labor rates. The rates do not include 
premium pay such as overtime or shift premiums. Realis
tically, the rates used should be slightly higher. 

Comp. 
Opr. Clerk Boxboy 

1920 1880 1920 
s s s 
s s s 
$ s s 

,,. 
17' In ~[ j)7~ 
1 ~- ti \ Hi \ II s s s 

s $ s 

s $ $ 
$ $ s 
$ s s 
$ $ $ 
$ s $ 
s $ s 
s $ $ 

·-r--·-/ ··~,J.' l .v.·-· _.'--.!--) I I r· ~ . : 1 ··· 

' ~-~~.-". n I J l I 1 
' I . / \. •---i I 1 I ,'' ,, . 
i ! / 1 I 

• 1 ( 2080 Hours minus Vacation. Holidays and Sick Hours) 
•2 (Hours worked times base hourly rate) 

I I ·i 
i 

•3 (Used for calculation of Payroil Taxes and Workman's 
Compensation) 

•4 (Total Earnings ( K) divided by hours worked) 

• • • • 
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Description of Labor Activities 

The labor charts foilowing this chapter represent store 
and accounting costs incurred by each supermarket 
chain. The following descriptions should aid in com
paring activities. 

Accounting Costs 
The bottle refunds at most stores are not identified 
separately in the accounting operation; they are totaled 
with other refund and overrings. It was determined 
that if no returnable bottles were handled. there would 
be no measurable change for accounting labor in sum
marizing store level detail. Invoices. however. are 
verified by a comptometer operator. The accounting 
cost for invoice verification was isolated by timing the 
activities that could be identified with return.?ble bot
tles on each invoice and determining the average num
ber of bottles per invoice. Dividing the standard min
utes per invoice by the average number of bottles per 
invoice we arrived at the base for accounting cost 
per bottle. 

Clerk Ringing Deposits 

Deposits were collected through the checkstand or at 
a separate liquor department. Deposits are included in 

• < • 

saies dollar figures and no attempt is made to account 
for the deposit separately. Several methods were used 
to determine the time involved with this activity. Liquor 
departments and checkstands were timed by observ
ing the actual occurrence of deposit collection. In 
addition. this activity v,as simulated and timed at a 
training center. 

Clerk Refunding Deposits 

Refunds were made at both the checkstands and 
separate liquor departments. When the separate liquor 
department was used. all bottle refunds were entered 
on the refund key. At the checkstand, the procedure 
varied with the type of register. Class 5 registers ha·✓e 
a separate !<ey for recording bottle refunds. These 
registers require inserting a special form into the 
register to record the transaction. On other than the 
Class 5 register. the refunds were entered on the re
fund key and recorded manually b'/ the checker on a 
tally sheet. Another procedure involved the prepara
tior. and issuance of a·Cr~dit Slip to the customer turn· 
ing in bottles. With this method bottles were accepted 
at a specifically designated area. not the checkstand. 
iimes were obtained during actual occurrence and 
through a simulation of the activity. 

I. 
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COi\llPUTATION OF CHAIN LABOR cos,~s 

Boxboy Racking Empty Bottles 
The time required for placing empty bottles in the rack 
was established by actual occurrence of the activity 
and by MTM (Methods-Time-Measurement). The ac· 
tions involve a boxboy transferring loose bottles and 
empty six packs from the checkstand to the empty 
bottle rack and the~ returning to the checkstand. 

Moving Full .Rack to Bottle Sorting Area 

In most chains this required pushing bottle racks from 
the checkstand arE?a to the backroom. Several liquor 
departments had the advantage of a bottle sorting and 
storage area c!ose by. 

Clearing of Bottle Storage Area 

This is a general housekeeping activity and was timed 
by observing the actual occurrence of. the activity. 

. Sorting of Bottles from Rack 

All sorting times were determined by observing the 
actual event. Included in this activity is the time needed 

to transfer homogeneous six-packs to proper stor.age 
cases and return; the time needed to sort and !ransfer 
mixed six-packs to proper cases and return-; the time 
needed to transfer single bottles (small and large) to 
proper storage cases and return; the time needed to 
collect empty shells from storage. 

Moving Empty Rack to Front 

The activity timed was returning the empty bottle racks 
to the checkstand area. 

Verifying Empty Bottle Pick Up 
with Beverage Driver 

Only the clerks time involved in transfer· 
ring the empty bottles to the driver was 
measured. It was assumed that all other 
activities between the clerk and the driver 
occur regardless of whether the beverage is in deposit 
or no return bottles. 
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LABOR 

ACCOUNTl~·!G COSTS 
CLERK RiNG!r\JG DEPOSITS 
CLERK REFUNDING DEPOSITS 
BOXBOY RACKING EMPTIES 
MOV!NG FULL RACK TO BOTTLE STORAGE AREA 
CLEARING OF BOTTLE STORfa.GE AREA 
SORTING OF BOTTLES FROM RACK 
MOVING EMPTY RACK TO FRONT I 

CHECKING EMPTIES TO DRIVER 

TOTAL LABOR COST PER BOTTLE 

LABOR 

STORE BOOKKEEPER 

ALPHA BETA 

Hours Per Hourly Cost Per 
Bottle Rate Battie 

.0(){)0,J73 i 5.380 .GC0039 

.0000958 5.330 .000511 

.0001846 5.330 .000984 

.0005158 2.904 .001498 

.0000690 2.904 .000200 

.0001750 2.904 .000508 

.0007896 2.904 .002293 

.0000523 2.904 .000152 

.0001495 5.330 .000797 

.006982 

RALPHS 
Hours Per 

Bottle 

.0000481 

Hourly I Cost Per 
Rate Bottle 

0.213 .000254 I 
ACCOUNTING COST_S _____________ _._._0_000036 , 5.380 I .000019 j 
CLEF::K RiNG!NG ou,osr-;-s I .oooos5s l 5.273 \ .000505 ! 
CLER:< REFUNDING DEPOSITS ·1; -~~0~2~~ 5.273 ' .0011'7~ 
BOX BOY R,t:i,CKING Ef\/lPTlES L .~I. c:bovc,;I , 
MOVING FULL RACK TO BOTTLE STORAGE AREA I .0002295 ! 2.850 .000654 I 
CLEARtf\lG OF BOTTLE STORA.GE ARE.A. I !nci. beiow 

1---_S_O_P_, T_I_N_G_O_F_B_O_T __ T_L._E_S_F_R_O_M_,_R_A_C_K _________ i_·0_0_1_3_1_5_6-+ 2.850 0037 L;.9 
MOVING EMPTY R1~.CK TO FRONT .C.002295 2.850 ! .00()654 
CH EC Kl NG EMPTIES T_O_D_R_i_V_E_R _________ --+-'.-'-0_0_0_0_8_1 -'--5_.___;__5_. 2_7_3__,....._.o_:cc_:co_4---=.3...::..0---1 

TOTAL LABOR COST PER BOTTLE .0074371 

. . 
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SOYS FOOD GIANT LUCKY 

Hours Per Hourly Cost Per Hours Per I Hourly Cost Per Hours Per Hourly Cost Per 
Bottle Rate Bottle Bottle Rate Bottle Bottle Rate ·aott!e 

.0000073* 5.380 .000039 ! .0000073* 5.380 f .000039 .0000033 5.513 .000018 

.0-0C0858• 5.342 .000512 i .CCC:CtS5-S* 5 220 I 000500 1.0000958 5.319 .000510 ; 

.0003895 2.946 .002031 .000:'.',763 5.220 I .002~·86 .0001846 5.319 .000982 
!nc!. above .0005i 98 2.806 I .001459 .0005158 2.935 .001514 
.0001427 2.946 .000420 .0001013 2.806 .000284 .0000873 ·2.935 .000256 
.0001333 2.946 .000393 .0001711 2.806 .000480 .. .0000595 2.935 .000175 
.0008828 2.946 .002601 .C012313 2.806 · .003455 .0007345 2.935 .002155 
.0000733 2.946 .OC0216 .0000697 2.806 .00019$ .0001073 2 !"'Vj~ .=1v0 .000315 
.0001495• 5.342 .000799 .0001495* 5.220 .000780 .0000600 5.319 .000319 

.007011 .009679 · .006245 

I SHOPPH\!G BAG TH RI FTi i\i1A}lT VOf.JS 

! Hcurs Per l Houriy Cost Per Hours Per ! Hourly Co::;t Per 
! . . 

Hourly ·Cost Per I Hours Per I Bo~'-1"' I Ra~e Bctt!e Bott is ! Rate Bt,ttie Bottle Rate Bott!a l ~ l1,.., 

! 
.0000073* 5.380 .000039 .0000073" 5.420 .000040 .0000·110 5.600 .000062 
.0C0()953~ I 5.347 .000512 .0000958* 5.379 .000515 .0002256 5.360 .001209 
.0007738 5.347 .004138 .0001845 5.379 .000993 .0002716 5.360 .001456 
.0000780 5.34-7 .000417 .ooos·1 f.B 2.943 .001518 .0003652 2.934 .001071 
.0000476 5.347 .000255 .OOO3SOO 2.943 .001148 .0001514 2.934 .000444 
.0000513 5.347 .000274 .0001900 2.943 .000559 .0000375 2.934 .000110 
.0007526 5.347 .004024 .0010000 2.943 .00:2943 .0008453 2.934 .002480 -.0000463 I 5.347 .000248 .0003900 2.943 .9p11._~8 .0001083 2.934 .OOO3i 8 
.0000374 5.347 .000199 .0000600 5.379 .000323 .0003249 5.360 .001741 

.010106 .009187 .008891 
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CHAIN 

ALPH.4. BETA 

BOYS 

FOOD GIANT 

LUCKY 

RALPHS I 
- • ...... PO'l·'G ,,.._.,. ··" :;i'ilJ~ t ,.~ . ~.;,u 

TMFUFTli\,lART , 

vor~s 

Equipment costs refer to the cost of special 
bottle racks or shopping carts used as tem
porary storage tor empty bottles prior to 
the sorting operation. The costs were cal
culated by amortizing the total equipment 

STORE CHAIN 
cost/month cost/year 

3.0504 6442.44 

2.9400 1093.68 
, 

5.0000 3900.00 

7.2940 6214.49 

2.5000 1890.00 -
"~OL10 ,__ • .J ~ 1562.40 

4.7390 4208.23 

2.34-00 2808.00 

. ' 

cost over the -estimated life using straight 
line depreciation with no salvage value. 

The survey includes a variety of racks in 
several different sizes and shapes. 

BOTTLES EQUIPMENT 
handled/yr cost/bottle 

13,861,760 .000465 

5,400,000 .000203 · 

21,444,735 .000182 

13,164.272 . I .OC04'72 i 

14 /J'"}i :-33 ,o.;• .. <".i,O. · ! .000131 

I 8,366,848 .000187 
! 

4,867,578 I .GCJOS65 

18,669,312 .000150 
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Stores were se!ectE:id at random ar.d the 
storage areas allocated for empty bottles, 
shells, and bottle racks were measured. In 
most cases the storage cost was determined 
by dividing the lease cost by the total store 

SQUARE FEET 
CHAIN per store 

ALPHA SETA 162.80 

BOYS 303.75 

FQ""'f'< (::I,'\'''"' l.:...; · ,;.,.hl i r,r+.f') -o .J.t..o.~ 

LUCKY 579.50 

RALPHS 753.00 

S-~~jOPPtf,JG SAG 273.00 

THiHr7iMART I 167.33 

vor,is 1· 157.98 

square footage and multiplying the result by 
the average allocated bottles storage space. 
Pro rata costs for heat, light and other util
ities, plus taxes and etc. were not included 
in these costs. 

MO. LEASE TOTAL YEARLY 
cost/sq.ft. cost/chain 

$ $ 

.141647 48,702.931 
I 

.0950 10,734.530 

.1666 42,587.SZO 

.153875 75,973.310 

.2075** 1 18, 1 23. 11 0 I 

.2233** ', 36,576.600 

.1877** 27,890.720 

.1682 31,901.950 

BOTrLES 
handled/year 

13,861,760. 

5,400,000 

21,444,735 

13,164,272 

14,421,533 

8,366,848 

4,867,578 

18,669,3i 2 

STORAGE 
cost/bottle 

$ 

.003513 

.001988 

.001991 

.005771 

.008191 

.004372 

.005730 

.001709 
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Stores were selected at- random and the 
value of the quarterly inventory was deter
mined. This figure included the do!lar value 
invested by the store in full returnable bot
tles, empty returnable bottles, and both full 
and empty shells. An average of · the store 
dollar value was determined and. a judge-

INVENTORY 
VALUE TOTAL INV. cost/year 

per stern value/chain {10%) 

274.37 43289.12 4828.912 

710.03 22010.93 2201.093 

1273.50 82777.50 8277.750 

670.00 47570.00 4757.000 

815.00 51345.00 5134.500 

628.09 31404.50 3140.450 

229.16 16960.80 1696.080 

467.80 46780.00 4678.000 

7 . ' 

ment made that this represented the typical 
investment by each store within the chain. 
It was presumed that 1 0% of the investment 
would j:)e ar. equitable representation of the 
cost of this money not available for more 
productive use. 

BOTTLES INVENTORY 
handled/ysar cost/bottle 

13,861,760 .00034-8 

5,400,000 .000408 

21,444,735 .000386 

13,164,272 .000361 

14,421,533 .000356 . 
8,366,848 .000375 

4,867,578 .000348 

18,669,312 .000251 
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ALPHA FOOD 
BETA BOYS GIANT LUCKY RALPHS 

. 

LABOR 96,783 37,859 207,564 82,211 107,253 

EQUIP. 6,442 1,096 · 3,900 6,214 1,890 

i 
!NV. 4,829 2,203 8,278 4,757 5,135 

-.- r- ; r-- - ! S10KA1..1::.j 48,703 10,735 
I 

42,688 75,973 11 8, 1 23 

156,757 51,893 262.430 169,155 232,401 

i ~ 

·; -,;, - - -
- . . /, .L '.)_ :.; u /. : ,)· t,l'C, /·.. / /I,) . ~.1,/0 -- / (,;, 

SHOPPING 
BAG 

84,555 

1,562 
I 

3,138 

36,577 

125,832 

THRIFTIMART 

44,718 

4,208 

1,696 

27,891 

78,513 

VONS 

165,989 

2,808 

4,678 

31,906 

205,381 

CX) 
I.!) 
,-f 



ALPHA FOOD SHOPPING I THRIFTIMAAT BETA 60YS GIANT LUCKY RALPHS BAG VONS 

LABOR .006982 .007011 .009679 .006245 .007437 .010106 .009187 .008891 

EQUIP. .000465 .000203 .000182 .000472 .000131 .000187 , .000865 .000150 

INV. .000348 .000408 .000386 .000361 .000356 .000375 .000348 .000251 

STORAGE .003513 .001988 .001991 · .005771 .008191 .004372 .005730 .001709 

.011308 .009610 .012238 .012849 .016115 .015040 .016130 .011001 

-

' . .. , .. 
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The final 
phase of assem-

biing this material into 
printed form was completed 

by Alpha Beta Acme Markets. Inc., but 
the scope and magnitude of this study could 
not have been accomplished without the tre
mendous support received from the super
market chains participating. We wish to 
extend our sincere thanks to everyone con
tributing to this survey and hope the material 
presented wi!I benefit the industry. 

If there are any questions concerning the 
material you may contact: 

Philippe E.J. Cote. Supervisor, Systems 
Deve!opment Group, .A.ipha Beta Acme 

Markets, Inc., 777 South Har-
bor Boulevard, La Ha-

bra, California 
90631 

0 
I.O 
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Hearings on "Non-RetQrnable Beverage Containers" 
before the 

Committee on Air and Water Pollution and Public Health 
New Jersey General Assembly - Trenton, N.·J. 

September 22, 1971 

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES W. SANDMAN, JR. , A REPRESENTATIVE 
IN THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS FROM NEW JERSEY (Second) 

MR. SANDMAN. Mr. Chairman and members of this distinguished com

mittee, I am Charles w. Sandmah, Jr., Member of Congress representing 

New Jersey's Second Congressional District comprising of the counties of 

Cape May, Atlantic, Cumberland and Salem. 

I served in the State Senate in this capital for ten years repre

senting Cape May County. Puring that time, I participated in many public 

hearings such as this so it is evident that I know how important these 

hearings are and what great weight they cast upon the fate of important 

legislation, and this is the reason why I Journeyed all the way from 

Washington to be here. Since.I must return to the United States Capitol 

not later than 1 P. M., I shall be brief. 

Mr. Chairman, the bill under consideratiori - namely, Assembly Bill 

2212 which proposes the State ban on non-refundable beverage containers 

is impractical, unworkable, and cannot possibly achieve its intended goal. 

For these and other reasons, I an here to oppose it on behalf of more 

than 410,000 constituents in the four counties that I represent. 

I shall not dwell upon the various intricacies and conflicting 

language in the legislation that will undoubtedly invite lengthy and 

costly litigation. I will confine my remarks to the heart of the issue. 

Disposal of solid and liquid waste is a major problem that has been 

allowed to multiply over the years. The entire nation is alarmed over 

what is happen~.Tlg to the environment and everyone has taken up the 

cudgel in a fight agiinst pollution of all kinds. 

Congress in 1969 created the Council on Environmental Quality and 

more recently the Environmental Protection Agency to stimulate. tech

nology and establish national priorities of methods to solve the waste 

disposal problems. The objective of th.is bill, I am sure, is worthwhile 

and certainly aimed in the direction of establishing a better way to 

control waste and litter. 

(MORE) 
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In the last three years, the Federai Government -on the advice 

of the Nation's top .experts· - has decided 'that the answer to this 

kind of a problem lies in the salvage and recycling. 

You cannot legislate·the objects _of litter out of existence and 

think that you have in any way eliminated that problem, The objective 

here is not to discontinue the use of the non-returnable bottle, The 

objective· is to keep the non-return·able bottle from being thrown upon 

the public streets or in the streams or anywhere where it should not be. 

In this effort we should be concerned with the violator who pla6es the 

used bottle in a place where it should npt be. 

You cannot penalize litter --· you niust penalize the litter-bug. 

The method suggested by Assembly B:i.11 2212 in banning the non

refundable container so as· ·to keep it :from being· a ·part of the State's 

'litter is an exercise in futility, It is parallel to another very silly 

pr6position, If you are going to cure the litter p~oblem by eliminating 

the non-refur.dable container, you could under a similar methcd solve 

New Jersey's m'l.ssive sewage problem by moving 7½- million people out of 

the State, Under the .snne theory, you would have no sewage, 

Imposing a deposit will not alleviate the problem, If you want 

to solve the solid waste prob).em this way, you would .have to deal with 

containers of all kinds not those just made by glass or tin cans. It 

would have to :=i.pply to all containers and I would like the sponsors of 

this bill to. tell me what.retail merchant is willing to pay·to every 

child who co:nes to his store a nickel for every used tin c11n; a nickel 

for every throw-away bottle; a nic~el for every plastic ,container; a 

nickel for every cardboard co~tainer especially since you know that most 

of. these containers are made across th.e Delaware River. 

And you know from your childhood .what difficulty you had in getting 

a nickel back for a soda _bottJe and merchants surely did not want to 

take it back unless he knew you had bought it from him. How is anybody 

going to know where the tin cans and bottles and all the other things 

came from, 

At the same time, there is a great deal of information available 

that proves tha-t returnable containers are littered on the h_ighways and 

the streams in precisely the same proportions as are throw-away containers,· 

( MOR E ) 
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Another interesting argument is the fact that. only 5% of all of 

the litter in the whole State of New Jersey pertains to these containers 

and only 2½% of the State's litter pertains to the glass non-returnabl.e 

bottle; but an alarming 57% of the State's litter pile is discarded 

paper products, including ne\:spri:nt. If the theory of A-2212 has any 

merit, why doesn't the same bill impose a 5% deposit for every newspaper 

bought from newsboys with the h0;,.ie that newspapers will not litter the 

State? 

Of course, such an approach is ridiculous. It could never be 

enforced any more than A-2212 can be, Here ri.gain, the answer to d:i.s-

carded newsprint is the same as the answer to discarded beverage con

tainers: salvnge n.ncl recycling. 

Before v:e leave this po:Lnt, it may be worthy of mention tb::i.t many 

of the great ncv,s media, such as The New York Times, have already 

supported this kind of proposal. I wonder if they would su,port an 

amendment to this proposal iwhich would place a 5~ deposit on every copy 

of The 1:e·:1 York Tim8s? 

New Jersey's glass industry, almost all of which is located in r.:y 

Congres3~_onal District, happens to be the largest of its k:i.nd in the 

world ~nd I am, of course, interested in the plight of the 30,000 

families that earn their livelihood from the glass industry. I am, of 
\ 

course, i:'.l~'.nr.cT::r:t.'. i.n the determination of the glassworkers: unions to 

save jobs in the industry; I an, of course, interested in the plants 

themselves and the thousands of people who invest in them. I am 

inte:?:"sted in the great amouat that the glass industry contributes to the 

econom:r at every level of government and so should this committee. 

But with all that combi;ned, I still would not sacrifice the 

environment in which we live and I have a long legislative record in 

the field of protec~ing the environment. 

If I thought that A-2212. was the answer or that it could legiti-,

mately improve the litter problem, I would be here speaking for it. 

notwi thstandin[; all of the economical disadvantages that c.ould 

happen, however, I nm absolutely convinced the bill is impractical and 

unworkable. 

I partlcipated in the enactment of the Resources Recovery Act 

of 1970 which authorized $460 m;;J.lion ofJ Federal money for the next 

( M O R E ) 
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three years to · rcvo::.utionizc solid wa•sie resources, recovery, 

technology and methods. This act provides for grants of upto 75% 

of Federal funds to municipalities and regions to develop and·construct 

advance systems of resource recovery. These efforts are just beginning 

to bear fruit. Again, let me point out this money became available only 

because the Congress of the United Sta 'le s has already decided the best 

way to handle the waste p:;:oblem is by salvage and recycling. 

Littering, of course, is a behavioral problem. It is a disgusting 

habit which is-already outlawed but not strictly enforced. States and 

municipalities all over the Nation have already commenced more strict 

enforcement again~t the litterbug. And for the most part, it is 

succeeding - at least on the public highways, 

We can do much more in this field by public relations, education 

and good law enforcement than we can in bapning every article that can 

be the subject of litter. The non-returnable bottle can be produced for 

less than half the cost of other types of containers. This is a tre

mendous savings that is passed on to the consumer. 

Let me call to your attention what happened to consumers in New 

York City, where consumers forfeited more than a half million dollars in 

deposits when Pepsi Cola voluntarily put a 5<; deposit on 14½ million of 

its 16 ounce bottles. Within one year, 11 million of the returnable 

bottles dts:appeared from circulation. The money lost came from the 

pockets of the consumers. And what happened to the bottles? Eleven 

out of every 14½ bottles found their way into the same garbage cans as 

the non-returnables. This ::n itself is proof that A-2212 cannot achieve 

the result for which it is designed. 

Glass recycling is in its infancy but it is growing by leaps and 

bounds. Nationally, in the July through September quarter of.last year, 

42 million glass containers were recycled. In the succeeding quarter 

ending December 31, 1970, the quantity recycled rose to 65 million. In 

the first quarter of 1971, 96 million and in the second quarter of 1971, 

175 million, The quantity recycled in tbe last quarter as compared to 

the quarter a year ago quadrupled. 

During the recent Congressional recess, I met with major employers 

in my District about the unemployment problem. I was happy to learn 

r MORE) 
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from the four major glass compani"es in my District that they are each 

involved in massive glass recycling programs. 

And I may say to you publicly that I am very proud of what the 

four major glass companies in the Second Congressional District are 

doing in this respect. They are working with all kinl s of civic groups; 

they are buying bottles back and paying $20.00 a ton, more money than it 

costs to start from raw materials. They have special times set aside 

when the Weighmaster is available to receive discarded bottles. This 

is a far more intelligent way to address ourselves to the problem at hand. 

In conclusion, I think it is worthwhile to relate an incident 

which happened in the House of Representatives which is so pertinent to 

\What you are attempting to do here. In January of this year, I informed 

every Member of the. New Jersey Legislature of my bill introduced in 

Congress at that time to regulate dumping of wastes in the ocean and 

coastal waters •Of the Nation, I urged you then to act promptly to enact 

similar regulations adjusted to State jurisdiction. You responded and 

did precisely that. 

I am pleased to say that the United States House of Representatives 

passed, by a vote of 308 to 3, the Marine Protection Research and 

Sanctuaries Act of 1971. It is now before the United States Senate and 

has the wholehearted support of President Nixon. 

This bill follows the concept of my bill which is predicated upon 

a Federal permit. 

However, the bill presented to the floor for a vote had a very 

unusual provision in it. A provision that would have stripped the fifty 

states of the union from having state jurisdiction over anything per

taining to the dumping of refuse in the ocean and tidal waters throughout 

the Nation. 

The actual language of the bill said and I quote: 

"No state shall adopt or enforce any regulation relating to 

any activity regulated by this title." 

If the original bill was enacted, the law that you enacted at my 

request would be ineffective as would the laws of 31 other states. After 

a lengthy floor debate, the amendment which I offered to the bill was 

adopted. The amendment, now known as the Sandman Amendment, stated: 

( M O R E ) 
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"Nothing in this Act shall be construed as preempting 

any state, fe,deral territory, or commonwealth, or 

subdivision thereof from imposing any requirement or 

liability," 

The amazing thing of it all is the fact that such a simple amend

ment already protected by the Federal Constitution passed the United 

States House of Representatives by only a single vote. That is how 

serious the threat is. 

The advocates of preempting the jurisdiction of the states argued 

among other things that states are slow to react and that when they do 

they over-react. They claim that because environmental legislation 

is such an "apple pie" issue, states would ramrod poorly written and 

inadequate laws on emotional and political popularity grounds. 

I resent those claims and said so on the floor of the House of 

Representatives. I still have profound respect for the members of the 

state legislatures and their ability to do a good job. I defend the 

ability of state legislators such as yourselves. 

Please do not let me down by the hasty and ill advised enactment 

of Assembly Bill 2212. 

Charles W. Sandman, Jr. 
Member of Congress 
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WEST OR},NGE ANTI-POLLU~'ION SOCIETY -~-----.. -----•--··-·--·· ... --.. -- .. ---.. --
SUMM .AFIT RBPO RT -----·---i-----··-· .. ·-

Below 0rc figures in POUNDS of the solid weste which were E.Al] •. Ji'QB s:Lnce 
-l] . f R --1 --:-:r.j C t J J 10 tJ 19'11 'Li'i- O"'C c-1 •·11·--c•"' ,; 10 opmung o · our -ec rnno:c .. on ,en er on u .y · :1, , • • _ ·u ,., --··,, .1 J" 

. ru,n•c:ucnt ri-i_lproxirrrn.tc1y 901 PAID cuctomero. 

Drte Glsss ;pap_e!_~ Cn1·dbo .. ~--d Tin Bi-Me~,& .t.J_ um i P..llfil }>'. :ir:1 Out -- -- -- ••--o-••• .. --••-.. 
JuJy 10 3,864 4,489 284 432 156 ~·-\;:, 75 or; , e l.l,." 

J'uly 17 7,091 4,958 319 564 4-89 1':i~.22 

July 24 6,941 ~,825 150 818 387 ]~?3.3]~ 

~ru:i.y :fL 6, 24-0 5,176 252 705 J.CO J.00.:i( 

Aug. 7 5,802 4,560 642 422 100.62 

Aur;. 14- 6f)65 q,733 201 636 204- -~.J~ ~'; • ~ 9 

Aue;. 21 7,478 . s, 504- 361 439 136 l?:5.0:5 

Aus. 20 6, 4.49 3,809 357 363 373 ]J :i. 65 

Sept. 11 5,735 4,833 86 1,220 145 ~)?.05 

Sc:::>t. J.8 12,136 4,246 222 705 829 lSU.89 

rL1QT Afi~ §..Q' 70~-. 53 133 -'..1 .. ---- b-22_g 6 524 :::.., _____ l,J?1. ti'·] 1 '' L ~-') 2~::..,.:'_, Jj _•.;:' ,: .. 

GR.~~rn_TOTAtS_§; PERCENTAGES OF PAID _OUT_& OONATED _GLP.SS, I'AP.ER c":; JiJ1tJ11 : 1:Ftn~ * 

----·• -------:--Toto"r1.'ro·ri1- Jtu.y'"To. Es-Eimo.tea:-·Tot r:,r--·•·-· -~-- ___ .. ___ .. -------.-·--c--- ---:· 
• to August 21 • from July 10 to • ~i Pnid • )~ Ton:,:;ed 
• -----·---·---·-- • Sent. 18 . out • •--..:=---•••---•••-•••----•-------••---•.~ ... ---••,•- • .. •••••"••• - .. ~-------... ~-••-•••- ---- ,., ..... 4 -•""•-•• 

• • • . 
Glass • 61,130 lbs. or • 94,425.8 lbs. or • 73?1u • 2'l~;~ . 30.5 tons • 47. 2 tons • . 

• 
!>:-:·nor • 56,640 lbs. or • 95,796 lbs. or • 56~~ • ~1-~~-~i"j . 28.3 tons • tr7 .9 tons · 

• • 
Al Urilinum 2,322.5 lbs. or • 3,896.1 lbs. or • J r-,,, -. -_;' ,) 

• 1.1 ton • 1.94- ton • • 

----·--·--···--------·•-------···-----... -------~·- - ....... -·•· - ________ ....,.. 

PD.OFIT thru AugufJt 21st - ;g:1id_Q~ 

$770.80 

Received --·-
ma ,143.42 $37 2. 62 

Above vmounts e:i~clude one check from VThippany J:011er Bonrd rnd two chec1cn 
from f_muricnn Cnn Co. 

-X·Tin, DJ-Mctrl hr-ve been excluded from this chr.rt becpuse of out-ot:·nlHrg 
ch eel: o. 
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OUNCES OF WASTE 
PER BOTTLE PER TRIP 
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THE NEW JERSEY SOFT DRINK ASSOCIATION 

My name is W. L. Lohrfinck 1 and I serve as Secretary for.The New 
Jersey Soft Drink Association. We appreciate the opportunity to 
exnress our views on the nroposed Assembly Bill 2212. We note 
it.appears that governing officials are annroaching the litter 
and solid waste problems on a fact-finding basis, for which we 
commend them. 

The soft drink Packaging industry, from its beginning until about 
a half-dozen years ngo, used only returnable bottles. The use 
of non-returnable bottles and cans came about largely as the 
result of the consumers growing reluctance to return the con
tainers. The 2¢ denosit about covered the cost of the bottle 
originally. Over the years the cost of this same bottle- has risen 
to about 8-9¢. Some bottlers increased the deuosit to 5¢, and 
more in some instances, but even this move did not produce the 
hoped-for results. 

We recognize that while our cans and bottles are accountable for 
a very small part of the total waste, nevertheless they do con
tribute to the overall problem. We have endeavored and still are 
engaged in efforts to discharge our responsibility. 

We believe educating people not to litter, and encouraging re
cycling, can be increasingly effective until such time as regional 

bulk:processing equipment is available. Backing up that belief, 
our people have taken steps along educational lines to remind 
people not to litter by: 

1 distributing hundreds of thousands of litter bags for 
cars and trucks, 

2 - made available short educational films to schools and 
civic groups, 

3 - thru newspaper ads and Placards on trucks, 
4 - by working with an Ohio-based comuany; providing metal 

litter containers numbering thousands, located in many 
New Jersey towns and communities, 

5 - cooperating with glass and can companies in establishing 
recycling collection depots. 

The effect of banning the use of non-returnable containers could 
be disastrous. It would, we fear, actually put out of business 
those P~ants which because of the demands of the. market place, 
are eq1;1ip1?ed ~o ~ i1roduce only non-returnable containers. Because 
of their inability to secure the many millions of additional·dol
lars_necessarr for the capital investment for bottles, cases, and 
~achinery. With the closing of these plants would be the loss of 
Jobs and tax dollars. 
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For your information we submit some ~tatist~c~ for our industry, 
as follows: The figures are,. we believe, m1n1mwn rather than 
maximum, and are figured on an annual basis. 

Total number of emnloyees 
Total Dollar. payroll 
Total Dollar Investment 
Total Purchases, goods and services 
Total Taxes paid 

We interpret the paragraoh referring to a 5¢ refund as meaning a 
denosit on a returnable bottle. If only returnable bottles were 
permitted, we believe the bottling companies would of· necessity,. 
have to charge a denosit of 8 or 9¢ on a small bottle, and_ 
probably 14¢ on a large family size. Hence, an increase to the 
consumer. The increase in labor costs of collecting, and return._ 
ing these containers would also have to be aQsorbed by the consumer. 

Most· to be regretted we believe is the fact that neither a1;:rproach 
will produce the improvement we all desire. For reason based on 
experience to date,.the consumer discards the package in so many 
instances and this includes wine bottles, paper cups, etc. In 
addition, if only returnable bottles were permitted, it would 
actually increase the weight of the solid waste because returnable 
bottles are heavier (contain more glass) than non-returnables. 

We note newspaper reports that the Monmouth County Board of Free
holdersis·actively considering a regional approach to collection, 
.shredding, and recycling. · 

Finally, because-industry and government are equally concerned 
with the problem, may I respectfully suggest the appointment of 
a joint committee·to carefully gather all the necessary facts 
and then be in a position to present a united recommendation for 
our state? The State of Pennsylvania, a.nd others, have decided -
upon this course of action • 

Respectfully submitted, 

W. L. Lohrfinck, Secretary 

New Jersey State Library 
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STATEMENT TO BE DELIVERED AT PUBLTC HEARING OF ASSEMBLY HILL NO. 2212 

NE'i-J JERSEY ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS 

SEPTEMBER 22, 1971 

THE COCA-COIA BOTTLING COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC. 

My name is William Pearce. I am Vice President of The 
Coca-Cola Bottling Company of New York. I wish to thank the 
General Assembly of the State of New Jersey for this oppor
tunity to present our views relative to Assembly Bill No. 2212. 

Our main office is located at 425 East 34th Street in Manhattan. 
Our products, Coca-Cola, Fresca, Tab, Sprite, Fanta flavors 
and Dr Pepper are bottled, canned and distributed out of twenty.:. 
two plants and warehouses located in the New Jersey-New York 
area. More specifically, five or these plants are located in 
New Jersey - in Paterson, North Newark, South Newark, North 
Brunswick and Asbury Park. 

Additionally, The Coca-Cola Bottling Company of South Jersey, 
operating a plant and two warehouses out of Atlantic City, 
and The Philadelphia Coca-Cola Bottling Company operating a 
plant in Moorestown, complete the Coca-Cola and allied product 
distribution system for the State of New Jersey. 

These nine Coca-Cola production and distribution centers in New 
Jersey employ 856 employees, representing an annual payroll of 
$7,940,000. These plants representing an investment of $11,806,000 
paid the State of New Jersey $647,000 in taxes during 1971. 
Purchases of goods and services exceeded $23,500,000. 

We believe that from an economic viewpoint these figures need no 
further amplification,with the exception that any legislation 
enacted to require a mandatory deposit or ban cans and non-returnable 
bottles would reduce them appreciably, place an undue burden on 
the consumer and the retailer - and most importantly, accomplish 
very little in solving the solid waste and litter problem to any 
meaningful degree. I have listed below a number of facts to 
support this statement. 
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As responsible business citizens of the State of New Jersey, our 
Company shares concern for the solid waste disposal problem. 
Bott] es and cans are a part of this problem .... and we reco;:~nize 
full well that along with all manufacturers, and all retailers 
and all consumers, we contribute to the problem. Thus, over the 
past~veral years we have establisred the following program in 
an effort to make a contribution to the solution. 

During 1968 and 1969 we aggressively promoted the re
turnable-deposit bottle. At that time it accounted 
for over 40% of our total business. This effort con
sisted of over $250,000 worth of newspaper advertising 
plus $50,000 in point-of~sale advertising with the 
phrase "Money Back Bottles" imprinted on all cartons. 
Ours was a voice in the wilderness. Why? Because of 
the countervailing social and economic pressures work
ing on retailers, on consumers, on industry, on city 
government - indeed - on the very life style of our 
society. In spite of our tremendous promotional ef:rort, 
our returnable bottle business has decreased from 40% 
to less than 25% of our total business. 

On December 28, 1970, we increased the deposit on our 
returnable bottle, the return rate of which had fallen 
from 25 trips to 5 trips over the past decade. We did 
this because we felt the present state of awareness and 
concern may help save, or at least extend the life of 
the returnable bottle and that higher deposit value may 
encourage the consumer to return it rather than throw 
it away. 

There were preliminary signs that this strategy might be 
working. But our records now show that return rate has 
not increased. As a matter of fact, it has fallen off 
to the point that our returnable bottle is fast becoming 
a one-way bottle. Gentlemen, this fact is tremendously 
significant because no soft drink company in this country 
has expended more money, time and effort than we have, to 
sustain the life of the returnable bottle. 

Recognizing all of these facts, our Company is attempting 
to fulfill its responsibility to the public through the 
establishment of 18 glass and aluminum can collection 
and recycling centers at our plants in the New York -
New Jersey area. In New Jersey we collect in our plants 
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in Paterson., Nort:h Newark, North Brunswick and Asbury 
Park. Additionally, the Moorestown Coca-Coln Bottlin~ 
Company also has a collection program under ,,my. 

These centers operted Saturday, Marcl1 20, 1971 and are 
open from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. every Saturday. We 
pay the consumer 10<,' per pound for aluminum and 1¢ per 
pound for glass; and, of course, 5¢ for returnable 
bottles. 

We are hearten by the consumer response as endorsed by 
the following results for the past 26 Saturdays. 

NR Glass 
# Bottles # Tons 

Aluminum Cans 
# Cans # Tons 

Returnable 
Bottles 

March 20 
thru 
Sept. 11 

24,402,228 6,114 10,162,720 254 584,500 

In New Jersey alone during this period we collected 
3,786,000 pounds of glass and 138,108 pounds of 
aluminum and paid the consumers over $60,000 for these 
cans and bottles. Our overall payment to the consumer, 
for all 18 of our collec.tion centers, amounted to over 
$200,000 for these 26 collection days. We, of course, 
sell the glass and aluminum to the manufacturers for 
the same rate per pound that we pay out. Our investment 
is primarily in promotion and manpower which we estimate 
will cost us in excess of $500,000 for 1971. 

We know we cannot solve the whole problem facing us all, 
but we earnestly feel that our recycling program and 
others like it can indeed have an impact on the cans 
and bottles in the solid waste stream. 

We outline these programs not to pat ourselves on the back, but 
to point out that positive steps can be taken by industry to help 
solve the solid waste problem on a short-term basis. 

Long range solutions to the solid waste problem rest with advanced 
technologies and a systems approach to the collection, disposal, 
separation, and recycling of materials. Such systems, we understand, 
are now in a t2sting stage. We believe that they will be an economic 
reality in the not-too-distant future. 
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These systems will take money and lots of it. However, if 
everyone involved from raw mate1.·ial producer to ·wl10lesaler, to 
retailer, to consumer, were to pay an equitab]e share, tl·1e cost 
would not be burdensome on any segment. · 

In this regard, ·we wish to go on record as having no objection 
to paying our fair share, but we feel that to be equitable, any 
legislation should cover all materials and all elements of solid 
waste. Anything short of this we feel is discriminatory, and 
would not achieve the basic objective of reducing the solid waste 
load by a meaningful degree. With all due respect to the repre
sentatives of the press, we think newspapers should be included, 
as should ·magazines, mattresses, appliances, textiles .... in short, 
everything from A to Z which contributes to the problem. 

We oppose any and all bills which would either ban, tax, or impose 
mandatory deposits on soft drink containers. Such legislation 
is discriminatory and would seriously hurt our industry .... not to 
mention the loss of jobs and payroll, and the reduction of federal, 
state, and city taxes. All this would happen without really getting 
at the basic intent of solving the litter and solid waste problems 
facing our environment. 

Thank you. 
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Statement 

by 

John F. Scally, Vice P:;:csi.dent 

Ne.w Jcrsc'y Royal Crown Bcttl ~-ne Co., Inc. 

before members of 

on 
* 

The proposed b:i.11 to ban non-returnable 

bottles and cans 

September 22, 1971 

Trenton, N. J. 
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liy n,r,,!l: j,~ John F. Scally. 1 ma v:,. 

Crown BoU:Hx,:, <~o , whicl, is an affi1.intc, nr 1 ,,,. ;i ·>1 Yc,rk S(!'•.,·r ·11; 1 

Ht_,ttlin;,. Co., anJ t'he New York Royal CroF11 l>•:·tU11[; Cr 

twenty county rJ·,•2.1 in New York rmd New Jer,.e:y ·,,ith a population of 17 

million. 

to approx::e11al·cl:: 500 with the arrival of t.:tw ·:is.rm season of the year. 
'· 

The toal wap,c~, :aid in the calendar yea1: ::'),1C were $5,554,417.00. 

Effect on New Jersey Royal Crown 

The:•. legisl ad.ve proposal before you toc12y ha.s as its avmJ0d objective) 

a rcversjon by our indttstry to returnable type p.1c.b:ging. The necessity 

of such a return woul<l clearly and simply pnt our company out of business. 

Permit me to expla_in. 

After doing everything to preserve the returnable bottle, including 

increasing the deposit to 3<: and 7¢ per bottle, we were forced to convert 

to the non-returnable glass bottle and the metal cans as a matter of: 

economic survival. We did so in response to consumer pressure wliic.h 

expressed itself in these words: "There are more than ten thousand food 

and drink items for sale in retail markets and you soft drink ( and beer) 

people are the only ones who charge a deposit.and put us to the inconvenience 

of storing dirty bottles and carrying them back to the stores for yot!.~• Well, 
<. i" 
l,.,.;.7 

we arc just not going to do it anymore." And they didn't. Not even on the 

bc,ttlc.:i l.:i,&C .... a::ri.c,~ '.l 7¢ deposit. The con:;rn~'."r r.!:JC!:::, :i 1.· ,\~OnG;r.ic,i.i.: . .r 
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forced to Jui.:'·~ ~.llL' production rnacbinery for ·;•r•Lnrnablcs, and L'JH•J1 He,,t 

to r~reat cxp,,n~;c ::o inr:tnll nc•\) equipment :.·'.· :;: oducr:) non-rct-r,i:nnlllr•::. 

We arc in th:;+- :.•lOo/., non-rctm~nc1blc posit-ir::n t,.'f:By, 

A forced return today to retunwbJc hottJ.u: \wulcJ tl,us, in cff:c,cL, 

put our company out 0f business. 11ic ren :0n°; d1y tlic rn:c1,u.· HI l,an o,i 

are clearly dei..ailE'd in a letter written l.,cr ;_::w President of our cc,rnpany, 

Sidney P. Huc:,1~ t·o Senator Bcrna:cd C. Smith_. Chairman of the Senate 

Comm:i.ttc1 e on Conservation and Recreation of New York State. 

Rather than rcc1d the letter here, I have attached it 1:d copies of 

'•I·· -_.,";<, ·.1 -r~ ; '. · 

in three short sentences. 

1. A forced change to returnables would cost my cornp.:my alone 

apprcximately $21,111,000~00 in the first year of such a change~ 

2. A forced change would make obsolete approx~nately $1,150,000.00 

worth of present modern machinery. 

3. The cost of conversion is utterly beyond the total resources 

of this company. Not even our total annual gross receipts equal $21,000,00CJ.OO. 

We would cease to exist. 
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l'.'•. 
1·,' 

,,,:1,ld ,:· :•ff,,c:· , , c1·c;1 :;c the pr:i.ce of thn:·, 

(' 

tc, t·~1rov1 b <~ .: 1,', ··r-::. c.:: 'Lt hnt t 1 es ;_:nvay·" 

Effc•ct on the Retn:i.lcr 

; : ~-- .. .i •.' \ 

.. 1,::•, 
: .. •,' !_;\,. 

:i ( '·,·; ' '··'' ,; ::v :i: ':·; 

i (,. ,,.i_,,. 

s;.1h13tant:i .. aU.y. The n,dcn:;1tion of all bevoragc bottles> the sorc:1.ng, t'hc 

brc•.,ikage, the stonq;,.' m,d sti-tveill.ancc, and the chccld.ng of rc'tu1:n::; tc J:c,,1t:, 

sa] esn12n ancl warE,houses wou] d mean nei;,1 cxpendi.tui~cii and increas,ccl opcrc1t·.i.n2. 

expcnc:c. These increased costs would most cPrtain1y be passed to the c.oti·· 

sumer. With most i,uperr,1.arkets operating 2t lo/.. or less profit on sa1cf;) Ch,?r;-

is uo other way to handle increased costs. Beyond this, tbcrc would irw,iL;::l:ly 

he a drop in sale,; volume for all food stores i~ a reversion to retnrn,.lble 

bottles were cnmpulsary nncl non-returnable bottles and cans were bnnn0.d. 

Consider furt11cr the food warehouses which deliver to foe,d stores in 

nwny states. They would have to demand special packaging from 1n.::m1factm:c)r::: 

for specific resale in the State of New Jersey. Manufacturers and fn.ocl stoi:c 
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the heal tl, :ul l!i.rndling and storfJljof it arH1 ; 1ie velunble time sf,VF:d by 

ihon fCJr rno1~e importnnt pln:s1d.ts. 

levE·l by rrmnicipc1l sc:rv1ces. The municipal garb2,gc colJc,ctioii s::it:., ·; ,1f;i.' 

be eq1J:Lpped with modern machin<c,ry now being dcvclopecl that will scpsxaLt~ 

all recycle able material glass, metal and paper, Industry must be 

prepared to do that recycling with the expectation of a reasonahle profit, 

We share yo~r concern on the problems of litter and solid waste, 

and; we as an industry, pledge our cooperation to work ,;.Tith go\'ernm.ent 

to bring the problem to a quick and logical solution. 

Gentlemen, in speaking before you today against the proposed bill on 

banning non-returnable bottles and cans, we are not engaged in some version 

of local lobbying or some appeal for a belC-serving favo1.·. 
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\Jc arc- C)Ltit~: cd.enrly fi.gb::.i.ng for J I; ,i •. \, 

Jersey. We wai!·'~ to be certain that yo\.1 t.:,,,;,:,-r~ t,';, t 1,,"'lt clciarly. ln th·_. 

name of the 500 f.mili.es ~vho depend on our c(iup any i:o:c a li vclihood, we 

ask that you. reject this proposed hill and thu~,; per;n:U.: us, and ot1.,c!rs, 

to re111ai11 iii. bus::.ness. 
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NEW YORK SEVEN-UP 
Bottling Co., Inc. 

The Honorable Bernard C. Smith 
Chairman, Senate Committee on 
Conservation and Recreation 
Senate Chambers 
Albany, New York 

Dear Senator Smith: 

Having completed the trav.els of ·which I spoke in an 

earlier letter to you, I am able to respond in detail to the 

questions which you asked of me through Vic Coudella. 

In recalling my statements to you when we visited 

in your office on March 17, and as developed in my testimony 

before the Joint Legislative Committee later that morning, you 

have questioned why a ban on non-returnable bottles and cans 

would put this company out of business. You have asked, 

through Vic, why we can°t convert our plants~ if we could 

convert them, what it would cost, and, finally, how the in

vestment could be amortized. 

Senator, in response, let me say simply that a forced 

return to returnable bottle packaging would put us out of 

business because the cost would be beyond our means. Let me 

detail that cost for you so that you may have the answer to 

your basic question. What I detail for you will apply in 

greater or less degree to all bottlers in New York faced with 

the same circumstances. 

EXQenditures ReguiEed To Convert To Returnable Bottle 

P,a_skag!fl9 from the Present Packaging of Non-Returnable 

Bottles and Cans 

A. Production Machinery and Eguipment 

1. Three additional bottling lines to provide in 
bottles the equivalent of present can sales 
Each at $750,000 

2. To convert present non-returnable bottle 
lines to returnable bottle 

a) Two bottler sterilizers 
Each at $80,000 

b) Four empty-bottle inspector~ 
Each at $12,500 

c) Four ease-packers. 
Each at $25 1 000 

d) Twelve carton-openers 
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$2,250,000 

160,000 

50.000 

100,000 
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Each at $3,500 

3. Two bottle-sorters. Each at $50,000 

4. Eight additional fork-lift trucks for 
material handling. Each at $7,500 

• Total 

B. Packag:iDg Materials 

1. Returnable bottles required in first~ 
of Eroduction £!:!ill 

3,000,000 cases at $2.50 per case 

2. Wooden cases required in fi.fst yeaE 
of Eroduction only: 

1,500,000 cases at $1.60 per case 

3. Cardboard cartons required .!!2 first 
x-ear of :groduct.ion only: 

20,000,000 at $50 per thousand 

Total 

Ca Water and Electric C)-lrrent 

1. Water consumption would quadruple 
in return to sterilization of 
returnable bottles: 

12 montp increase! at $12., 000 per month 

2. Electricity consumption would double 
with usage of increa.sed equipment to 
handle returnable bottles: 

12 months. increase at $6,000 per month 

Total 

D. Delivery Trucks 

Because of th~ sorting and handling of 
returnable bottles the delivery fleet 
would inc:irnase by 60% 

90 trucks at an annual rental of $5,000 
per truck* 

* A portion of our fleet is leased~ 
another portion is owned. This figure 
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100.000 

60,000 

$2,762,000 

$7,500.000 

2,400,000 

1,000,000 

$10,000,000 

144,000 

72,000 

$ 216,000 

450,000 



supposes all additional trucks 
would be leased. New trucks cost 
between $9,999 and '$10,000 

E. Transportation of_ ProductJ.on and Materials 

Trucking equipment and manpower to operate 
.. would have to be tripled if all packaging 

were in returnable bottles: 

Additional cost, including f:r:inge benefits 

F. Manpower Reguirement 

1. Prod~ction personnel 
(fringe benefit_.:; included) 

a) Three new bottling lines:· 

36 employees at $10,000 

b) Additional men needecl on 
present lines if converted: 

12 employees at $10,000 

c) Additional supervision: 
3 employees at $15,000 

1'. . :: 

2. Warehouse and loading personnel 
(inciuding fringe benefits) 

Manpoo/er would have to be doubled: 
additional cost 

3. Sales and delivery personnel 
(includes fringe·benefits) 

a) Additional service-·salesmen 
required: 

90 men at $15,000 each 

b) Additional supervision 
required: 

9 men at $20,0QO eac;:h 

c) Additional division managers 
required: 

2 men at $27,000 each 
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$ 900,000 

360,000 

120,000 

45,000 

420,000 

1,350,000 

180,000 

54,000 

$2., 529,000 
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G. Real Estate 

1. New Rochelle plant 

Addition of two bottling lines and the 
storage and handling of returnable 
bottles would force total warehousing 
and loading and storage of trucks to 
move to a new facility: 

Cost of land and construction 

2. New York City plant 

This facility could not possibly 
handle a conversion to returnable 
bottles because of space limitations. 
A new facility would be essential for 
production, warehousing and distribu
tion: 

Estimated cost of $3,000,000 less 
$1,000,000 value of present facility 
leaves additional cost of 

3. Warehouses in Garden City, Medford 
and Newburgh, New York and Rochelle 
Park, New Jersey. 

These areas would have to be nearly 
doubled in size: 

52,000 sq. ft. at rental of $2.00 
per sq. ft. 

Total 

H. Obsolescense of Present Machinery 

To revert to returnables would cause present 
production machinery to become obsolete: 

1. Three bottle-warmers at $20,000 each 

2. Three bottle-rinsers at $10,000 each 

3. Three labelers at $20,000 each 

4. One complete canning line presently 
being installed at approximate cost of 

Total 

Summary of Required Expenditures 
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$ 1,250,000 

2,000,000 

104,000 

$3,354,000 

60,000 

30,000 

60,000 

1,000,000 

$1,150,000 



A. Production Machinery and Equipment 

B. Packaging Materials 

C. Water and Electric Current 

D. Delivery Trucks 

E~ Transportation of Production and Materials 

F. Manpower Requirement 

G. Real Estate 

Total 

H. Obsolescence of Present Machinery 

$2,762,000 

10,000,000 

216,000 

450,000 

900,000 

2,529,000 

3,354,000 

$21,111,000 

1,150,000 

Senator, practical person that I know you to be, I 

am confident that I do not have to burden you with further 

explanation once you have been acquainted with the above 

facts. I can best repeat the obvious: to render obsolete 

$1,150,000 worth of new machinery and then find another 

$21,111,000 with which to convert to returnable bottles, a 

figure in excess of our total annual gross sales, is beyond us. 

This is to say nothing regarding the impossibility of 

accomplishing all needed changes in buildings, machinery, 

equipment and manpower in a reasonable time period. 

Senator, the facts compel us to a single conclusion, 

the one you heard from me in your office, the one stated 

in the testimony before the Committee and. the one with which 

this letter began: a forced return to packaging in returnable 

bottles would purely and simply put this company out of business. 

I know the problem which you face and I face it squarely 

with you. I know also that the livelihood of five hundred 

families, for whom I am singularly responsible as president of 

this companyo depends in great part on how well these facts 

are made known to you and,your fellow legislators. 

May I repeat in closing that the answer to litter is 

educati.on and enforcement. The answer to solid-waste management 

is a systems approach to municipal collection and separation 

coupled with industrial re-cycling. ·.Time, energy and money 

are most definitely required. All are being urgently expended now. 
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Please do not move to destroy this company and many others while 

true solutions are on the way. 

I am grateful to you, Senator Smith, for your request 

for this information. With every best wish. 

Sincerely, 

Sidney P. Mudd 

;I.87 & .188 
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. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20.515 

FOR RELEASE TUESDAY A.M. 

PLEASE OBSERVE RELEASE DATE 

( 202) 225-5406 

MAY 4, 1971 

WASHINGTON - "For the first time we have the statistics which show that the over

whelming· majority pf this .nation's c:itizens want to ban throw-away beverage containers 

t II and would prefer returnable bottles and cans which do not litter our country s lancwcape, · 

it was revealed here this morp.ing by U .s. Congressman Joseph P. Vigorito in making public 

the results of the first nationwide survey on the question of w'hether one-way beverage 

containers should be banned. 

At a press conference in the House of Representatives Caucus Room Vigorito released 

to the news media the results of a specially commissioned survey which showed that 64% 

of all Americans "approved of a law prohibiting.the sale of soft drinks and beer in non

returnable or throw-away containers" while only 26% were opposed to such a ban. The 

survey was conducted by one of the most reputable polling organizations in the country, 

Opinion Research Corp. of Princeton, N.J. 

"Up to now those of us concerned a'bout the environment have believed that people 

are willing to return their beverage bottles and cans rather than throwing them away. 

Bottlers have said the opposite; that people were too convenience-oriented and preferred 

"' one-way containers •. Now, for the fir.st time, we have statistic proof which proves 

beyond a doubt that if our citizens were given the option, they would choose the 

returnable so:rt drink and beer containers. The problem is that the bottlers and supe'r

markets, by not car-eying returnables, deny them this choi.ce," Vigorito said. 

(more) 
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"Bottlers and supermarkets are not concerned with the convenience of the consumer-

they are concerned about their own convenience. We must reverse this trend. The con-
1Y•II 

sumer must demand what he feels is best. They must. point out that theA returnable 

bottles, not only degrades our countryside but also increases the cost of the product 

contained in it." 

Vigorito said that ~he favorable results of the survey would greatly enhance the 

effort being made by himself and 40 cosponsors to· push through Congress his bill to .ban 

all throw-away soft drink and beer bottles and cans. The lee;islation has received 

nat:.on-wide attention and similar bills have been introduced and passed in several 

counties and states across the country.· 

The Congressman noted that the state of Oregon House of Representatives has passed 

a version of the bill and it is currently pending before the State's Senate. The Gover

nor of Michigan, William Milliken, has also come out in favor of a ban and the City of 

Bowie and the County of Howard, both in Maryland, have also passed bans on throv-awq 

bottlez t1nd cons. 

Vigorito also noted that the nationwide survey taken by Opinion Research Corp, 

reflected similar more localized surveys taken by pri va.te organizations and firms. A 

poll taken by Allied Supermarkets; Inc., a concern which'bperates 87 supermarkets in 

Michigan, shOl-Ted that 67% of their customers would buy- in returnable bottles if they 

WP.re available. The same percentage favored a statewide ban on throw-awS¥s• A survey 

taken by a grocery chain in Por·t;land, Oregon, also showed that 78% of those polled 
"', 

favored ba.,ning all one-wey containers. A Minneapoli~ survey indicated 70% of the 

citizens in that area supported a total ban on non-returnables. 
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FACTS ON NONRETURHABLE BEVERAGE CONTAINERS 

1. Shipments of beer and so:f't drinks- in throw-away bot ties and cai'ls in 1970 a 

Cans -
Soft Dr_inks 

Beer 

Throw Away .. 

6,000,000,000 

6,230,000,000 

9,000,000,000 

15,100,000,000 

Total 

15,000,000,000 

21,330,000,000 

36,330,000,000 

2. Shipments and use of glass containers will more than double in the ten year 

period from 1966-1976, especially since nonreturnable glass containers of' 

beer and so.ft drinks are replacing returnables. 

J. The soft drink industry will produce 82% of all soft drinks in nonreturnable 

containers by the year 1975. The brewery industry will far exceed that pace, 

and wilJ. ~oduce and sell pr.acti.caJ Jy ell Foduct.a in nonreturnable containers 

by 1972. 

4. The consumer loses three ways as a result of today's packaging: 

a. he p9¥s more for a disposable container than for a reusable one. 

b. he has to PB¥ to have the one-way container collected f'or disposal. 

c. he must pay again when the container does not degrade but lives to foul 
our environment • 

(more) 
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5, It is estimated that Americans could save $705.000,000 per year (based on prices 

in the Washington, D.c. area) if they purchased all sort drinks in returnable. 

money-back containers. If all beer were purchased in returnable, money-back 

containers, the consumer could save an additional $840,000,000 • making a total 

saving to the American citizen of $1. 5 billion. '!bis could reach $4 billim . 

annually by 1975 if.current trends continue. 

6. Collection and disposal of waste materials presently cost the taxp9¥er $4.5 

billion annually, and the total is growing each year. 

7. The consumer can save it he b~s-his beverages in returnable bottles: 

Sort Drinks In Washington, D.C. 

12-oz. throw-awa.v cans. 6 tor eJ:)¢ 

12-oz returnable bot.tles 6 for 69¢ 

savings per carton 20¢ 

12-oz. throw-awq cans 

12-oz returnable bottles. 

savings per carton 

6 for $1.23 

6 for $ • 78 

45¢ 

(more) 
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In Richmond, Va. 

6 for 83¢ 

6 for 59¢ 

24¢ 

6 for $1.25 

6 for $ .95 
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8. A quote directly from a Coca-Cola Bottling Company advertisement in Birmingham: 

"Besides making the world a cleaner place to live in, money-back 

bottles save us money by keeping our production costs dovn. And 

they save you money because Coke in returnable bottles is your . 

best value." 

If the company saves money and the consumer saves money, why aren't the bottlers 

using more returnable bottles? 

9. A one mile stretch of highway in Kansas had a total of 930 beer cans, pop bottles, 

beer bottles, and beer cartons. Of the total litter, beer and soft drink bottles 

comprise anywhere from 3 to 8%, depending on whose figures you use. This mey not 

sound like much until you realize that bottles and cans don't burn. It then takes 

on a much different picture because the averae;e city burns its trash. The residue 

consists of 60 to 8o% glass and metal. Sanitation people complain about the 

molten glass which clogs up their incinerators. 

10. Problem with solid waste incineration: In another typical situation where one 

ton of packaging material is incinerated a residue of 705 pounds remains. Of this 

amount 637 pounds or 90% comes from glass and metal containers. 

(more) 
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n. In Detroit alone the sanitation department reports that it costs them $4,ooo each 

d8iY' to dispose of bottles. Based on a five day week, this amounts to over 

$1,000,000 per year. rn addition, the cost of picking up litter (as distinct trom 

regular refuse collection) is estimated to be over $500 million annually. 

12. If present incinerators c~•t handle the problem, we have to find a place to dump 

them. But where? President Nixon _doesn't want us to dump them in the ocean. Old 

mines are filling up and many cities are running out. or space tor landfills. For 

example, San Francisco wanted to haul its trash to Nevada; naturally Nevada said 

no. Where are we going to put the ever growing quantities ot bottles and cans? 

And if the 37 billion throw-awq containers now _grow to 100 billion in l.975 our 

problem is going to be three times as badl 

13. A survey conducted by Allied Supermarkets, which operate 87 supermarkets in 

Michigan, showed 67% of their customers would bey in .returnable bottles if they 

were available, and addi tional:cy, the same percentage_ said they tavo"d a state

wide ban on nonreturnables. 

14. " One of the ar8UJ118nts of the bottlers against returnable containers is that retail . 
outlets do not like to take the time to handle them for return to the bottler. 

This argun.ent is false. The National Federation of Independent Business I San Mateo, 

Calif., took a poll and the results showed that 62% of the business proprietors 

favored the proposed ban .on one-wEliY' containers, while only 27% opposed it. The 

Federation has 287,166 members across the countey. 

(more) 
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Most small to medium-sized bottlers favor returnables and s.ay it would not impose 

~ d a hardship on the industry to switch-back to 100 1returnables, and that prices woul 

not rise as a result. Several beer company executives have said the same thing. It 

is the large companies which oppose the-ban on throw-aways. 

16. A poll in the Twin Cities metropolitan area, a Minneapolis Star Metro Poll, indicated 

that 70% of the persons i t .. d. said they favor a total ban on the no-return n erviewe 

bottles and cans. In the same poll 88% said they would be willing to return bottles 

and cans for reuse rather than throwing them out. Eleven percent were unwilling and 

one percent were undecided. 

17. A survey in Portland, Oregon, by a grocery store chain shows that 78% of the shoppers 

interviewed said they were in favor of banning all one-way containers. A bill to ban 

non-returnables has passed the. Oregon House and is now pending before the Senate. 

18. Some unions are taking a very forward-looking position on this matter. The United 

Autoworkers Local in Pontiac, Mich., collected 2,500 signatures on petitions urging 

Oakland County to ban nonreturnables. The Michigan Tourist Council favors a ban. 

Gov. Milliken of Michigan has said: "I will propose a phaseout of nonreturnable 

malt beverage and soda pop bottles and cans in the state leading to an eventual ban." 

19. The 1969 soft drink sales established a per capita consumption of 30.2 gallons, or 

approximately 483.2 eight-ounce equivalents per person per year. 

- 30 -
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THE EFFECT ON JOBS OF TIIE TREND TOWARD 
NON--RETURNABLE CONTAINERS IN THE BEER AND SOFT DRTNK INDUSTRIES 

The switch-over from returnable, money-back bottles to throw-away containers in 

the beer industry has been paralleled by a sharp decline in the number of breweries 

with a consequent loss of jobs and corresponding decline in payrolls. 

Figures from t:he U. s. Department of Commerce show that the number of breweries 

in this country dropped from 262 in 1958 to 188 in 1967, a decline of 28.3%. Recently, 

a representative of the U. S. Brewers Association estimated there were now less than 

80 br.ewing companies. 

The number of persons employed by breweries dropped from 71,700 in 1958 to 

60,500 :ln 1967, a dee.line of 15.6%. Based on the average wage rate of $8,714 in 1967, 

the 11,200 job d~cline amounted to a pavroll loss of $97,596,800. 

It is estimated that even larger repe.rcussions will occur in the soft drink indus

try -- if the switch to throw-'-aways continues. If the current trend continues, experts 

predict- that by 1975, all soft drinks will be sold in non-returnable containers. Ip 

1967 there were 3,403 soft drink bottling Plants in this country employing 123,400 

persons with a total payroll of $727,100,000. 

If the trend to throw-aways in the soft drink industry paral~els the beer industry, 

which it has to elate, a decline of 28.-3% in the number of plants would amount to a drop 

in plants of 936, or a new total of 2,440 plants. The number of employees, with a 15.6% 

decline. would fall to 104,150. Using the 1967 payroll figure of $5,892, the total 

loss in payroll would be $113,421,000 yearly, 

A complete switch to throw-aways would also affect employment in food stores and· 

other establishments·selling soft.drinks. Food chains estimate that it takes between 

l/4 and 1/2 of a roan to physically handle the sorting and related work connected with 

(Over) 
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returnablci:;. There were, in 1967, 218,130 food stores in this country. Estimating 

that nround 90% were handling returnables at that time and using the minimum manpower 

need of 1/4 man, the number of jobs comes to 50,000. Using$6,000 as an average wage 

base, the payroll lois would be $300,000,000 yearly. 

Combining the three different sets of figures, the effect on jobs and salaries 

from the trend toward non-returnable containers in the beer and soft drink industries 

comes to a possible job loss of 8Q,l150 persons and a payroll loss of $511,017,800 

yearly minimum. In addition, there are thousands of warehousing jobs which would be 

adversely affected by a complete switch-over to non-returnables. 

For a plant comparison between the beer industry, now almost wholly committed to 

throw-aways and the soft drink industry still selling a large volume of returnables, 

2-Uller Brewing Company and the Seven"'."Up Bottling Company distribute approxim~tely the 

same volu:ne of products on a national basis. Miller does it from three breweries. 

Seyci:1-U~> t~oe.3 it from l187 franchise b:>ttlers .. Tim September issue of Outlook, a 

publication of 0-wens-Illinois (largest producer of glass bottles in the country), said, 

"One of ·the nation's biggest. soft drink i:nanufacture.rs has more than 1,000 local bottlinE 

plants todny -- but officials of that company predict that 10 years from now they'll 

have less than 100 -- serving the entire country." 

Sources: 

1) 1967 Cl':nsus of Manufacturers~ the ·u. S·. Department of Commerce, Bureau of 
the Cerwus. 

2) 

3) 

4) 

1970 Tir<'wers Almanac -- The !Jrcwing· Industry in the Unit,ed States, United 
States Brewers Association, Inc. 

1969 ·sales Survey of .the Soft Drink Industry, National Soft Drink Association. 

Outlook, September, 1970 • 
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Mr. Chairman, net1bers of the Conmittee: 

My naoe is Janes M. Neilland. I ao the executive 

director of New Jersey Food Council which represents the 

Garden State food industry, its employees and its customers. 

First, let me conmend you for your decision to conduct 

hearings on A-2212, which proposes highly-questionable restric

tions on the packaging and sale of cocir.ion consucer beverages. 

Additionally, each of you is to be coi~~ended for your willing

ness to give of your valuable tirle to be here today to hear 

the tastinony of this bill. 

Today, virtually every Anerican citizen -- both private and corporate 

is treoendously concerned with the raany dangers to our environraent caused, 

primarily, by techmlogical advances but coopounded by a handful of unthinking 

or uncaring individuals. 
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Because of this grave concern, we are often ter,1pted to cure the disease 

with the wrong medicine, t·Jith a nedicine which appears to promise instant 

he,3.1 th and happiness, vJi th a nedicine which appenrs so easy to dispense nnd 

so easy to swallou. 

f1orphine, I night renin:J you., is a trenendous wenpon in the fight against 

excrutiating pain. But I 'r:1 cert,lin n.11 of you knot'J the terrible consequences 

which await the patient who becomes addicted to uorphine. 

I firuly believe that it is in this light we uust ponder that which 

A-2212 could possibly do to benefit our envi ronnent and that which it r.1ost 

certainly will do to harn those who live within this environment. 

I an thoroughly convinced that the concern of all AraeriCans for a cleaner 

and healthier environnent begins at hone, with the roous in which we reside, 

with the food and v1o.ter He consune, 1·Ji th the clothes ·we wear, with every

thing that comes into our hones and with the land ionediately surrounding our 

hones. 

I an thoroughly convinced thn.t our concern e,ctends beyond these ionediate 

borders. We want clen.n nir at work and at play. We t·1ant clean water, not 

only for our own use but for the use of our un:kinovm neighbors. We want 

beautiful and clean highways and unblemished landscnpes. We v1ant our ears 

and our nerves free frou unhealthy noise. 

As a proud citizen of what l believe to be the greatest and most progres

sive nation in the history of nankind, I an not afraid to believe that, sane 

day, we can have all of this. 
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But let me remind you that penicillin was not developed by injecting 

mold into suffering patients, Dedicated men and women worked with that de

cayed substance and brought progress, 

Today, 200 million Alilericans consume untold millions ot gallons of bev

erages of all types. And these beverages are brought into their homes in 

containers of all types. 

Unquestionably, these thoughts bring to mind tremendous magnitude in 

tems of metal, glass and plastic which may serve a useful purpose but which• 

at present, are doomed to the waste pile• 

But, if with one bold move, we could eliminate from our lives every 

single ounce of that metal, that glass, that plastic, we would not have 

scratched the surface of the task of cleaning up our environment. 

I am sure you will hear ouch today concerning the docUmented studies 

conducted by the Natiortal Academy ot Science in cooperation with the National 

Academy of Engiheering Highway Research Board and by the Federal Bureau of 

Solid Waste Management. Their studies pr~ve, beyond the shadow of a doubt, 

that th.ese packaging materials constitute the stiallest part of roadside litter 

and an even smaller part of our solid waste. 

And of course, neither this bill nor any other piece of legislation you 

and I could envision is going to elicdnate each and every ounce of that metal, 

that glass and _that pl~stic. 

And I submit to you that this nation does not want it elicinated. 
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The beverages we consune today have become so nuch a part of our lives, 

so nuch a part of our diets, that our desire for then is very close to beconing 

a need for then. 

The citizens of this nation, with our ever-increasing concern for the 

environnent in which vJe live, want clean hones. And so I subnit to you that, 

no r.iatter how these beverages are packaged, we are going to continue purchas

ing then. And, because we want clean hones, v,e are not going to tolerate 

stockpiles of used and dirty cans, used and dirty bottles and used and dirty 

plastic containers while they await a trip back to our favorite grocery store. 

I will not be happy -- ancl you will not be happy -- throwing away a con

siderable hunber of nickels each ai1d every week of our lives. But I will do 

it and you will do it because we cah afford it to preserve the cleanliness of 

our hones• 

But will all the citizens of New Jersey be able to afford such cleanliness 

when suddenly, by the passage of this bill, the cost of such cleanliness will 

nake it a luxury? 

New Jersey is known nationwide :for nany things, sone of which we are not 

very proud. But vie are knovm,too, for our very genuine concern for the poor 

and the underprivileged. Enactment 0£ this bill would go in the £ace of this 

concern. 
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If you and I enjoy the pleasure of a cold beer or a cold soft drink 

while we relax at home; if you and I enjoy a glass of fruit juice in the 

morning, can we fail to recognize that such simple pleasures constitute per

haps the najor pleasure for hundreds of thousands of citizans in this state? 

Do we really want to increase the cost of that pleasure for those citizens? 

Do we really want to insist that those citizens be forced to live in even 

unhealthier dwellings than they do at present because they will have to save 

those cans and bottles in order to hold down the cost of their beverages? 

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee: 

I don't want this, I cannot be1ieve you want it. 

Fr~hkly, I find it very difficult to believe that the sponsors of this 

Bill want it either. 

But the Bill is before us and, rightfully, you are giving it a thorough 

airing. Let us look then at some additional reasons why this Bill is bad 

legislation and only appears to be the_golden cure for the ills of our en

vironcent·. 

Let us assume, for the Iiloment, that all of New Jersey citizens could 

afford to pay the higher grocery bills which this bill would cause. 
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Let us assume, for the notilentt that all of New Jersey's citi:zens would 

save their cans, their bottles and their plastics and at the end of each week 

they would bring these tons of containers back to their favorite grocery store. 

If we would not be happy while these used and dirty containers sat in our 

hones, how nuch joy will v,e share in the knowledge that the food we purchase 

cones from the sane r.mrketplace which must serve as a storage yard for thou

sands and thousands of attractions for insects and rodents? 

Through years of effort and dedication, New Jersey has developed outstand

ing standards of sanitation for the narketing of food. Our health codes, I 

an sure, rank among the best in the ne.tion. And the nen und wonen involved 

with food distribution in New Jersey score top grades in living up to these 

standards. 

Can they really be expected to continue under the conditions which would 

be imposed by A-2212 ? 

I know -- and you know -- they cannot. 

Having, for the nonent, accepted the inpossible assunptions that all New 

Jersey citizens can afford higher grocery bills and all New Jersey citizens 

would return these containers to reduce their grocery bills, let us, for the 

nonent, try to accept one r,10re inpossible assunption. Let us assume, for the 

nonent, that New Jersey's food industry and its thousands of eoployees could 

continue to deliver the highest quality food at the lowest possible prices 

while forced to work in nnd around an avalanche of used and dirty beverage 

containers. 
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What else will we have accomplished with this bill? 

We will have singled out the beverage industry as the culprit which caused 

all of our litter problems and all of our solid waste disposal problecs. We 

will have ignored the fact that 59.S per cent of roadside litter is paper. 

We will have ignored the fact that less than 6.7 per cent of our solid waste 

results from the containers which will be affected by this bill. 

We will have said to the citizens of this state that now, despite all 

of the hardships and inconvenience and despite all of the unhealthy conditions 

we have caused for you~ we are inproving your environnent. 

Mr. Chaiman, nembers of the Cor.imittee: 

We don't really want to tell such a bold-faced lie, do we? 

Let us turn finaliy to some very important questiohs concerning the 

Constitution of this great natioh of ours. 

Does that docucent, which is the foundation and strength of our nation, 

really permit us to single out the beverage industry and our beverage con

tainers for such restrictive legislation as is proposed in A-2212? 

Can we say, in good conscience, that we need not concern ourselves with 

the countains of paper waste and with the mountains of glass and netal and 

plastic which package so nany other products we consume? 
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Can we really require a five-cent deposit on a beverage container vdthout 

nandating the same deposit for the cans and bottles and plastics which package 

our fruits, our vegetables• our detergents and so nany other necessities? 

J\nd will our Constitution really permit us to interfere with interstate 

c01::1nerce by dictating the type or the costs of containers which cross state 

lines to enter New Jersey? 

I trust you v,ill answer with a resounding ;'Non I 

I can offer only one concluding thought tony feelings concerning this 

Bill. 

It is not the worst piece of legislation I have ever reviewed. 

There is a nunicipality in this nation v,hich, at this very ooment, is 

considering an ordinance v1hich would nake it a crit1inal offense to have in one's 

possession a non-returnable beverage container. 

The governing fathers in that municipality apparently feel that the 

innocent beverage container nerits the same treatnent as heroin or a deadly 

weapon. 

Once again, let ne corn:1end you for your willingness to review this leg

islation. Let ne hope that I will be able to connencl you for your decision 

to bury it. Thank you very ouch for the opportunity to present ny views on 

it. 
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STATE:-~Ei~T GIVE~~ S£PTS~-:BZR 22, 1971, AT TnE 
PUBLIC HSA~.I.NG HELD BY. THE l.JE'.v JERSEY AS5EMBLY 
COMMITTEE ON· AIR Aim WATER POLLUTION AND PUBLIC 
HEALTH, BY MnS. HE~~RY J. HERSEY, JR., CHA1~,1AN 
OF THE COMMUNITY HIPROV:SMENT PROJECT COl-11UTTE~ 

THE WOMAN I S CLUB OF CHATHAM:--
APPROVED BY MRS. RICHARD LUM, PRESIDEHT. 

Mr. Chairman, members or the Committee and ladies 

and gentlemen: 

I am Mrs. Henry J. Hersey, speaking for the 

Community Improvement Project Committee of The Woman's Club of 

Chatham, New Jersey. The group which I represent is in favor 

of the enactment of Assembly Bill Number 2212. 

All of us, whether we are hqusewives, manufacturers 

and dispensers of beverages, minagers of stores or super-

markets, or politiciins, share in our free soci~ty a common 

interest and concern for the quality of our environment~ This 

bill provides a step toward our environmental improvement. 

In our community of 9,500 people, we have watched 

the dedicated efforts of two voluntary_ organizations: the 

Chatham Environmental Committee and the Passaic River Restoration 

Foundation. As successful as these groups have been in focusing 

-1-
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public attention on the need for the collection and recycling 

of glass bottles and cans and evidence that a large part of 

River 
the cleaned up debris from the Passaic/consists of cans and 

bottles, it is apparent that their dedicated efforts need the 

public and legislative support which the passage of this legis-

lation would provide. It has been estimated that these local 

organizations average about 8 to 10 tons monthly on returnable 

materials and collected debris. This, of course, is but a drop 

in the bucket for what must be done. We must have both the 

financial incentive and public ~ont.rol which this legislation 

makes possible if we are to encourage the re-use of beverage 

containers and lessen the "throw-aways." 

We congratulate the sponsors of this bill for 

recognizing the need for this legislation. 

(1) It will help to lighten the load of our 

monumental amount of solid wastes now being generated by our 

denaly populated state. 

-2-
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(2) It will lessen the pressure on our diminishing 

. •·- . . 

natural resources by encou?"aging a policy of re-us·e. 

(3) It will help to reduce the mounting public 

cost of 11 tter clean-up of highway_s, . parks," and waterways~ 

Cans and bottles(are the main ingredients for creating this 

.# 

part of our gross national product. It 1s-eatimated that 

even our state highway clean-up costs over $600,000.00 

annually. 

'' 
With the passage of this bill, New Jersey would 

Join enlightened action taken and being considered in other 

states. Oregon has recently passed similar legislation; 

communities and one county in Maryland have followed suit; 

bills are now being considered in Pennsylvania and Michigan. 

We are not unmindful of the inconveniences that 

the passage of this bill will mean for all of us, but the 

alternative to its enactment would mean a further degrading ot 

-3-
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our, environment. We are, therefore, ready to assume this 

1nconve:n1rince. 

The na. tionwide public opinion pO'll conducted by 

Opinion R0eoarch Corporation, Princeton, New Jersey, 

cn:i,pporV.; t.L1l.s decision. 64% of all Americans approved a 

law prch:1.1:•i ting the sale of soft drinks and beer in non-

returno·b1~ or throw-a.way bottles. 26% did not want this 

inconve:11.;:nce. A Minneapolis survey indicates 70% of its 

c1t1zenn supported a total ban on non-returnables. 

As Edward Carpenter has said in his book, 

"Toward Democracy," only that people can thrive that loves 

its land and swears to make it beautiful. 

Thank you for your attention. 

-4-
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STA'l1EMBNT ON ASSEMBLY Bil,L 2212 ·· 

September 21, 1971 
Ringoes, N.J. 

&.A.Laport, Chairman, r,;AST AMWELL CONS~~hVATION COI4fJlISSION 

For many years the beverage industry, production and distribution, 

prospered very well with.returnable bottles. Then they discovered 

that they could make more money selling glass than what was inside 

the bottles. Because a few lazy peo.ple never bothered to return 

deposit bottles, the entire public has been forced to pay for 

the no-return bottles. The accumulation of waste glass by this 

practice has become a nati'onal disposal problem, even with token 

recycling in some places. Unless one has worked on a recycling 

team he canriot appreciate the magnitude of this waste glass problem. 

Even so, only about .one pe.r cent of bottles are brought for recycling. 

Glass refuse lasts forever whether buried or thrown on the land. 

BI-METAL BEVERAGE CANS .f, b,;, 

This is one of the most abominable items yeti and all for the 

momentary convenience of quick opening. A typical beer can weighs 

2 ounces and occupies a space of 26.6 cubic inches. It takes 16,000 

to weigh a ton, for which the DELIVERED salvage value is $10. A 

ton of bi-metal cans in randon loading is at least 18 cubic yards. 

, No one can afford to transport this volume to a salvager for the 

present salvage value. Recycling bi-metal cans is obviously 

impracticable economically, even with volunteer labor. Furthermore, 

to be recycled, the cans must not be deformed. The social price 

of this type can in the environment is much too high to justify 

its existence. There are other acceptable substitutes for the 

bi-metal can that are far less objectionable. The ordinary can is 

bad enough the way they are strewn over the landscapes. 

I u~ge ado'ption of A-22H(as written 
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Written testimony for: 

Assembly Committee on Air and Water Pollution and Public Health 

The Chatham Environment Committee was formed to promote 

the conservation of our resources and encourage re~ycling. 

We strongly support the bill requiring a deposit on 

beverage containers. 

The throw-away era must end. This is the most densely 

populated state in the country. We must not wait until our 

population grows bigger and our solid waste problems are 

insurmountable. Let us have this legislation now, while 

people still remember what a returnable bottle is - Thanks to 

Coca Cola and a limited number of other companies. This is a 

good time to start. People are aware and well motivated now. 

They have heard how Americans use more than their share of the 

earth 1 s resources. They have seen how in towns all over New 

Jersey there ar:e groups involved in recycling paper, aluminum 

and glass., We, as one of these groups, voluntarily put in long, 

hard hours collecting other people 0 s discards, trying to demon

strate to industry and government that we don 1 t want to bury 

this stuff in a landfill, we don't want one-way bottles and 

cans0 People can be re-educated to bring their bottles back, 

and this legislation is the first necessary step • 

Will returnable bottles cost more to manufacture? 

Probably, but they are used an average of 14 times. In our 

town of almost 10,000 people, we discard at least 600 tons of 

glass a year~ Reusing glass will have an immediate impact 

by reducing the weight and volume of our trash. 

Isn°t recycling as good as returning? No. Even if 

we collected all of it, the old glass is only 30% of the new 

glass bottle. We can't argue that the glass factories are 

using up all the sand, silica is an abundant resource - but 

what can we do, with the rest of the old glass? They 0 ve tried, 

but haven 1 t found a good market for if. Finallyo why should 

we expend valuable power to recycle bottles when we can easily 

reuse them? 
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Industry, through adv'ertislng and prilJlic reiaf.i6ns, has 
created a throw-away culture in this country.: from paper 
cups in the bathroom to :foil pa'.ns in t:he kitchen. We have 
been told t:ha:t it 1 s cleatier, healthier, fuore convenient, to 
have plastic :bags, rnu.itiple' packagirig, ~nd. ,no'~i-eturn bottles. 

We often hear that Pepsi Cola. bouldn't getpeople to bring 
bottles back even with a 25¢ deposit. Why?. Because everything 
else was in a no deposit:.:.: ho return container and people 
had lost the hab1t. Industry bas given us free containers, 
and we buy them, but we forget that we have to pay the 
garbage man to .. carry it away' and we just now have awakened 
to the fac't that there is 110 good place for him to take it. 
We CAN return it. Advertising and the media have a powerful 
influence, and can. be used to reshape our thinking and change 
our habits b~fdre we afe buried in the refuse of a convenience
oriented culture. This will hot happen by itself. Legislation 
is needed riow~ 
Respect:fully .submitted, Mrs. Genevieve Minton, Pres., 

chatharit Environment: committee 
57 Chandler Rd. Chatham, N.J~ 
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September 21, 1971 

STATEMENT OF JEAN F. JUDGE, DIRECTOR OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS, THE 
GRAND UNION COMPANY FOR THE HEARING OF THE NEW JERSEY ASSEMBLY 
COMMITTEE ON AIR & WATER POLLUTION,_, SEPTEM~ER. 22 ,. 1971. 

As a person long involved. in wo:i;:king with con~mll)ers as a cpnsumer 
educator and for the past year serving as a _consumer voice at the• 
management level of a supermarket chain, the Grand: ·Union Company, 
I am well aware of, and sensitive to,. the environmental concerns 
of many consumers. As an environmentally concerned citizen myself, 
I believe that meanfngful·steps·need to be-taken to clean up our 
environment. I 'believe this is the goal of enlightened, environ
mentalists consumers, industry leaders and-iegislators.· To achieve 
it and to guard against future pollution,-· I- feel- we need to develop 
the kind of legislation, policies and programs that will not only 
clean up our present pollution problems but· also ensure against 
future pollution. 

I truly believe it is not in the c~nsunier interest to undertake, 
no matter- how well intended, simple approaches:to complex problems 
because I believe this merely delays the kind of intelligent,. 
meaningful commitment that must be made by all of ·us if we are 
really going to lick pollution. It is because of this genuine ' 
concern that I would like to speak against Assembly Bill A-2212. 
Assuming-that it is both enacted and enforced by government, its 
provisions adhered to by business. and the'intent of the law 
respected and honored by consumers, a ban on the sale of non-return
able bottles merely relocates the pollution problem from the home 
or the highways to the retail market; it does not solve the problem. 
Further, the results of a bi:m such, as the .one proposed creates the 
additional environmental problem of store. level sa_nitary and health 
hazards caused by accumulated· unclean containers_.-' / · 

From a consumer point of view, the.immed_iate'effect of a ban·on 
non-returnables could be increased prices for beverages including 
milk because of the substantial cost of hahdling the returnable 
containers at store level. A recent study•in Washington, D.C. 
indicated that the increased cost caused by such a ban would fall 
most heavily on those least able to bear it, i.e. low income 
consumers. These consumers normally do not have access to ready 
transportation to .return containers and would be apt therefore not 
to collect the bounty on them. Parenthetically, the same low income 
citizens do not usually have in-home space to store returnables 
without adding an additional sanitary problem to those with which 

_ they must already contend • ... 
As a company, Grand Union is attempting to take and support those 
steps that will truly contribute to an improved environment. In 
attempting to do· this, two problems complicate the effort. The 
first of these is attempting to determine what the valid facts 
are on which to base decisions regarding the many ecological 
problems confronting us. · 
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STJ\TI:MI~NT OF JEAN F. JUDGE 
RE ASSEMBLY BILL A-2212 
P.1g<' 2 

The second complication deterring true progress results from the 
clivcrsion of corporate resources to comply with a proliferation of 
different municipal, state and federal regulations which, although 
well intentioned, are not, in many cases, making any appreciable 
imp;ict on the real pollution problem- solid waste disposal. None· 
the less, we must comply with these regulations at considerable 
cost. 

I would therefore respectfully urge that Assembly Bill A-2212 not 
bc enacted and that responsible New Jersey government, business 
and concerned consumers work together in support of those actions 
that will truly result in the improvement of our solid waste 
collection and disposal systems. I believe. we would all agre.e 
this is the only long term solution that will clean up our environ
ment and maintain its quality. 

Thank you. 

Jean J. Judge 
Director of Consumer Affairs 
The Grand Union Company 

... 
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Re Public Hearing at Trenton before Air & water Polution etc. 

Committee considering Ass. Bill# 2212. 

I am Nelson Becci president of the N. J. Package Stores Associ

atcion with offices at 24 Commerce Sto Newark, N. J. I appear on 

behalf of the package store licensees to voice opposition to Assembly 

Bill 22120 we encourage any plan or policy which will, in fact, 

minimize the environmental problems facing the state and the nation 

if the benefits of such a plan will not create greater problems than 

it will cureo We protest the adoption of any law which may result 

in greater rather than lesser hardships to the consumer, labor, 

manufacturers, distributors and retailerso 

The history of the public's beverage purchasing habits show consumers 

heedless of costs when buying soft drinks or other beverageso Soft 

drink~:are bought more often by pre-teen and teenagers and they buy 

the more costly metal, plastic or glass disposable or throwayit rather 

than the returnable container which is readily available and less 

expensiveo It is also a matter of record that many consumers will 

buy containers with deposit on bottles and still treat these as 

throw-a-ways. 

The evolution of the glas~ and metal containers is interesting for it 
...-fo 

gives credibility~my comments. When throw-a-way bottles first came. 

on the scene the cost to tl,e consumer was much higher than the cost 

for the same beverages in deposit bottles, yet these non-returnables 

soon outsol.>d the deposit bottleso When these non-returnables added 

the easy-to-open screw top the great majority of the consuming public 

readily accepted the additional cost and abandoned its predecessoro 

Practically the same trend followed the metal container 0 Upon the 

introduction of the can into the beverage business its costs to the 

(more) ?li:; 



P 2 Re A 22120 Hearing; 

consumer was much higher than the cost of containers bearing deposits· 

and yet its sales soon outdistanced deposit bottle sales. When this 

same metal container was later equipped with the easy-to-open flip-

top the great majority willingly paid the higher costs for this 

convenience. This brief history is related for the purpose of showing • 

that frugality is not an American trait and thP. added charge suggested 

in A 2212 will not encourage the purchaser to return the containerso 

A copy of Assembly Bill 2212, which I have in my possession, does 

not describe its goal but if its purpose is to discourage littering 

its success is highly questidnableo Most, if not all, such litter 

is the result of the thirsty car rider who likes to keep his car 

clean but does 1nt care much about the streets or highways upon 

which he drives unless these are in his immediate neighborhoodo 

The N. J. Package Stores Association supports most of the testimony 

presented by Container and Beverage Manufacturers and by some others 

who have spoken against A 2212. We oppose this bill on ~additional 

considerationso Many package store owners, for whom I speak9 will 

be forced to lease additional warehousing ·space, if such is available 

in his immediate area, and they will be forced to pay higher insur

ance rates because of the greater hazzards involved in handling 

broken bottles or mutilated metal containerso In addition this bill 

places an added burden upon certain retail outlets who because of 

their highly trafficiHadlocation will be forced to store and pay out 

deposit monies on containers they never sold, a highly uneeasonable 

situationo 

Returned containers can be, and usually are, heal th hazzards o Few • 

returns are sterilized and those picked off of the :.t,oad by young~ 
•· ~ >J eu tr{ tJ rt e. ,. 

sters for the co 11 ection o:( deposits ~anrro-t Ae«15eei;ed t~e .. starili zed. 
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Po 3 Re .A 2212 Hearing 

rt iis a matter of record that roaches, bugs etco, find a haven to 

multiply and thrive on the residue present in the returned containers. 

Growlers and paper containers of draft beer, which were permissable 

sales items during all the hours taverns were open prior to the passage 

of Senate bill f2108 (the Hours of sales beer bill) , were never 

considered an envi.ronmental problem because the growler was the 

beer buyer's repeated companion on his trips to the pub, while the 

paper container is readily disposable. With the passage of S 2108 

the convenience of the metal or glass container encouraged almost 
. . "I~ 

a complete switch from the draft to the canned or bottled beer. These 

cans and bottles, now legally sold on Sunday when traffic is heaviest, 

contribute greatly to the very matter under consideration here today 0 

For all of the aforementioned conclusions the NoJ 0 Package stores 

Association urges this committee and all legislators to withdraw their 

support for A 2212 in its present 

# # # 
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CONSUMERS LEAGUE OF NEW JERSEY 
FOUNDED IN 1900 AFFILIATED WITH NATIONAL CONSUMERS LE.AGUE 

20 CHURCH STREET, MONTCLAIR, N. J. 0704? • TELEPHONE 74476449 

Position paper of the Q0j~3Ul'i'.I'LH.3 11:.AGUE OF NE'.: Jr,_rWl:.Y ON Assembly Bill 2212 

Just one year ago the QUNSUl'.fi•;R.$. LLAGUr: OE NE'y,,' • J'.::H:JLY sponsored 
a forum entitled"Consumer and Environmental Bducation for Action." 
Representatives from throughout the State we.re invited to .. hear about 
and to see concrete demonstrations of the ways in which they, as 
consumers, could act to reverse the environmental decline of this State. 
Since that time we have met with and provided speakers for scores of 
organizations anxious to act on this problem. We believe that compre
hensive, concrete action to rfsstore and to protect our environment are 
both long overdue and urgently neededo 

Because of our concern for environmental quality we strongly 
oppose Assembly Bill 2212. We feel that the bill under consideration 
not only fails to get at the source of the problem, but also holds little 
promise of reducing litter and solid waste garbage. The language of 
the bill is so lacking in clarity, and a plan of realistic implementation 
so absent that one can not tell the following: 

1. how consumers are to distinguish between empty containrrs 
from juices and those of other products similarly packaged 
i.e. fruit juice & canned soups., vegetables, fruits 
( The question is whetl:..,·,r the consumer would be expected 
to save the lid. and lc:1.b~l as well as the container.) 

2. W'hether all stores will accept all containers for refund of 
deposit or must items be returned to t:te store from which 
they were purchased and how is one to remember this 

3. how stores accepting such a variety of containers, some for 
refill and some for recycling will maintain clean, healthful, 
pest-free collection areas ~ · 

4. how consumers can avoid long lines while a variety of 
containers is checked for return and deposit 

It would seem that A2212 would simply cause a price increase 
of at least .05 on every beverage with no promise that more containers 
would be refilled or recycled. The indiscriminate inclusion of all 
beverage containers creates confusion and means that the more affluent 
consumers may simply regard his deposit as a price increase and bear it 
while he disposes of the container in his usual way. It means that 
the poor , the elderly, and those in small livin?; quarters. who have no 
room for a variety of collection bins that can be emptied only upon a trip 
to the market, will either collect and contribute to health and se.fety 
hazards or lose their deposit as they dispose of their containers. 

We also feel that A2212 ignores too many consumer facts: 

First, an industry that is continually and increasingly packaging 
items in large, duplicate, wasteful, non-reusable containers 
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CONSUMERS LEAGUE OF NEW JERSEY 
FOUNDED IN 1900 AFFILIATED WITH NATIONAL CONSUMERS LEAGUE 

20 CHURCH STREET, MONTCLAIR, N. J. 07042 • TELEPHONE 744-6449 

PAGE 2 

Secondp extensive and costly a.dvertising campaigns to promote 
markets in so-called convenience food products in individual 
portions and disposable containers as well as advertising 
campaigns to promote new as well as old beverages in an ever
changing a.rray of sizes and containers 

Thirdp supermarkets that contribute to solid waste problems by 
the use of plc::..stic bags &nd wrappers, by the increasing pre-wrapping 
of things like a single head of cabbage, the use of double meat 

trays, and inefficient and discouraging deposit-return systems 

Fourth, a cont2.iner deposit, when applied to cont~liners not 
er;.sj_ly identified, collected, stored or returned does little to 
actually get containers back to the stores and deposit inonie8 
thus coll:,cted, by the stores, have no way of being uoed for 
rechdmi_ng, collecting, cleaning up litter anc:. public educr:.,_tion 

We commend the sincere motivation and environmental concern of 
the sponsors of/this billo However, the present form of this bill would 
se,:-rn. to confus~a.no.. turn people away. We therefore reco,11 end the ._ . 
forrn.;1tion of a com.mi ttee to hold hearings and to devise a step-h:fstep 
plan for attacking both the causes and effects of litter and solid waste. 
To be practical. zuch a plan should include stages of 1garbage collection 
and. recalmatior!'until we have operating regional mass reclamation plantso 
To be truly meeningful it must d~al with more thau collection and re
cycling and should includt: an examination of practices of consum.ers, 
retailers, processors, institutions, and goverment. 

(For example: the growing use of all-disposable hospital items with 
no evidence that oany of these are more economical or more 
sanitary; thr:: promotion of individually packaged, disfsable 
mealc for schools, institutions etc; denying corn:1urnero a choice 
of returnable bottles; etc.) . 

We recognize trld.t o:t'forts to protect t:C1e environiJf)llt will cauoe 
.30::.w iw onvenience and co.:,t to everyone o We believe ths.. t ~in effective, 
pr ctic::i,l ani:, equit.,ible l)htn, designed to gain popular su_p,·ort, cai:1 be 
achievc::d. if those o: us exprerk inf concern arc forceo. to r2cognize our 
co,ei en st,:1k1:; in tne ,ru.~cli ty of life o 

Pre::ident 
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A. 2212, Scpterober 22,. 1971 

STAT.BURNT BY: Blla F. Filippone', ,reJident 
Bnvironmental Res0arch Associates, !nc. 
25 Holmesbrook Road 
Basking «idge, New Jersey )1S'•2 i 

I am El1a Filippone, presidant o:f Environment,a1. ~esearch Associa.tes, 
Inc., a member of the American Economic Association and also o:/: the 
~oyal Eca101dc Society of London •. 

We are deeply concerned with the quality of life and the changes ~ing 
brought about by technology and progress. However, we f'eel that 
any State action whieh is taken in .the environ:111.ental si:m•e should tal<e 
several f'actora in mind. ' 

I 

A. 2212 in theory •ounds like a good idea; however, 1 t does present 
extenuating problems, which possibly a broader outlook w;,uld alle-.iate. 

First of all, the banning of throw-away bottles and cans is a megativc 
measure. The alternative to throw-away& woµld be deposit cmta5.ncrs, 
which must be store cl both by the distributor and the consumer. Thus, 
enters the safety :factor --- bottles standing around have a tendency 
to got broken. 

Second, the implementation of this action would for all extent and 
purposes be more c0$tly·than the .cost of' dispo•lng of bottles and 
cana, since recy~ling eould be made more ci'ficient by a more co
o~dinated effort. 

Third, th~ elimination o:1 throw-aways pres1ants an economic burden on a 
portion of the :residents of Hew Jersey. It would be much better if through 
State initiation, recycling were developed into a part of our economy 
---not to be done on a voluntary basis, but as pa.rt of the routine of 
everyday disposal and resource supply. 

Fourth, the legislature should pres~nt incentive legislation.to in
dustry '£or research geared at changing our packaging methods so that 
we take out of the refuse collections those· items 'which cannot be 
~ecycled. ; 

The ;:>hilosophy o-:f environm<m!al quality should b~ forward moving and 
not back:Ward. It should direct itself' to broader, long term concepts 
and not this piec~i-11eal approach. Environmental quality must consider 
how it interrelates with other aspects of our economy and then evaluate 
its own merits. l believe in this instance, the benefits would not 
improve the situaticn substantially, sint;=e throw-aways constitute only 
a small percentage ot our refuse mi,c and since We:l would be effecting 
an existing industry and hampering ,the potential growth of another. 
In adcU tion, i:f we Wbr~ directing this effort toward a commodity,. which 
could not be reused, I think A. 2212, WO\.lld ,have great value, but in 
the case o~ bottle?s and cans, this is not so. 

Instead 0£ banning throw-aways, this bill should be cOillpletely revised 
•o that it educates people toward the better use of these items a~d. 
institutes recyQling on a·wider. basis. Thank you. 
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Testimony on A-2212, a bill to ban.non-returnable beverage containers. 
Hearings held September 22, 1971, before the New Jersey Assembly 
Committee on Air and Water Pollution · 

I am Muriel Gill, New Jersey State Division, American Association of 
University Women, Community Chairman, and a member of the State Board. Our 
Association has 51 branches and~ membership of over 7000 in our State. 

Our legislative program for 1971-1972 states that "in time of rapid 
change, affecting oonnnunity living, we support measures to recycle wastes." 

Last year Community Chairmen in branches throughout the state participated 
in a program to promote collections of bottles, cans and paper to reduce the 
volmne of our physical wastes and to reuse them. Representatives from many 
branches brought community leaders and municipal officials to Long Branch, New 
Jersey, to consult about collection programs and returned to their communities 
to implement these programs. As a result of these activities, the New Jersey 
Division was asked to make a presentation at the International Federation of 
Women's Club .Triennial meeting in Philadelphia in August. We have established 
an informal environmental clearinghouse with women throughout the world through 
our membership in the International Federation of University Women. 

Thrs year we are going to issue a questionnaire regarding the effectiveness 
of local collection programs and the expansion of the recycling industry, as a 
result of which we hope to improve programs in areas where our branches are JJlOSt 
active. 

As individuals many of our members have been active in promoting the idea of 
reuse and recycling, of which the bill under consideration today is an example.· 
During the months since this bill was introduced, maey new cor.cepts and 
priorities have been developed which lead us to question whether this bill is 
now suitable for New Jersey with its high population density and whether it 
should not now be amended to be made more practical as to time and more applicable 
as to our needs and abilities. 

We wish to make you aware of our strong interest in the reuse of our 
resources and the protection of the environment and of our desire to support 

· programs which will carry out this goal. 
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STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF ASSf:)N"!LY RILL 11??12 

Submitted on September,?, 1971 by Terf Provfsstero for the. 
Hightstown-East Windsor Ecology Coalition 

I am Teri Provfsslero, A rest dent and home owner of East Windsor, 
New Jersey. I am pleased to have the opoortunlty to speak before 
the Committee as a represPntatfve of the Hightstown-East Wlndeor 
Ecology Coalltlon. 

There are numerous rPasons why our organization supports thle bfll 
#2212, neve,..theless, I would I iki?. to orP&i?nt some of them to you. 

The contribution that non-returnable containers make to lftter all 
over this country Is nothing that can be overlooked. The Bureau 
of Sol Id Wast~ and Management fn ThP Role of Packaging In Soltd 
Waste 1966-lf76 said. •Quantftlve and oualltatfve changes In 
packaging ma erfals consumption fn thP. 1966-1976 period wt 11 tnten• tfy 
the lftter problem primarily by orovldlng greater quantlttea of 
non-returnable beverage containers. 

In Oregon where people buy one mf I llon throw ~•ay beer and 10ft 
drink containers per day, ft has been noted that most of theM wind 
up as titter. A ctttzens group, People' • Lobby Against Non-Return
ables conducted a survey picking up lftter. In two houri they 
pfcked up 16,850 beer and soft drink throw away containers, this 
may seem an Impressive figure but ft only represents twenty fou~ 
minutes worth of daf ly consumption tn that st~te. The survey was 
conduct~d under control led conditions* The results were as follows. 

54( of the lftter was cans, soft drink and beer containers 
outnumb~red al I others four to on• 
17i was class, throw away bottles outnumbered deposit or 
returnables ltve to one · ' , . 
28< was paper, a siqnfflcant p 0 rcPntage of that was beer and 
soft drink container packaging 

Thb, the survey conc-!ur!Pd ti-·,;:;t thr,..,w aw~v containers. have a 21( 
greater chanc~ of b~comfnq ! i't 0 r th~n d 0 oosft or r~turnable contain
ers. Althouoh one w~y hottlPS ~"d ca"s account for ~5( of the sales 
of soft drinks ;:tnd '.1epr :no,-• 1:;r:, U, 6 V ,.,,:;count for 96:( of the 
contafnH I ftter. 

•Each of the 11.-.1 r1art1cipan\.:.3 ::i,11-.nerina litter was instructed to 
olck uo al I papPr, al~ss ~nd ca~s In a~ assfgn~d area and bring 
ft to an ~A8iqnPd arPa whPr~ hottl~s w0 r~ counted by hand and 
vol um~ was ~stab I isr-iPrl 1Jslng c:il i:)r<1tP.d containers. An independent 
obeerver monitored the counting. 
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Keep America Beautiful, Inc. cftPrl that in 1968 nearly ?8 mtllfon 
dollars was sp~nt on thP collection of I ftt~r from prtmary highways 
tn this nation. They dfd studies on Indiana's share of that burden 
and report~d that ft was ts,600,000 worth. In addition, the Deot. 
of Natural Resourc~e of the StatP of Indiana oro~ected on a pop
ulation baste that Indiana's yearly usaqe of dfsnoeable cans le 
11 130,000,000 and disposable bottles 6?9 1 000 1 000. 

A National Stud~ of Roadside Lltt~r• took randon samples of aoprox
fmately ten hfg way segments, each two tenths of a mile long. They 
Included some from twenty-nine state8. It was ~etfmated that 
aooroxlmately one cubic yard of lfttPr was accumulated per month 
for each mf le of fnt•retate primary hfqhway.•• The etattetlcs showed 
that 3?( of the lttt~r collected consisted of cans, qlase bottles 
and jars. The ~etfmated cost for bott!ee and cans(at $5,600,000) 
per year for the total col lectfon of I ftter) clean up Is $1,79?,000*** 
oer year. The State of Indiana alone was estimated spending fn 
excess of $1 1 000 1 000 per year for col lectfon of bottles and cane. 

In a letter from the Indiana State Hl9hway Commission, Mr. Martin 
L. Hayes stated that an •average" of ~750 000 was soent by the 
Indfana Highway Commfssfon per yP.ar to cof lect and dispose of 
lftter along our stat~ highways. Stnce bottles and cans comprise 
32( of the total col lectfon, the burden to taxpayers would be tn 
excess of 1,800,000 per year. 

Glass and metal packaqfnq present two of the worst disposal problems, 
parttcularly when incinerators are used. A typical eftuatfon where 
one ton of oackagfng materfal ts incinerated a residue of 705 lbs. 
remains, of thfs amount 637 lbs. or 901 comes from glass and metal 
containers. 

The Crusade for a eteaner Envfronmfl'nt tel Is us that ft costs 1.5 
bf I I ton dot I are oer year to get rtd of cans, non-returnable bottles 
and plastic contaln~rs. 

The Bureau of Mines tel Is us that at th 0 present rate we are using 
aluTfnum 1 our supoly wf I I run out fr. 1~9 years. My great qrandchl ldrfl'~ 
may hold as thefr most or 0 cfous and valuable oossesslon, an al I 
alumfnun be~r or soda can. This oossibf I fty strikes a frightening 
note. 

*Prepared bv Rl"'s .. ars:ti Trtanql .. Instit 1ite of N. Carolina soonsored 
by Keeo Amert ca 13 ... autfful, Inc. Rfl'S-"arch Board dPv.elooed soeclcfcatfons 
**fn the ?9 partfcfpatfnq ~tat .. s for the c~l 0 ndar period r~or•,~nt~d 
by the r,fcki1ps 
***This flqur"' is bas~d on ,:i straioh• rllvisf,Jn of thP national tot,:1i 
of I ftt@'!r coi lection ~nd r;uill iff~s i'l'.' -.l val Id estimate only. 

(:,) 
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Container Manufacturers cl aim their products contttbute a relatively 
1111all percentage of sol Id wastl!·to our.environment. The percentage 
ts about 22C, nev~rthelesa, ,because glass and metal are non-blodegrad
able they contribute 80( of 9ur perman~nt~ lltter. · 

Aside from the unslqhtleness of lltter along our roadways, the coats 
of disposing of IJ, the add~d 'burde~ ~h~ the t~xpay•rs and the 
added pol lutfon tt contrlb.utes we ffn'd stl 11 other problem• It 
causes ••• 

Farmers f n Ore,on teet ff fed 1-n support of the States ban Oil non
returnab I eai hey ea Id that_ I ltt"r a I ong tfie roads I de• cost them 
the I Ives o many I fvestock. Ifie. animals would eat pieces of_ 
broken glass and metal which would become lodged _In their chest 
causing severe paln,and flnally kl11tng them. · · 

New Jersey ts no exception, I spoke to a local_ farmet and he con
firmed what bregon farmers said. He also added that he has had to 
throw out loads of feed bfcause glass and metal partfclea had become 
ground tn with ft._ The blades ow his machine have be~n torn up by 
glaas and metal partfclea running ~~tou~~. He cbncluded that there 
was about the roadside other.forms of litter, nevertheless, 10ft 
drink and beer containers predominated~ -

Small children suffer from cuts and bruises caused by broken?'••• 
and metal, I've seen children put their fingers and tongues nto 
the tops of fl Ip-top eans and come out ~Ith gashe•. 

It Might be cited bf some who opoose this blll that fn 1953 the 
State of Vermont pass~d a bf II bannf~g one-way bottles •which was 
uneuccessful. In .fact after four years the bl I I was deemed •not 
•ffeetfve• A further look Into this bfl I would show why tt lnevlt~ 
ably falled. . . . 

I) It banned only •malt alcholfc bev~rage containers.• 

2) Publ le awareness of ecologtcat· problems In 1953 was relatively 
low. 

3) Socia! problems of 1~53 c~uld not compare to the problems 
we have In 1971. · 

4) The M.alt Alch" le bl!va,raoe comoant@,. started oackagtn·g thi?tr 
products In cans. 

(3) 
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I'd I fke to add here, that ft was due to Increased publfc awareness 
the State of Oregon was able to pass Its ban on non-returnables. 
An overwhelming mauorfty of states have such bf Ila pending as our 
Asae• bly 8111 ff!l2. Would this be posafble ff a sense of publfc 
awareness and urgency were not or~velant? People are ecology minded 
today out of neceasltl_ • 

Container manufacturers would have, we the consumer, bring our 
container~ to redemptfo" or recycl Ing centers where they would be 
melted down Into new one-ways. They cfte surveys that show return
ables wind up as lltter too. The orlce of everything has Increased 
greatly today. Perhaps ff there w~re a proportionate lncreaa~ In 
the deposit of contaln~rs oeoole would be more likely to return their 
containers. 

Perhaps Its time for Industry to begin sharing some of the burden, 
to share a social obllqatlon. The consumer fa ls•over taxed• enough 
alrea•y, natural resources are •over taxed• and our minds are 
being •over taxed• with concern about thfs mass of garbage we're 
being butf~dfn day by day. 

Recyclfng ta not the answer. In my community a group of concerned 
citizens supported five recycl Ing days. People were asked to bring 
glass, metal and pap@r fteme to a ep~ctflc potnt wh~re they In turn 
would go to outlets that would recycle them. Many peoole dtd not 
participate feel Ing that such programs were unreallstfc~ that unless 
there were Natfonal or State wide bans on non-returnables ft would 
be purely fdealfettc to support recyclfng days. 

In sunqatfon I'd lfke to auote something President Ntxon said In 
1970. •The 1970 1 s absolutely must be the years when America pays 
Its debt to •••• our llvlnq environment. It Is llterally now or never.• 

As a group of concerned, consctentlous citizens we feel that th~ 
passage of thfs blll ts a major steo fn oayfnq that debt • 

(4) 
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September 16, 1971 

Assemblyman Kenneth Wilson 

Chairman of Committee on Air*Water Pollution*Public Health 

State :Souse 

Trenton, N.J. 

Dear Assemblyman Wilson: 

Enclosed rou will find a copy of a statement from our 

Clean Air Group in Hudson County. I would have been happy to 

have delivered it in person, however, the public hearing on 

this bill was slated the same day our organization was having 

a very important conference in Jersey City. 

Our organization held a special meeting to discuss 

this bill with our membership and executive board.. Each and 

every person present hailed this bill as one of the most 

important pieces of legislature -.to come out of Trenton in 

a very long.time. We commend the sponsors and h6pe your 

Committee will support this bill with as much vigor as we do 

in Hudson County. 

Sometimes we fall into ruts and become talkers about 

what we are going to do to clean up old mother earth. We have 

no time for talkers, these Assemblymen who sponsored this 

excellent bill are doers. You know, if we don°t do something 

soon we will all have to travel to the moon to get ~way from 

our own wastes that are burying us alive, here on the earth. 

I could write a book on Hudson County 0 s Solid Waste 

Proplems, not so much about her own waste problem but concern

ing the keg of imported garbage we are sitting on in the 

Meadowlands, that threatens to blow us up any day now. We 

almost lost part of Hudson County last year when P.J.P. Dump 

burned for three whole weeks, polluting the air of three 

counties, ~lus Manhattan. So you see we know, first hand, 

that we need to take some long range steps immediately to help 

reduce some of the wastes brought into Hudson. Banning the 

non-returnable can, bottle, ·etc., will help. This is a wonderful 
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first step to take to reduce some of these wasteso 

Please support this bill and tell your fellow committee 

members that we in Hudson need their help. We need it 

desperately. 

Hope all goes well on Wednesday. Let's hope for a 

victory for the people who a:re working 24 hours a day to clean 

up this environment. 

Very truly yours, 

Mrs. Warren c. Zapp 
President Hudson County Citizens for Clean Air 

BOARD MEMBERS 

Dr. Ethel Lawner, Md. 
Mr. Theodore Conrad, Engineer 
MrG James Drago, Planner 
Mrs. Walter Westling, College Co*ordinate 
Dr. Jean Lane, J.Ca State College Professor 
Mr. Carl Feltz, Architect 
Raymond Bauer, . Sanitary Engineer 
Mrs. Barbara Eisler, N.J.C.C.A. 
Mrs. Rymond Bauer 
Mrs. Lois Kosynski, Women's Club Co;-ord. 
Miss Barbara Cambell, Cit. for Clean Water Co-ord. 
Mr. Warren Zapp, Industrial Engineer 
Mr. Floyd Schumanno Environmentalist 

All the aobe join me in our support of this bill, plus our 

entire membership in all twelve municipalities in Hudson County. 

WE WANT ASSEMBLY BILL #2212 PASSED, TODAY • 
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STATEMENT 'FROM IillDSON COUNTY CITIZENS FOR CLEAN AIR 

IN SUPPORT OF ASSEMBLY BILLe NO., 2212 

The executive board and the entire membership of 

Hudson County Citizens for Clean Air, with members in each 

municipality in Hudson County vigorously support Assembly 

Bill# 2212. 

We, in Hudson County, live in the middle of the 

garbage district in New Jersey. I suppose you all have heard 

of garment districts, business districts but maybe this is the 
/ 

first time you have heard of a garbage district" Kearny, 

Secaucus, and Jersey City have become the garbage can of the 

east. Each day_thousands of tons of imported garbage is dumped 

on our meadowlands, fouling up the air, water and de-spoiling 

our open space land. Noise pollution, smeli pollution, rat 

pollution, eye pollution, you name it, and you can be sure 

we have it as a result of this keg.of garbage - Essex, Bergen, 

N. Y. State, to name just a few. Much of this garbage is 

made up of glass bottles, rotted cans, plastic.containers 

all dumped onto our land because the manufacturer's of these 

same products has refused to push the returnable container 
J • • ·• • • 

but has, with his tongue in llis cheek, pushed the Ii.on-returnable 

demon instead, foolishly thinking that the so called 10 people of 

America"" are too lazy to bring the.ir returnables. back to the 

corner store. This is nonsense!!! Our organization·used 

some housewives to take a small independent poll in a few 

centrally located supermarkets in Hudson County just to see 

how the women of our area felt about the returnable container 

vs. the non-returnable container. The question asked was: If 

you had your choice of the non-returnable container of your 

favorite beverage or the returnable container of your favorite 

beverage, which would yield a refund upon its return to the 

store, which one would you be willing to buy? Result showed 

15% had no preference, 10% declared they preferred the non

returnable container, 75% stated they would much rather 

purchase the returnable, deposit yielding, container® Comments 

were many but the best were 11 We save the cardboard containers 
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they come in and since w~ have to go back.to the store for more 

anyway, why not just bring them along with us. The empty 

container is no trouble to lug back, especially when we know 

we are doing our small part to help the environment". 11 We 

have this family project, our kids bring all the empty, deposit 

bottles back to the store and can keep the money for a special 

project. It beats lugging those bottles to the recycling 

center, way on the other side of town. They can do this on 

their own without my (their mother0 s help) .• 11 (These were 

just a few of the many comments we received, but they show that 

American women are not that very lazy breed of individuals 

that the bottle and can manufacturer 0 s cater to with their 

products. These women stand up for what they believe in and 

would, by an actual head count, prefer the returnable container. 

In other words they would rather Fight for the. environment 

Than Switch to the throw-away container. Now you know how 

they feel, the burden to get this law passed falls on you the 

legislator, or representative in Trenton. 

Recycling is no long-range answer to our solid waste 

problem. What we are looking for is a permanent answer to this 

emergency problem. We, in Hudson county, feel the solid waste 

problem is an emergency that will not go away if we close our 

eyes, you see our nose always reminds us the garbage is near-by. 

There is only one solution to this problem and that is why 

this bill #2212 was introduced. We must make up our mind 

here and now we have to stop talking about steps we are going 

to take to clean up the environment, we must start doing. Today 

is the day for doers to come forward and be heard. The talkers 

will always be with us, we cannot allow them to take 1ver, we 

must act today to do everything in our power to see that this 

bill is passed quickly. 

This bill bans these 11 non-returnable demons", that go 

right on polluting our air and water and messing up our incinerators 

which usually have a hard time digesting these demons. This 

is the only long term solution to the problem. If we donut 

ban the returnable can, we will be going around in circles 

coming out without any solution. No short term solutions such 
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as recycling can help to save us now. We must reduce our 

volurnn of wastes. This bill will do just that. We must pass 

it© 

The children could not be with us today,· they are in 

school working at becoming wise adults. We have a responsibility 

to them ••• they are our future generation. We must make this 

earth a cleaner place for them to live. Letus start by passing 

this bill. Remember, if you are not part of the solution 

you are part of the problem~ Let 1 s get one part of the solid 

waste problem corrected by the passage of this bill, then we 

can go on to other solutions. May we count on your support???? 

Mrs. Warren Zapp, President 

Plus all the Board Members who signed the letter enclosed and 

the entire Citizens for Clean Air Membership. 
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT P. SLOCUM, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 

METROPOLITAN REGIONAL COUNCIL, 155 E. 71st STREET 

NEW YORK, N.Y., AT THE HEARINGS OF THE 

NEW JERSEY ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON AIR AND WATER POLLUTION 

AND PUBLIC HEALTH, SEPT. 22, 1971 

STATE HOUSE, TRENTON, NEW JERSEY. 

The Metropolitan Regional Council, representing local 
and county government and its elected leadership in the New York, 
New Jersey and Connecticut metropolitan area, is vitally concerned 
with the growingcrisis in solid waste generation and its effects 
on the natural environment. The primary aim of the »etropolitan 
Regional Council is to foster cooperation and conmrunication among 
agencies and governmental units in the metropolitan area. In 
addition to seeking solutions to problems which transcend the 
many jurisdictional boundaries, a major part of our efforts involves 
making known the feelings of our membership in regard to any 
proposed innovative legislation at either the Municipal, State, or 
Federal levels. 

It is within this frame of reference that I am appearing 
before you, to discuss the problem of current packaging'procedures 
and its impact on the City's solid waste management,system. 

In 1968, the Metropolitan Regional Council co-sponsored 
the publication of the first comprehensive study of Waste Manage
ment in the New York-New Jersey metropolitan region. As such, 
our interests are based not only on the merits of the proposed 
legislation but also on their implications for the metropolitan 
area as a whole. 

Accordingly, it seems proper that a brief summary of 
the solid waste aspects of that report is now in order. 

The most significant factors affecting the magnitude 
and characteristics of generated solid wastes probably have been 
changes in packaging practices and in household heating fuels. 
Packaging changes have increased significantly the amount of 
paper and paper products, have decreased food wastes, and have 
introduced plastic as an important component. Noncombustible 
solid wastes have increased significantly as a result of the 
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widespread use of non-returnable bottles and cans. On the 
other hand, the amount of household ashes has diminished as 
a result of the increasing use of gas~ oili and to a lesser 
extent, electric power for home heating. · 

A report by the National Academy of Sciences-National 
Research Council indicates that per capita generation of wastes 
grew from about 2.75 pounds per day in 1920 to about 4.5 pounds 
per day in 1965, and anticipates a future increase by some 
2 percent annually. Nationwide, gross solid waste production 
is believed to be increasing at about 4 percent per year. 
Records from New York City's Department of Sanitation indicate 
that gross solid wastes from households in its service area 
have increased at an average rate of slightly over 2.5 percent 
per year since 1960. 

Paper is the largest component of residential, com
mercial and retail solid wastes. Studies at Purdue University 
in the early 1960 1 s showed that average municipal solid wastes 
were 42 percent paper by weighto This percentage has increased 
since the time of that study and is currently estimated to be 
between 45 percent and 55 percent. In recent years, disposable 
paper clothing and disposable bed linens have been introduced. 
Future per capita paper consumption may be significantly in
creased by further development of disposable clothing, linens, 
diapers and other items. · 

Disposable containers for liquids and foods have 
virtually eliminated the returnable, reusable bottle.s. Perhaps, 
the first major shift was from milk bottles to coated paper 
cartons. The steel, aluminum, glass, paper and plastics in
dustries are all currently competing for the disposable container 
market. The "mix" of.container types which develops will affect 
the quantity and characteristics of solid wastes and the problems 
of the disposal. For example, aluminum and plastics are lighter 
in weight than the other materials .and are virtually nondegradable. 
Aluminum may be incinerated at high temperatures, but this 
results in gaseous wastes which could lower air quality. Plastics 
generally have very high heat values and may cause gaseous waste 
problems if they are incinerated. Glass is heavy, .will melt 
but seldom burn at normal incineration temperatures· and is non
degradable in landfills. A paper container may be plastic-
lined and/ or have various kinds of coating and sizings; these 
affect its biodegradability and increase its heat value 
if incinerated. 
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These are examples·of potential changes in solid waste 
quantities and characteristics which may result from develop
ments that can be foreseen or that are currently known and 
underway. But new developments are likely to take place by 
the year 2000. These may profoundly affect solid waste gene
ration coefficients. The development of containers which can 
be used by the consumer would have such an effect. The classic 
example of this is .. : . ·. the ice cream cone. Physical changes _ 
in the structure of urban communities could result in- purchasing 
and delivery systems which would reduce packaging needs. 

Many sets of assumptions could be made about the factors 
which will affect solid waste generation in the future; · each 
set would result in a generation coefficient representing both 
quantity and characteristics per unit. Obviously, all possible 
sets could not be analyzed. Since the main objective of the 
1968 study was to develop a procedure, and since this objective 
could only be achieved without analyzing all possibilities, 
only two coefficients of "mixed" solid waste generationwere 
selected for analysis. These represent two possible, but 
significantly different, "waste generation conditions". 

Generation Condition X assumes that present trend 
of increase in solid waste generation per capita will continue,·•. -· 
so by.the year 2000 per capita generation will have increased 
by 100 percent.- In contrast, Generation Condition Y assumes 
that policies, regulations and/or incentives will be established 
so that the per capita generation of solid wastes in the year 
2000 will be· the same as at present. 

For the study year of 1965, residential solid wastes 
generated in the 31 county metropolitan area amounted to 
10,765,000 tons per year. 

Under Generation Condition X, assuming a projected 
regional growth to 30,000,000 inhabitants, the total 31 county 
metropolitan region estimates for residential solid waste 
generation for the year 2000 will reach 34,695,000 tons. 
Condition Y, which would establish new policies and new incentives 
to relieve per capita waste generation, would result in a 50% 
reduction of these figures, under the same population for that 
time period. 

The quantitative importance of this data is by defini
tion an indication of what can be expected if we do not take 
effective action and seek new policies to counteract this trend. 
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.For too long consumer expedience has been valued and cherished 
at the expense of our natural environment and municipal well
being. Mar}ceting technology and consumer buying habits will 
not change unless governmental agencies are willing to pro-
vide the incentives for change. · · · 

It is for these reasons, that the Metropolitan' 
Regional Council supports New Jersey Assembly Bill No.2212 
which requires that beverages be so1d in returnable containers 
carrying a minimum deposit of s·cerits. The solid waste disposal· 
problem can best be solved by applying this recycling concept, 
rather than by continuing traditional disposal methods which 
are rapidly becoming inefficient, expensive and environmentally 
harmful to many of our urban and suburban conmunities. 

Because of the difficulties that result from changing 
industrial and marketing practices it is desirable that consi
derations should be given to induce firms to go into the re
cycling business - perhaps in the form pf tax incentives. Change
overs in packaging machinery_require great outlays of capital. 

' . . 
We probably should look to the Federal government , 

and also to State gove~nments, to provide tax incentives for 
the packaging i11dustry which is loca.ted throughout the nation, 
so ·they would· be more willing to make the needed expend~tures • 

. ·.) .-

Thia.statement was ~repared on recycled paper. 
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September-16, 1971 

STA-TE MEN~ ---------
Protection of the environment and conservation of natural 

resources require· that measures be taken to reduce and 

eventually eliminate the waste materials that are destroyed. 

Although a great deal of research and engineering will be 

required to reach the ultimate goal, it may be attained if 

progress can be made step by step. 

I strongly urge the Assembly Committee on Air and Water 

Pollution and Public Health to ~avorably consider legislation 

that will discourage the use of disposable containers .for 

beverages. Regardless of the proportion such containers 

constitute of the solid waste problem, this is an area where 
\ 

conservation can be practiced now while research is being 

conducted in measures that ~rill reduce or recyle other solid 

waste. 

Considerable volunteer effort and puolicity have been 

involved with programs to recycle disposable beverage con

tainers. In actuality, these efforts are a subsidy to the 

beverage industry since it should be responsible for the waste 

it generates, as was the case before the popularity of dis

posable containers. The container deposit system is a fair 

and equitable method of sharing the responsibility for control 

of the containers between the producer and the consumer. The 

consumer., faced with the deposit incentive., will return the 

container. The container can then be redeeme·d--thus reclaimed 
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and re-used, eliminating thereby wasteful production of 

another throw-away container. Volunteer recycling efforts 

are important in·calling attention to the need for environ

mental protection and conservation of resources, but in 

actuality they are extremely ex·pensive. and, at best, are 

merely symbolic. 

Some municipalities have made an effort to reduce the 

use of disposable beverage containers. Such efforts, how

ever, are probably going to fail because of the size of the 

jurisdictions. An effort by·a major State such as New Jersey, 

however, could be an important step in improving the environ

ment and conserving resources in our country. 

We must not compromise our growing obligations to 

protect and preserve our environment in favor of any vested 

profit motivated opponents. 
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STATEMENT BY 

EDWARD J. MITCHELL 
VICE PRESIDENT, CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS 

AMERICAN CAN COMPANY 

BEFORE THE 

NEW JERSEY ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE 
ON 

AIR AND WATER POLLUTION AND PUBLIC HEALTH 

RE: A.B. 2212 

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 

SEPTEMBER 22, 1971 
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Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of this Committee: 

Mf name is Edward J. Mitchell; I am an 

employee of the American Can Company, and appear 

here as a witness on behalf of the can manufacturing 

industry. 

I welcome the opportunity to appear before 

this Committee today, to present testimony in opposition 

to the passage of Assembly Bill 2212. The American Can 

Company, chartered in 1901 as a New Jersey corporation, 

is and has been a responsible corporate citizen in the 

State of New Jersey for the past 70 years; and has con

tributed substantially in the way of payroll and tax 

dollars to this State for these many years. The can 

manufacturing industry employs over 7,000 people in this 

State, with an annual payroll in excess of $80,000,000. 

We as an industry, along with our employees and the con

sumers and citizens of this State have a vital stake in 

the outcome of this legislation. 
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My company, as well as other companies in the 

Packaging Industry have long shared the concern of people 

like yourselves, with the problems of solid waste and 

litter which, unfm:tunately, have only recently been 

brought to light in the eyes of the average citizen. I 

am deeply concerned, however, that Bill 2212 addresses 

itself to what the problem is not about .•• Assembly Bill 2212 

indiscriminately singles out non-returnable beer and beverage 

ll:i 
containers 11111d the ostensible problem in our overall environ-

mental concerns. 

Under closer scrutiny, I trust it will become 

obvious to the members of this committee that the non-

returnable beer and beverage container is but a miniscule 

proportion of the real problem facing society today 

that is -- the problem of solid waste disposal. 

Perhaps I can place Bill 2212 in proportion to what 

the problem really is by making some simple and well-documented 

observations ... A study made by the Bureau of Solid Waste 

Management states that non-returnable beer and beverage 

containers represent but a mere 1.3% of the nation's total 

solid waste. The bill being discussed by the Committee 
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today totally ignores thP- 98.7% of solid waste which remains. 

This is what the problem is about. Almost ~very day we hear 

cries from well-intentioned, but obviously uninformed citizens, 

that we are being buried in our own garbage. This statement 

is patently ridiculous on its face: but at the same time, it 

does serve to bring to the forefront a situation which requires 

the immediate concern of not only this Committee, but of all 

society within this country. 

We are presently the .wealthiest, best fed, best housed, 

and most technologically-advanced nation in the history of 

civilization. At the same time, we have been content to 

handle the 360,000,000 tons of solid waste generated in this 

country every year in almost precisely the same fashion as 

solid waste was handled 2,000 years ago. I repeat -- This 

i:S what the problem is about. 

Industry, along with labor, have been strong 

supporters of the National Center for Resource Recovery 

an organization which has been chartered to .add:t:'ess itself 

directly to a systems approach to solid waste disposal. 

There are any number of pilot, projects operating- through

out the . country today, which are desi,gned to develop a 
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workable system of resolving the problem and thereby 

relieving the municipalities of the burdensome cost 

involved in waste disposal. It is expected that in the 

near future, the National Center will be making some 

dramatic proposals which will include components of the 

most advanced technology currently existing in present 

pilot projects, and which will present a practical and 

overall long-range solution to the extremely complex 

problem of solid waste disposal. Many of these pilot 

projects have been proven to be both technologically and 

economically feasible. The cities of Atlanta, Chicago, 

Oak.land and Sacramento, among others, already reclaim 

all of the steel containers in their garbage dumps through 

a system of magnetic separation.', This reclaimed steel is 

then sold to the steel industry as scrap to be recycled, 

or to the copper industry as a necessary ingredient in the 

precipitation of copper from low-grade ore. 

In Franklin, Ohio, there is currently in operation 

what is commonly known as the Black-Clawson system, which 

successfully classifies and separates pulped fiber, glass 

and metals of all sorts for subsequent recycling. This 

system takes care of all the garbage in Franklin. Of even 

more exciting potential is the CPU-400 system pilot operation 
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which shreds garbage, classifying the particles into 

glass, metals and other valu_able categories and uses the 

balance of the refuse as fuel for much-needed energy. 

Incidentally, the organic waste from this system has a 

caloric value one-third that of high-grade coal. 

We know, therefore., that we have successfully 

found technological breakthroughs to resolve the real 

problem -- solid waste. A sound systems approach goes 

right to the heart of the problem. It does not gouge 

out the eyes of the monster and permit the remaining 

99% to flounder blindly about seeking a home. 

Many of the proponents of Bill 2212 would 

have us believe that a ban on non_:-returnable containers 

and a mandatory tax·on returnable containers would solve 

the,litter problem. We in industry share the concern for 

the disgraceful litter situation prevailing in our environ

ment -- not only in New Jersey, but elsewhere -- but logic 

suggests to us that Bill 2212 is a simple solution where no 

simple problem exists. Litter is a separate problem. Solid 

waste is organized garbage ••. Litter is disorganized garbage. 

Litter is a people problem .•. a human behavioral problem. 
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We do not know why people litter. We do know, however, 

that people will litter whether the container is non

returnable or carries a deposit. 

A study conducted under one of the most prestigious 

organizations in America -- the National Academy of Sciences-

concludes that less than 20% of the composition of roadside 

litter is made up of beer and beverage cans and bottles. 

The amazing statistic in this study is that 42% of all beer 

and beverage bottles found in roadside litter were returnable 

bottles ••• yes, deposit bottles. In light of this fact, how 

can anyone logically reach the conclusion that a mandatory 

deposit will solve the litter problem? 

How does Bill 2212 address itself to the other 

80% of litter that is~ beer or beverage containers? 

It simply ignores 80% of the problem. 

The facts clearly show that a ban or a deposit 

system will not eliminate litter. Educatioo, enforcement· . 

and equipment are the only answers. To this end, industry 

has been, and continues to be a strong supporter of mass:· 
I 

education in an endeavor to reach the estimated one per c· 

of the people who are litterers. This one per cent wr., 
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brazenly violate our surroundings are fra~ly just 

plain slobs. 

Not too many years ago, the Ameriqaz:i public 

bought milk in a milk pail: oranges were available 

for squeezing: peas, stringbeans and.other fresh produce 

were available in season only at a premium price. The _ 

advent of the supermarket, mass marketing and convenience 

packaging brought to the ~rican consumer an enormous 

variety of nutritious foods in sanitary packages, and a 

freedom of ch.oice unparalleled in the history of mankind. 

The cost of this revolution in food consumption can best 

be appreciated by considering the fact that the proportion 

of the spendable dollar devoted to food cons~mption is 

probably less than half of what was expended thirty years 

ago. 

Assembly Bill 2212 would reverse this trend .... . ·, 

dramatically. It would disrupt ~antastically the orderly~ 

sanitary, efficient and economically-sound metho.d of food 

and beverage distribution. By definition, every con:tainer 

is physically returnable. This would incl,ude .not only:. beer 

and beverage cans and bo~tles, .but al.so paper. milk containe;rs, 
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orange crates, grapefruit bushels and a myriad of other 

vessels which would contain products covered by this bill. 

By last count, there were 61,321 retail establishments in 

the State of New Jersey; including supermarkets,· food stores, 

eating and drinking establishments, etc., where products are 

dispensed that are covered by the deposit features of this bill. 

If the consumer were to return for redemption all 

of the used cans, bottles, milk containers - dirty and un

washed - half-empty and contaminated with bacteria, the 

merchants of the State would have a spectacle of 61,321 privately

owned garbage dumps infested with vermin, rodents, bacteria 

and contamination in which they would be expected to continue 

selling sanitary food in the normal course of business. 

It is virtually indisputable that a regression to 

deposit containers will have the immediate impact of increasing 

costs to the consumer - particularly in urban areas and ghettos 

where the consumer citizen is least able to afford it. It 

also represents the destruction of major portions of the 

container-making industry with the consequent loss of thousands 

of New Jersey jobs and millions upon millions of dollars in 

wages. What for? 
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We know, you_know, tll~~e ll a probl~m with 

solid waste_mismanagement. Everyone knows there is_ 

a problem with litter. I respectfully submit, members 
·. :, '· . . ' ' 

of this Committee, that Assembly Bill 2212 is what the 

problem is not apout. 

### 
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·ur,. Ol,1•'· 1··,. · · 01:.r,· · 1· · ·· T•··· · ~- 1 •ri•--·· • ,-J~ ASf~1~!'11.,.1··.,·v :, ··ILL ~lZ f).l:'.,:u'£i \.Jf~ ,-.. v.:.., .i~U ';h,;, ·A.,;.,~(.,;,1;1 ;•~·• .n-- ·, ' .i. __ =!:: __ 

WHEh.KA . .:.;: Assemb4' ~111 2212, a bill prohibitinc tt~ f.':~10, of.fer for sale or 

atte,n:pt to sell &i.y bovere.ce in a non•returnat-le beve: ate contair:er effective 

J.:m. 1, 1972, will be tho suLjeet of a 11ablic hac,r:lng in the Asse.-:i'bl:; Chm:i::>ez·s 

in. r11ren •·o·-1 ' ·r ., t· 1 1 ' • r o A . • "'J., ..• v ... • ,.... ._1.,.J •· • or: Boiit. 22, ~')71; v.11d . 
. ., WHEh.EAS: Two m.::1.n(,L:1ct iroror; ,, l non-1·0t11rna.L:le containorG, e:r.ployinc a ereat 

.. 
number vi' ,Sdlem Comty ::.:·o::iidont::;, are t.ituated within Snlem County, na:-riel:/, 

Anchor•.t-"'ocking lilass (.;or.J:-i• <.-,nd t110 Cajner t:.lass ';forks; and 

~'iilliLBASs Thio bill .if e:inc·tod :i.ntn 1.::!\V in :-iew Jersey \lould crc:,.tc a rievare 

ec9no~ic 1'.ardsh , t:0 t11ose ;]anuf'acturers of non-rctvrnntle c:>nt,':l:tners with 

regard t:~ 1.n,~re/3.c<;d :annn i'ncti1:rinc co::;ts, i.J•Jssl ble red1Jction i:n tho l,::;bor wor\.t 

force an: i.:urte.iL',cnt a-.? any Dl;mt e:-:;-1lwsi::>n; anc1 

1.'/H..t!.,n.li.J\S: The cc0:.io,1ic 1;eal tb of ;fo'..Lem Cou~1 t;y :i.c· uepem:e~1t up in a busj_nesE; 

climate which iL (;.:>naacive t.(; full. cmplo~ rnn1t ,.,_Ml r.:.ound r:1.,_nai e,nont '.)f manufacturing 

costs, both oi whicr. vmuld suffer by ti:a eu.•;ctint of prhitrur,y logislatton; and 

Wl-ui .. h£i~.6: 'Ibe ialem County LJard of Chor:;en Preo:nolc1E'lr-s obJect':': to any 1,111 which 

would create th:L.: ,mfavorc,ble cltmate. 

(2) That 1 t urges ti:e (,cnerel Asse:::blji o i t.i;c -',tAt;,.,;. of' :,aw J'ersey ·to vote against 

this Lill's o~i-~tm~nt. 

(3) Thut the A6~~-blymen revrobontinJ th1b DiEtri.ct 3A b3 ndvic0d o: thn 
Co t t C • t. . ; 1 t. .. ",, t- . • ,ktown, ·. ,'I-,}. c n en n ,,.: ... 1:~ :i.·cc,_-:; ,, 1,:n ,,~hu ,_, :mo-lte . .-'t i;_r,c ft ... :1,. ; e::~d.r-:_: to br.i 1,eld of 

tLl1.; .,A.1 • .>..rd'c: 09 oBit~on to r::,ct ofrresive ler;islotlon. 

(4) That CO:i,)iar, ox t:.:l.L r-er:oLtion ho f'ori:mrc1e•l to tr.~ i!ono:~cl-lc ~enneth i',lack, 

Asso.nLlynm1 j):i.r1t1::i.c:t 311., .ieneto:i:· c.1obn A. llLite, l)iccrict 31!, -9"'·_-n ,he 

of' ·L.ho Jl.ssomt..ly t:o::1L'1 ttce or. Air, 1·,,atcr I'~ ion nr.t' r ubJ~--- l'e!.?'l ,b. 
(_ . 

....--·-
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Mrso Betty A. Little 

Testimony for · 

Citizens for Conservation 

11 Porta Pl., Basking Ridge, N~J. 07920 

Regarding A-2212, a bill to ban non~returnable beverage 

containers hearings Sept; 22, 19'71 before the N. J. Assebmly 

Comm. on Air and Water Pollution. 

I represent Citizens for Conservation which is concerned 

with the total evironment and affiliated with about 15 other 

conservation groups of a similar nature principally in the 

Passaic River Basin. My name is Mrs. Betty A. Little. I am 

an environmental economist with twenty years experience in 

business and finance and conservation, a member of the State 

AAUW Board, its Dollarsworth Chairman, a member of the AAUW 

National Advisory Comm. on Finance, a Trustee for the Passaic 

River Coalition, a member of the Board of Advisors of the N.J. 

School Consortium on Environmental Education and a member of 

the American Economic Association. 

As Dr. Calvin H. Ward has stated 00 ••• We can no longer 

tolerate the once through system of utilization because we 

have already passed the limit which the natural cycle can 

handle. 11 Now if we change or pollute a resource, it must be 

purified, regenerated or recycled so that eventually we can 

reuse it - we live•in a closed system and what we have here 

is all that we will ever have. 

The many small conservation groups throughout the state 

which are participating in voluntary monthly bottle, can and 

paper collections recognize this need and express their commitment 

through these recycling drives but we must all recognize the 

voluntary programs of this nature can not possibly do the job. 

If any State in .this nation needs to face up to a problem

N c J. needs to face up to the solid waste problem and thereby 

provide the leadership for a nation. Many of our sanitary 

landfills have a life of only 4 or 5 years and yet 100,000 

persons a year are entering our population each generating an 

estimated 3.5 pounds per capita of solid waste per pay. Sixty 
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per cent of our solid waste is generated by Ess~:x:,Bergen, 

Hudson,.Middlesex and Union Counties where population density 

.reaches 55,000 per square mile. What are we doing to produce 

the knowledge and the technology to handle the total problem, 

not just the 7 per cent represented by the glass and container 

wastes? 

According to, the Scientist Institute for Public Information 

(uiA Brief Introduction to Solid Waste Mangement Problems 

April 17, 1971 1,1 .) ' 1The refuse disposal industry consisting of 

many small contractors, is possibly the most primitive major 

industry in the country;; 11 They found that none of Fortunes 

top 100 corporations were significantly involved in solid 

waste management. Somehow we must motivate the private 

sector to produce the knowledge and technology needed for New 

Jersey now. 

In May a res~arch team from Citizens for Conservation 

traveled to College Park, Maryland to visit the U.S. Bureau 

of.Mines recycling plant. This process incorporates incineration 

which is unacceptable. It is a crude system developed with 

virtually no Federal grants and yet it is one of the top two 

projects in the United States. This is not an answer to our 

solid waste program-we have not made the financial commitment 

on a national level to solve these problems. 

According to the Second Annual report of the Council on 

Environmental Quality, August 1971, the whole nation is moving 

more and more from an economy of reuse to an economy of 

"non-returnables." We are traveling fast in the wrong direction. 

This bill has been much discussed as important legislation 

to protect the environment and it may well be that at another 

time in another State it would be the answer. But it does not 

seem adequate to us to meet the pressing problems in N.J. 

today and it may, like the phosphate and detergent situation, 

prove to be untenable. 

We suggest that the Committee revise this bill to reflect 

our need to build a new recycling industry in N.J. and 

attempt to develop legislation which will be a beginning 

towards solving the total solid waste problems in this State. 
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Mr. Chairman, Committee members: 

We young pe·ople, -appalled at the upward spiral of 

the solid waste material, are very concerned for the future& 

statistics show that' Solid waste constitutes a 

large part of the pollution problem. 

By eliminating non-returnable bottles we will not 

only reduce, greatly, our total solid waste, we will 

contribute to the cleanliness of New Jersey, especially-in 

parks and along the highway system~ 

Banning the -~retail sale of non-returnable bottles 

now, would be to re-introduce the popular activity of 20 years 

ago, when every kid on the block was collecting discarded 

empty bottles for their cash value at turn-in time. 

· The Youth Fellowship of Mendham 
1 Township 

The Mendham Borough Conservation 
Committee 

The North Jersey Conservation 
Foundation 
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September 19, 1971 

Committee on Air and Water Pollµtion 

N. J. Assembly 

State House 

Trenton, New Jersey 08608 

Dear Sirs: 

I am most anxiou.s, to register my support of the 

passage of Bill A-2212. As a school teacher at the Newark 

Academy and a frequent volunteer at local projects, I have 

worked intimately with many aspects of recycling. Despite 

all the good will and time involved, I know that these token 

efforts by civic and school groups are not making a dent in 

the mountains of solid waste that are choking our small state. 

Roadsides are unsightly 1 wetlands are a common target in 

our frantic search for fill area, and beaches are often 

strewn with virtually indestructible plastic containers or 

aluminum cans. 

We must begin ~ tJ) pay the ;f=ull cost,_ of our throw-away 

way of life. 

Non-returnable beverage containers are not any longer 

tolerable in New Jersey. 

Very truly yours, 

John W. Straham III 

P.A. I would appreciate these sentiments being entered into 

the hearing record of September 22, 1971. 
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September 17, 1971 

Dear Sir: 

I want to express rtiy approval of the bill now before the 

Air and Water Pollution and Public Health Committee prohibiting 

the sale of non;..,returnable.no-deposit bottles and·cans in 

the State 

Please have copies made for each member of said committee. 

Mrs. Victor Kress·and 23 others 

366 Passaic Avenue 

w. Caldwell, New Jersey 07006 
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Mr. Thomas M. O'Neill 

Administrative Assistant to 

The Commissioner 

Dear Mr. 0 1 Neill: 

September 18, 1971 

Sorry that we will be unable to attend the hearing on 

September 22, 1971, but enclosed all 68 names of those who are 

in favor of the passa9e of the bill. 

Of the many reasons people gave, the following stood out. 

Exploding bottles because of their thinness and cluttered 

lawns each morning from the containers thrown from passing 

cars during the night. 

We had two who did not agree. One was a Scout leader 

from Clifton, New Jersey who felt that the revenue his troop 

gets for picking up old bottles, was more important. Another 

said that he wasn 1 t worried about his childrens' generation, 

they could worry about it themselves. 
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Mr.. & Mrs. Albert J. Neiford 

and 69 others 
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rr. TLo::;e:s L 0 1 !Jeill 

f West i:;nd Avenue 
··s,, .... , .. 1• ·t· · ·. ~, J 07(")0··1 • 

"""-· ·•·•. , ... ~. . .. 

Septel"'her ll1, 1971 • ·· 

AdL n:\.stra.ti,,c AsristElnt to the Con·•t:·•issioner 
I:;eparti.,ent of Environn:c-,nte 1 Fr.otect:~on 
Trenton, ~.J. 0[~25 · 

Defir Sir: 

· The Lenape Treil Gare.en Club of Sur.r:•,it; · 1;ew Providence 
enc: r:urre..y Hill wishes to go c-n record e.s beinf in · 
favo.r of Bill #A.-2212 which lie,n,s. the use cf non-returµable 
l::evere.ge conteiriers in t: 0 e Stete of :;ew JE;rsey. 

1rery truly yc,i:trs, 

:fk ;. l{r iii.~~.: ,>-. ,,// t ~,~ .. - r~; 
J.'.rs. G, s. t•,rig'!t, Jr. ·· -· 
Secrete.cy 
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164 MADISON AVENUE 
MOUNT HOLLY, N. J. - 08060 

267-7331 

HAROLD L. COLBURN, M. D. 
47 WAGON BRIDGE RUN 

MOORESTOWN, N. J. 08057 
235-9229 

September 22, 1971 

Committee on Air and Water Pollution 
and Public Health 

The General Assembly, State·· of 
New Jersey 

The State House 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

Mr. Wynn Kennedy andI thank·you for 
the opportunity to submit our opinions. to you. I. 
am Harold Colburn, M.D. of. Moorestown., New Jersey. 
Mr·. Kennedy and I are candidates for the General 
Assembly from District 4-C of Burlington County, 
New Jersey • 

Mr. Kennedy and I are vitally interested 
in the improvement ofuour environment. We feel that 
firm measures must be taken as quickly as possible 
to reverse the unhealthy trends.which have been 
allowed to. continue for much too long. We support 
Assembly Bill 2212. We suggest, however,. that the 
effective date be chosen to allow industry to use 
existing container supplies and to retool. This will 
be a m'..ajor change for them. 

Finally, we believe that product dis
posal must be planned along with product manufac
ture. 

Thank you, 

d. -4ff1 U~~~ 
ft~~i~L. Colburn, M.D. 

~~dY~ 
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September 17, 1971 

Mr. Thomas M. O'Neill 
Administrative Assistant to the Commissioner 
State of New Jersey 
Department of Environmental P.rotection 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Dear Mr. O'Neill: 

Thank you for your letter of Septemb'er 9, 1971 and the 
attached copy of Assembly Bill 2212. A few months ago, I sent 
a petition to the Governor with tnany signatures of my co-wol'kers, 
protesting the dumping of sludge in the ·ocean. Although it is 
impossible to poll all. of the same people· due to job changes 
and vacations, I talked to many and all are in favor of Assembly 
No. 2212. 

We cannot make the hearing c;m September 22, 1971, but we 
are making our support.of.Assembly No. 2212 known with this letter. 

It is extremely grad¥:ng to receive letters from the office 
of the Co'Qllllissioner letting us know that action is being taken on 
problems such as this and to keep us informed. Please keep TJIY 
name on your mailing list so that my co-workers and TJIYSelf can 
lend our support to your office. Again I thank you. 

27 Oliver Street 
Chatham, New Jersey 07928 

Si e~~~ ... ·. 
/-/J,>./.7 

. Jo n • Pentony0 
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NATURE'S NEWS 

Dear Mr. Mattek: 

571 Davidson Road 
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854 

(201) 463 - 9370 

Sept 20,1971 

We the editors of Nature's News support Assembly Bill 

No.2212. Arguments in support of the bill can be presented 

by using banishment of natural res~urces and a overwhelming 

solid-waste problem as r~asons for passing the Bill. 

Howevvr., wha.:t u1e. wa.n.:t :to Jr.e.la.y .L& the .&uJr.ve.y 06 public. Jte.&pon.&e. 

to A.&.&e.mbty Bill 2212. The. Jr.e.&ul:t.6 06 :the .&uJr.ve.y 6oltow: 272 06 

the 300 ha.ve n.e.ve.Jr. even hea.Jr.ed 06 :the. Bill a. whopping 90.5%. 

On.c.e. :the Bill wa..& ex.plained :to them, :the.& e. a.nd :the Jr.ema.ining 9. 5 % 

who knew a.bout :tht Bill. 194 people. oJr. 64.7% &a.voJr.e.d it; 40 

people oJr. 13.3% oppo.&ed it; 66 people aJr. 22% ha.d no opinion. 

The a.bove. ha..& be.en pub.f . .l.6he.d in. Na.:tuJr.e.'.& New.& Vol.I No. 9&10 

Sinc.e. thl.6 i.& a. democ.Jr.a.c.y public. opinion .&hould a.l.&o c.oun:t when 

it c.ome.& to c.tea.ning-up the ENVIRONMENT • 
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1005A EDT SEP 23 71 PA055 
P MPA021 FH NL PD TDMP SPARTA .NJER . SEPT 2322 
ASSEMBLYMAN KENNETH T W!LSO~ 
STATE HOUSE TRENTON NJER 

WE STRONGLY SUPPORT THE PASSAGE OF BILL A221~ AS A FIRST STEP 
TOWARDS SOLVING OUR SOLID WASTE CRISIS THE MUNICIPLE GOVERNMENT 
OF SPARTA HAS RECYCLED OVER 75,000 LBS OF B~OWN ANO CLEAR 
GLASS SINCE JAN ·1 1971 CITIZENS HAVE BROUGHl THESE MATERIALS 
TO BINS WITHOUT A .GREAT DEAL OF SOLICITATION\• WE. EXPCET THIS 
VOLUMN TO INCREASE GREATLY AS OUR GROUP COMPLETES PUBLICITY 

i 

PROGRAMS AND EXPERIMENTAL PICUP CORIVES LATER: THfS MONTH. WE 
RE CERTAIN THAT THE MEMBERS OF OUR STATE 

MRS WATER R SCHAEFER PRESIDENT SPARTA ACTION VOLUNTEERS. 
FOR ECOLOGY 23 WALLKILL RO SPARTA NJER 

• 

SF-1201 (R5-89) 

• 

!!:! !! Telegram 

817P EDT SEP 21 71 PA234 
P WUA220 FH PDF SALEM NJER 21 815P EDT 

THE HONORABLE KENNETH BLACK, DL Y 75 DLR 9AM S4RE 
ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS STATE HOUSE TRENTON NJER : 

AT A EMERGENCY MEETING THIS DAY THE MAJORITY MEMBERSHIP OF 
THE SALEM COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS REQUEST TO BE 

I 

PUT ON RECORD AS OPPOSING ASSEMBLY BILL NO 2212• FORMAL RESOLUTION 
WILL FOLLOW BY MAIL BY ORDER OF THIS BOARD 

WR $WAVERLY CLERK. 
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